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Preface

This dissertation is about the Self-Confrontation Method (SCM) (Hermans, 1974,
1976; Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995), an instrument very popular among Dutch
psychologists (Takens, 1994). The method is increasingly internationally recognized
and considered as a 'microcosm' of the expanding field of constructivism (Neimeyer
& Hagans, 1997; Neimeyer, Hagans & Anderson, 1998). The SCM is typically used in
a therapeutic or counseling context. It is particularly suited as a tool for idiographic
personality research.
One major objective of this dissertation is to carry out statistical validity
studies, using large samples of SCM-grids. Of course, many studies have already
shown interpretative hermeneutic validity of the SCM (Neimeyer et al., 1998). These
mainly include case studies (e.g., Hermans 1987a,b; Hermans & Hermans-Jansen,
1992; Hermans, 1995; Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995; Hermans, Hermans-Jansen
& Van Gilst, 1985), and studies about the content validity of the typology (e.g.,
Hermans, Hermans-Jansen & Van Gilst, 1985; Hermans, Hermans-Jansen & Van
Gilst, 1987; Hermans & Van Gilst, 1991; Hermans, 1992; Hermans & Hermans
Jansen, 1995). Yet, statistical validity studies with large groups are rather sparse
(Hermans, Hermans-Jansen & Van Gilst, 1985; Hermans & Oles, 1996).
Another main objective is to offer new ways of organizing data as typically
gathered with the SCM: so-called idiographic grid data (Rathod, 1982). Emphasis
will be given to the technique of visualizing a single valuation system, which may
prove useful for researchers and counselors, as well as for persons performing a selfinvestigation. This partly comes down to applying technical principles known from
other fields of idiographic personality research where visualization techniques are
very common, such as with the REP grid (e.g. Slater, 1964, 1976, 1977; Fransella &
Bannister, 1977). Some applications turn out to be typical of the SCM, which is built
on a standard list of agentic, communal, positive and negative feelings making up
the SCM typology.
The nine chapters are subdivided in three parts each including three chapters.
Part I is of a theoretical nature. In Chapter 1, the SCM is introduced and the
relationship between valuation theory and interpersonal theory is described.
Chapter 2 treats dysfunctions as conceived by valuation theory. In Chapter 3, the
SCM is further discussed and an overview of the validity studies performed by
Hermans and colleagues is given. In addition, the SCM is compared to other
idiographic approaches.
Part II comprises three chapters about validity. In Chapter 4, the issue of
factorial validity or scale construction is addressed. It is shown that some scales used
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to measure either "the striving for self-enhancement" or "the longing for union" can
be improved An alternative list is provided and cross-validated It is shown that the
scales, based on the alternative list, exhibit sufficiently high internal consistencies
Chapter 5 contains a study on the convergent validity of the types of valuations
Percentages of types of valuations derived from the valuation systems of students
are related to trait scales The validity of the typology is demonstrated using a factor
analytical approach In order to preserve a relationship with the theoretical circular
structure of types assumed by valuation theory, an additional so-called circumplex
analysis is applied to the same data, illustrating the empirical utility of that circular
structure (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995) In Chapter 6, gender differences are
studied in a group of students and in a group of persons who required counseling
This contributes to the discriminant validity of the typology
In Part III, Chapters 7, 8 and 9 al' concern the use of visualization techniques in
the single case These studies are based on the notion that, by depicting valuations as
points in a plane, data become more easily accessible This can be advantageous for
both counselor and the person performing a self-investigation The aim of these
techniques is to facilitate the conversation between counselor and client A
prerequisite for such an enterprise is the availability of a convenient proximity
measure In Chapter 7, the current use of correlation as a measure of proximity
among affect profiles is discussed It is argued that a Euclidean distance metric would
be more appropriate In Chapter 8, two algorithms (KUNGRID and ALSCAL) are
compared as to their quality in preserving the structure of a set of affect profiles (as
contained in a valuation system) in two dimensions In Chapter 9, the findings of the
previous study are taken further into a proposal of a more standardized way of
ordination The hexagonal orientation of types (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995) is
taken as the ideal orientation So, in Chapter 9 "the theoretically most interesting
plane" is substituted for "the empirically best fitting plane" of Chapter 8
Throughout the whole book the circular structure of types will be emphasized
It will be argued that this structure is useful for understanding the relationship
between valuation theory and interpersonal theory (Ch 1 and 2) It will also help to
visualize the relationships among indices derived from different valuation systems
(Ch 4), as well as to depict single valuation systems in a surveyable manner (Ch 8
and 9)

PARTI
The Concepts of Agency and Communion
in Psychological Research
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Chapter 1
Valuation Theory and Interpersonal Theory:
Agentic and Communal Dimensions of Self-Narratives and Interpersonal
Behaviour

In valuation theory (Hermans, Hermans-Jansen & Van Gilst, 1985) the basic duality
of human experience consists of "the striving for self-enhancement, ' on the one hand,
and "the longing for contact and union with the other," on the other hand According
to Hermans and Hermans-Jansen (1995) these strivings resemble the agentic and
communal orientations as outlined by Bakan (1966) and by McAdams (1994)
McAdams defines agency as "the tendency to separate self from others, to master,
dominate, and control the environment" (see glossary, ρ G-l), and communion as
"the tendency to merge or unite with others, to surrender the self as part of a larger
whole" (p G-2) Within a developmental framework, Blatt and Schichman (1983)
distinguish two lines of personal development One that leads to a stable, realistic,
and essentially positive identity (the so-called introjective developmental line), and
another that leads to the establishment of satisfying, intimate interpersonal
relationships (the so-called anachtic developmental line) These two lines are very
similar to the agentic striving for self-enhancement, and the communal striving for
union and contact, respectively
Dichotomies resembling these strivings have been discussed by Hermans,
Hermans-Jansen and Van Gilst (1985) and Hermans and Hermans-Jansen (1995) The
authors refer to the distinction between "autonomy and homonomy" (Angyal, 1965),
"Bindung and Losung" (Klages, 1948), "action mode and passive mode" (Deikman,
1971), and "exploration and attachment" (Bowlby, 1969, Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters
& Wall, 1978), amongst others
In interpersonal theory (e g , Kiesler, 1983, Laforge & Suczek, 1955, Wiggins,
1979) the dimensions of submissiveness versus dominance, on the one hand, and
quarrelsomeness versus agreeableness, on the other hand, mirror the agentic and
communal tendencies, respectively According to McCrae and Costa (1989), the main
axes of the interpersonal circumplex resemble the Extraversion and Agreeableness
dimensions of the Five-Factor Model For reviews concerning such dichotomies, see
Guisinger and Blatt (1994), Hermans and Jansen (1995), and McAdams, Hoffman,
Mansfield and Day (1996)
In this dissertation, we prefer the designation of this dichotomy with the terms
"agency" and "communion" since this terminology has been widely used in research
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with narrative-based material as well as in research within the trait model. In
narrative-based research, this duality figures, for example, in autobiographical
scenes (McAdams et al., 1996) and in childrens' narratives (Ely, Melzi, Hadge &
McCabe, 1998). It also appears in the study of mood fluctuation (Brown &
Moskowitz, 1998).
It shows up repeatedly in trait research. For example, the Multidimensional
Personality Questionnaire (Tellegen & Waller, in press) contains two (of four) higher
order factors, named "Agentic Positive Emotionality" and "Communal Positive
Emotionality." The designations agency and communion have also been used in trait
research about mental health and well-being (Helgeson, 1994; Saragovi, Koestner, Di
Dio & Aube, 1997) and in a meta-study on gender differences (Feingold, 1994).
In summary, although a variety of labels can be assigned to either the tendency
to focus on the self and to separate, or to the tendency to focus on others and to
connect, the agentic and communal designations appear to be firmly anchored in
research and theory.
Valuation Theory
According to valuation theory the (agentic) striving for self-enhancement and the
(communal) striving for union are both expressed as affective components of a selfnarrative. A self-narrative comprises a diversity of human experiences, or
"valuations."
Valuation includes anything people identify as a relevant meaning unit when telling
their life narrative. A valuation is any unit of meaning that has a positive (pleasant),
negative (unpleasant), or ambivalent (both pleasant and unpleasant) value in the eyes of
the self-reflecting individual. It can include a broad range of phenomena- a precious
memory, a difficult problem, a beloved person, an unreachable goal, the anticipated
death of a significant other, and so forth. (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995, ρ 15 )
In the self-confrontation method, which is derived from valuation theory, people
relate feelings from a fixed set of affect terms to their valuations. This set contains
indicators of self-enhancement (S feelings, e.g., strength, self-confidence), contact
and union (O feelings, e.g., love, tenderness), positive affect (P feelings, e.g.,
happiness, joy), and negative affect (N feelings, e.g., despondency and
disappointment). Depending on dual combinations of the four indicators, a
valuation can be classified into one of the six types that are considered most
important by the theory. The content of each of the six types will be discussed in the
next section, and their embedding in a circular structure will be compared with the
interpersonal circumplex.
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The Typology of Valuations
The six types of valuations in valuation theory can be conceived of "as major themes
...in personal stories people tell about themselves" (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen,
1995, p. 73). There are three positive types (+S, + 0 and +HH) that can be discerned in
the self-narratives of people performing a self-investigation.
+S valuations are positive valuations (P > N) in which the striving for selfenhancement is stronger than that for contact (S > O). In these valuations, a person
sees her- or himself as exerting influence on the situation, as an autonomous source
of self-enhancement. Table 1.1. shows two +S valuations, illustrating the presence of
the theme of "autonomy and success." Notice also an "exploration" component in
both +S valuations, as typical in attachment theory (Ainsworth et al., 1978), and
explicitly brought in line with valuation theory by Hermans and Hermans-Jansen
(1995), who consider it as a manifestation of the S motive.
A different content is represented in the so-called + 0 valuations. Here, wellbeing (P > N) is primarily derived from the contact motive (O > S), which, according
to the theory, expresses openness to other persons or to the environment in general
(e.g., nature). This orientation may be either of a "receiving" or of a "giving" kind
(Hermans et al., 1985, p.162). The receptive quality is illustrated by the first + 0
valuation in Table 1.1, whereas the giving aspect is to be found in the second + 0
valuation. Others have made a similar distinction. De Mey (1987) distinguished
between an efferent (giving) and an afferent (receiving) other-orientation in
valuations (as he did also with respect to the S motive). Helgeson (1994), working
with the trait model, noted that "the communal orientation towards relationships
appears to be composed of two factors: (1) the desire to respond to others' needs and
(2) an expectation that others respond to one's own needs (p. 416)." In valuation
theory, + 0 valuations, expressing either the involvement with or susceptibility to
others, are characterized as valuations about "love and unity."
Valuations with high levels of both S and O generally have a high degree of
well-being (P > N) associated with them. These so-called +HH valuations (or +S0
valuations as they were referred to in earlier publications, e.g., Hermans et al., 1985)
concern "strength and unity." This is nicely illustrated in the first +HH valuation in
Table 1.1. Here, the social support given to someone else (the O component) is also
an evident source of positive self-esteem (the S component). In many other +HH
valuations about friendships, however, such an explicit self-enhancement
component appears to be absent in the formulation of the text, as is illustrated in the
second +HH valuation in Table 1.1. Hermans and Hermans-Jansen (1995) contend
that the inherent respect (S component) present in friendship relations might explain
the +HH pattern.
Three negative types of valuations (-S, -O and -LL) may also figure in people's
narratives. -S valuations are those exhibiting stronger strivings for self-enhancement
than for contact (S > O), but which — because of their negative component (N > P) —
typically have an element of "opposition" in them.

Table 1.1 Examples of Types of Valuations of Different People
Type
+S

Valuation*

Sb

Ο

Ρ

Ν

I consider it important to constantly leam new things, to

18

0

13

0

be challenged intellectually, to be mentally on the move
+S

I try to be open for everything that's new and unknown.

10

0

10

0

+0

Mamma is a very sweet woman who spoils me, and
with whom I feel very safe.
I worked as a nurse for years, which I did with much
love and responsibility.

5

16

17

3

10

16

14

1

+HH

I enjoy supporting someone and then perceiving how
this makes things go better

12

15

14

1

+HH

Being together with my children gives me a feeling of
harmony, of wholeness. Then I do not need anything
and I am satisfied.

16

19

20

2

-S

I am fed up with Hugo because of his inconsistent and
dominant behaviour lately It makes me insecure.

10

5

2

15

-S

I am very restless because of the search for another job
and related worries concerning moving to another city
and building new social contacts.

7

0

0

10

-O

I don't want to hurt Eric. This makes it more difficult to
end the relationship.

0

19

0

14

-O

I am often afraid that I won't get children, as we have
been trying for five years

6

17

5

13

-LL

I dislike large groups, because I do not have an overall
view of the situation. I drown in a group I disappear. I
feel very little and insignificant (e.g. at birthday parties,
a market, concert, etc.).

0

0

0

13

-LL

It is a pity that I have so few friends.

0

0

0

13

+0

Note " These valuations were taken from the valuation systems of twelve people who performed a selfinvestigation with the author Details of the nature of these self-investigations are presented in Chapter 5 b The
range of the S, Ο, Ρ and Ν scales is 0-20

The first -S valuation in Table 1.1. illustrates the theme of "being against someone."
Other -S valuations, as cited by Hermans and Hermans-Jansen (1995, p. 78), "reflect
the need for self-maintenance, self-defense, or self-expansion in situations where
there is serious blockage of the person's attempts at self-enhancefnent " In the second
-S valuation, there is no apparent object of opposition, but a negatively felt striving
for self-maintenance and self-defense is present in the face of rapid changes in
personal life.
Another type of (negative) valuation in which a striving is frustrated is the socalled -O valuation. In -O valuations, the desire for contact and union (O > S) is
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unfulfilled (Ν > Ρ), referring as they do to "unfulfilled longing or loss " The affect
mode or pattern pertaining to this kind of valuations is vividly described as the
Fugit Amor profile," a designation accorded to this profile after a profound study of
its validity (Hermans et al, 1985) In this study, participants were asked to identify
themselves with the male figure of Rodin's Fugit Amor statue, and to imagine what
he would have felt like when attempting to reach for his loved one The average
affect profile generated by these persons showed clear signs of the "amor" (O > S)
and "fugit" (N > P) components This profile resembles the pattern of the two -O
valuations shown in Table 11 Looking at their content, we can notice their
similarity with the Fugit Amor theme The first -O valuation clearly concerns "loss,'
ι e , the inevitable ending of a relationship, and is associated with a feeling of guilt,
known to be often present in "Fugit Amor" profiles (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen,
1995) The second -O valuation illustrates the same affect profile in the 'unfulfilled
longing" for children
Finally, when neither the striving for self-enhancement nor the longing for
'contact are appreciably present in the valuations, ι e , when both S and Ο are low,
then we are typically dealing with valuations of a very negative quality (N > P), or
so-called -LL valuations Two examples in Table 1 1 illustrate the association of these
valuations with themes of "powerlessness and isolation " While lack of control is
clearly featuring in the first, it is lack of contact which is conspicuous in the second
For both valuations, neither strength nor love are being experienced and negative
feelmgs prevail An overabundance of these valuations in any valuation system may
necessitate the afflicted person to look for professional help
The Circular Structure of the Typology
With respect to geometrical structure, Hermans and Hermans-Jansen arranged the
six types of valuations in a circular model (see Figure 11) This circular
representation contains two main axes A horizontal axis differentiating S elements
(+S and -S) from Ο elements (+0 and -O), and a vertical axis distinguishing between
the negative (-S, -LL, -O) and the positive types (+S, +HH, +0) The horizontal axis
can also be considered as a bipolar "self-enhancement vs union" dimension, whereas
the vertical axis as a bipolar "negative vs positive" dimension Such a circular
organization invites comparison with other "circular" models
The Interpersonal Circumplex
Circular models, such as the one proposed by Hermans and Hermans-Jansen in
Figure 11, are prominent in the personality literature, especially in the domain of
interpersonal behaviour (Benjamin, 1974, Freedman, Leary, Ossono and Coffey,
1951, Kiesler, 1983, Laforge & Suczek, 1955, Leary, 1957, Plutchik & Conte, 1997,
Wiggins, 1979) Here, interpersonal behaviour is presumed to be built around the
component axes of "dommance" and "affiliation "
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Strength
and unity

+HH
Autonomy
a n d 8UCCCBB

Unity
and love

Aggression
and anger

UnMfilled
longing

-LL
Powerleseness
and isolation

Figure 1.1 Types of Valuations (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995)

arrogant calculating

aloofintroverted

unassuming ingenuous
lazy submiBflivc

Figure 1.2 The Interpersonal Circumplex (Wiggins, 1979, Wiggins &
Broughton, 1991)
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These models have been applied to specific domains such as those of
client/therapist (Kiesler, 1983) and parent/child relationships (Schaefer, 1965;
Benjamin, 1974). They have even been related to Jungian, Freudian and Adlerian
theory (Benjamin, 1974). A good example of one of the many instruments developed
to measure interpersonal traits is the Interpersonal Adjective Scale (IAS, Wiggins,
1979), which is known as a well validated instrument. The horizontal axis of the IAS
circumplex in Figure 1.2 represents a "quarrelsomeness vs agreeableness" contrast,
whereas the vertical axis stands for "submissive vs dominant." These contrasts
correspond with the communal and agentic mode, respectively (Wiggins in Brown &
Moskowitz, 1998). In the interpersonal circumplex, behaviour is assumed to be
composed of blends of agentic and communal tendencies. For example, cold
dominance (arrogant, exploitative) can thus be distinguished from warm dominance
(companiable, vivacious), as can cold submission (distant, silent) from warm
submission (modest, guileless).
The Typology of Valuations and the Interpersonal Circumplex
The agentic vs communal distinction is an important feature in both Hermans' and
Wiggins' models. Nevertheless, the agentic and communal axes of these models are
differently located, thereby implicating somewhat different conceptualizations.
In Hermans' circle of valuation types, the agentic and communal tendencies are
located on the two poles of one bi-polar dimension, whereas in Wiggins' model they
coincide with the two poles of two separate orthogonal dimensions, the
ambitious/dominant and the warm/agreeable, respectively.
In addition, Hermans' model contains an explicit bipolar "negative-positive"
dimension, whereas such a dimension is only implicitly present in Wiggins' model.
Indeed, ambitious/dominant and warm/agreeable may be considered as socially
desirable, hence as the more positive manifestations of agency and communion
(Spence, Helmreich & Holahan, 1979); cold/quarrelsome and lazy /submissive, on
the other hand, may both be situated at the negative pole.
Notwithstanding the above differences between the two models, some
remarkable similarities between Hermans' circular arrangement of valuation types
and the Interpersonal Circumplex emerge. To begin with, the dimensions of
dominance and affiliation in interpersonal theory can be closely tied to the S and O
scales of valuation theory, which, as the citation below reveals, is also an
interpersonal theory:
Valuations are typically units of meaning that the I as author relates to the Me as actor
involved in the interactions with others. (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995, p. 15.)

The relationships between valuation theory and interpersonal theory become most
evident when looking at the tentative arrangement of both models in Figure 1.3.
Here, a hexagon representing the six types of valuations, together with their
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characteristic themes, is brought into line with the two bipolar dimensions of
interpersonal theory, viz , those of "submission vs dominance" and ' quarrelsomeness
vs agreeableness " It thus appears that dommance, in interpersonal theory, and the
themes of autonomy and success, present in +S valuations, share a common feature
Furthermore, agreeableness is evidently most prominent in + 0 valuations, whereas
quarrelsomeness mostly corresponds with aggression and anger found in -S
valuations

Strength
and unity

Unity
and love

Aggreeeion
and anger

Unfulfilled
longing

Powerleeenese
and leolation

Figure 1 3 Hexagon of Themes Associated with Types of Valuations and its
Conceptual Relation to Bipolar Dimensions From the Interpersonal Orcumplex

The correspondence between submission and -O valuations is a bit more
problematic However, if we consider the theme of unfulfilled longing as typical of
-O valuations, we can detect an implicit taste of submission in it For example, in
Rodin s Fugit Amor statue — an image which has been referred to in several SCM
publications with the purpose of visualizing the simultaneous presence of love
(amor) and it's unreachabihty (fugit) — Paolo not only stretches out his hands in a
futile attempt to reach his beloved Francesca, but at the same time takes in the lower
physical position of the two, a stature that can be interpreted as a form of
submission Another example can be found in the song 'Ne me quitte pas of the
Belgian songwriter, Jacques Brel Here, a man is expressing his love for a woman
while at the same time anticipating the inevitable loss of her In the text Laisse-moi
devenir l'ombre de ton ombre, l'ombre de tes mains, l'ombre de ton chien, we find
clear signs of submission
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What remains is the positioning of the +HH and -LL valuations in the
circumplex The +HH valuation type, expressing both autonomy and love, is
obviously situated between the dominance and agreeableness segments of the
interpersonal circumplex The -LL valuations, lacking both S and O feelings and
therefore opposed to +HH, he between quarrelsomeness and submission, the two
negative counterparts of autonomy and love.
In summary, Hermans' circular model of self-narrative types seems closely
akin to Wiggins' circumplex model of interpersonal behaviour, structurally as well
as conceptually, because both models contain similar evaluations of interpersonal
relationships
Yet, some fundamental differences remain with regard to the method and goal
of both theories Whereas Hermans' circle subsumes a typology of narratives,
Wiggins' circle is a trait theory of interpersonal behaviour Wiggins wrote that "the
end-product envisioned was a psychological taxonomy of trait descriptive terms
(Wiggins, 1979), hereby conceiving trait ratings as summaries of recent behaviour
'(Wiggins, in Paulhus & Martin, 1988) In contrast, Hermans and Hermans-Jansen
(1995) wrote that "the self-confrontation method was developed
to assess one's
self-narrative" (p 47) In other words, Hermans' valuation theory primarily aims at
organizing a smgle person's story whereas Wiggins' interpersonal theory aims at
organizing persons according to their recent behaviour
In addition, Wiggins' circle has been empirically grounded, whereas Hermans'
circle is based on plausible relationships among scales and types However, in this
dissertation it will be demonstrated that the circle depicted by Hermans has
empirical correlates both at the level of single valuation systems (see Chapter 9), and
at the level of a group of valuation systems (see Chapter 5)
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Chapter 2
Agency and Communion:
Dysfunctions and the Concept of Flexibility

Agency and communion appear to be fertile concepts for the study of psychological
and physical well-being. Many studies have found agency to be related to reduced
psychological distress (i.e., reduced depression, reduced anxiety) and increased
psychological well-being (i.e. enhanced self-esteem) (For a review, see Helgeson,
1994). Communion has a consistent link with positive relationship satisfaction (i.e.,
marital satisfaction, social support) and good health behaviour (i.e., willingness to
seek help for psychological problems, less alcohol and drug abuse) (Helgeson, 1994).
Yet, the one-sided presence of either agency or communion is pernicious by
definition. The tendency to focus on others to the exclusion of self, has been referred
to as unimitigated communion, whereas the tendency to focus on the self to the
exclusion of others has been named unmitigated agency (Helgeson, 1994). These
unmitigated forms possibly explain the detrimental consequences of agency and
communion in some studies. The negative consequences of agency, such as Type A
behaviour (related to coronary heart disease), aggression or delinquency, are
considered by Helgeson (1994) as reflecting unmitigated agency, i.e. the absence of
communion. On the other hand, the communal self-sacrificing tendency of
responding to the needs of others without demanding anything in return is also
harmful to one's health, due to the lack of agency. In essence, agency and
communion are both required for optimal well-being (Bakan, 1966), a notion shared
by Guisinger and Blatt (1994) who wrote that "we need to recognize that healthy
personality development involves equal and complementary emphasis on
individuality [agency] and relatedness [communion] for both men and women." (p.
109). The view that a one-sided inflexible development along either of these lines is
unhealthy, is present in valuation theory, in theory of personality disorders (DSMIV), and in interpersonal theory.
The goal of this chapter is to situate the dysfunctional types of valuations in the
broader clinical literature of personality disorders and interpersonal theory. Before
doing this, some preliminary illustrations of dysfunctional valuations will be given,
followed by a case illustrating flexibility.
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A Typology of Dysfunctional Valuation Systems
The self-confrontation method, derived from valuation theory, is often applied in
settings in which persons have serious psychological problems. These people, when
performing a self-investigation, tend to yield negative valuation types that dominate
their narratives. According to valuation theory, dominance of one of the negative
types may exhibit "depressive (or prolonged) grieving" (-O), "depression with selfdirected hostility" (-S), or "hopelessness and helplessness depression" (-LL)
(Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995). Such one-sided valuation systems are
considered dysfunctional when the self-narrative "has become rigidly organized
around one type of valuation and movement to other types of valuations is
prohibited" (Hermans & Hermans, 1995, p. 154).
It should be emphasized that it is not the dominance of negative types per se
that makes a valuation system dysfunctional, but rather the accompanying
restriction in thematic content of the narratives. Hence, a valuation system
predominantly consisting of positive valuations might be considered dysfunctional
as well. According to theory, dysfunctions related to the excessive presence of one of
the positive types of valuations are indicated as "grandiosity" (+S), "overdependence"
(+0), or "limitlessness" (+HH). Thus it seems that positive vs negative feelings do
not tell the whole story of mental health, as is expressed in the following citation:
The notion of flexibility is considered to be more essential to psychological health than a
feeling of well-being (P > N). That is, a positive feeling of well-being is considered a
relevant aspect of psychological health but it is not identical to it; positive development
can be fostered by negative experiences. (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995, p. 117.)

Here, the authors introduce the important concept of flexibility in relation to wellbeing and dysfunction. In a healthy functioning system, various life experiences
become integrated within the whole system of valuations, which leads to a diversity
of valuation types. This will be illustrated later in an idiographic analysis.
In a dysfunctional system important experiences are not wholly integrated or
may even be excluded from the narrative. For example. Table 2.1 shows six
dysfunctional valuations selected on the basis of the excessive relative presence of
either of six types of valuations, positive and negative. They demonstrate the kind of
content that might be expected in such a person's narratives.
The first valuation mentioned in Table 2.1 comes from a young woman whose
valuation system was heavily loaded with "unity and love" (19% +0). This valuation
expresses a feeling of overdependence on her parents, which might be considered
somewhat inappropriate given her age (19 yr). The second valuation, which is of the
+HH type, shows a rather dysfunctional content. The "limitlessness," typical of the
valuation system as a whole (54% +HH), is found explicitly in the text of the
valuation. The third valuation illustrates that in a system containing many
valuations about "success and autonomy" (40% +S), it is likely that at least one of
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them will explicitly refer to the theme of "grandiosity." The stringent adherence to
standards in the fourth -S valuation reflects a kind of self-directed hostility, which
can become very dysfunctional indeed. The fifth valuation documents a
dysfunctional property of -LL, viz., generalized powerlessness, a characteristic of
hopelessness depression (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995). Finally, the -O
valuation captures the intense grief associated with the long-term absence of joy
during adolescence.

Table 2.1 Examples of Dysfunctional
Dysfunctional
Theme
Overdependence

Valuations

Type«

Valuation

O

+o

It's nice to still be able to live at home,
because my mother can take care of me I
feel safe and secure at home It is also a
peaceful place to study.

13

15

20

20

(19%)

Ν

Lmutlessness

+HH
(54%)

My Faith gives me the Strength and Hope to
fulfill all my dreams and wishes.

20

Grandiosity

+S
(40%)

I have always had a feeling of superiority;
that I am special, a strong belief m myself

17

Self- or other
directed
hostility

-S
(19%)

I think that I always have to be good at
everything. Otherwise, I feel inferior

10

Hopelessness
and
helplessness

-LL
(33%)

I often have difficulty finishing things off.
I'm afraid of not doing things well. I
anticipate failure.

15

Prolonged
grieving

-O
(23%)

I find it sad that I haven't been able to enjoy
the good things about student life in
Amsterdam, because I was feeling very
mixed up.

0

16

0

19

'' Percentages of each of the six types per valuation system are given in brackets, these illustrate the centrahty of
the kind of valuation in each valuation system

In summary, these six examples illustrate that in one-sided valuation systems
some valuations may explicitly point to the dysfunction involved.
In valuation theory, "dissociation" is closely related to the concept of
"dysfunction." Whereas dysfunction refers to "reduced flexibility of the valuation
system and/or lack of thematic variation in the self-narrative" (p. 165), "dissociations
are forced operations that in combination with important life experiences can lead to
dysfunction" (p. 165). Two forms of dissociations, omissions and distortions, are
relevant with respect to the six kinds of dysfunctions. While omission refers to the
exclusion of an important experience from the valuation system, distortion has to do
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with the cognitive strategy by which potentially contradictory experiences are
altered in order to fit them into the prevailing system.
To illustrate the relationship between dissociations and the one-sidedness of
valuation systems, some examples of distortions are shown in Table 2.2. More
specifically, so-called "discrepancies between text and affect" will be emphasized. In
these valuations, the affect pattern is not congruent with the content of the valuation.

Table 2.2

Examples of Distortions (Discrepancies Between Text and Affect)

Dysfunctional
Theme

Type*

Valuation

Overdependence

+0
(16%)

I want to do more of what I want and
discover what I want, rather than continue
working in the background [expected
pattern +S, +HH or -S]

10

16

15

4

Limitlessness

+HH
(48%)

It's a shame that my [deceased] father can't
experience the important moments in my
life with me [expected pattern: -O]

20

19

6

0

Grandiosity

+S
(42%)

I'm afraid of knowing how intelligent I am,
afraid of being disappointed. I want to have
proof that I'm more intelligent than others,
[expected pattern: -LL or -S]

17

5

Self- or other
directed
hostility

-S
(17%)

It's a shame that I haven't yet come across
the right person who can turn my song
lyrics into music, [expected pattern· -O]

11

2

2

13

Hopelessness
and
helplessness

-LL
(43%)

I'm so used to hard work that it's rare to
have much free time. For this reason I have
also started another study programme,
[expected pattern: +S]

0

0

0

6

Prolonged
grieving

-O
(12%)

If I have to study texts which have the
pretention of being scientific, but which do
not meet requirements of carefulness, then I
experience a feeling of aggression which is
expressed in a respectable intellectual way
[expected pattern -S]

2

10

2

12

Ν

1 1 6

" Percentages of each of the six types per valuation system are given in brackets, these illustrate the centrality of
the kind of valuation in each valuation system

The first valuation in Table 2.2 is from a young woman with relatively many
+ 0 valuations (16%). There is a discrepancy between text (about exploration) and
affect (+0). In this valuation, she describes herself as an autonomous individual.
Therefore, one would expect the S level to be larger than (or at least approximate)
the Ο level. This is not the case, however. Neither do we find the negative
component "being on the background" be expressed in the affect pattern.
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The second valuation comes from a young man whose narrative contained
many +HH valuations (48%). Here, the impossibility to share important moments
with his father is not expressed in the affect pattern. Instead of a negative profile
(-O), a +HH pattern emerges which corresponds to the dominant type of valuation
in his system.
The third valuation system belongs to a young man who formulated 42% +S
valuations. He is anxious about being not intelligent enough. The corresponding
affect pattern, however, is clearly not in accordance with the text of the valuation.
Even in the face of a possible disaster, he responds with a +S pattern, thereby
preserving, on the affective level, the illusion (Hermans et al., 1985) of being
grandiose. Affect patterns that would better fit the text would be those of -LL or -S.
The fourth valuation belongs to a young man with relatively many -S
valuations (17%), in addition to many +S valuations. Remarkably, a -S pattern
emerges in a valuation expressing disappointment about the absence of cooperation.
One would have expected a -O pattern, but apparently it is the irritation that
prevails.
The fifth valuation is one of the many -LL valuations (43%) of a young man
suffering from depression. Even in this valuation, which is not explicitly negative
and even positively hints at the start of a second university study, the dominant
theme of "powerlessness and isolation" takes prominence.
The sixth valuation was formulated by a middle-aged man. The -O valuation
concerns a feeling of aggression related to doing editing work for colleagues. Instead
of expressing his anger (-S), he responds with a longing for contact (-O). This person
seems incapable of expressing his anger where it would be appropriate to do so.
Summing up, these six examples illustrate that one-sidedness can arise from a
distortion in the direction of the prevailing type of valuations. It should be
emphasized, however, that the above examples are not taken from dysfunctional
valuation systems. Dissociations in general belong to the self-organizations of many
people in ordinary life. However, when excessively in charge, the distortion of
personally relevant experiences may result in a dysfunction of the self (Hermans &
Hermans-Jansen, 1995).
Flexibility: A Case Illustration
According to valuation theory, flexibility is of crucial importance for healthy
psychological functioning. Let us now look at the valuation system of a person
displaying a flexible organization. Table 2.3 shows six different types of valuations
of a young woman, whose self-investigation centered around her problem of
"having intense feelings for a man." In other valuations (not shown here) she
expressed a strong need for independence, control and unassailability.
Valuation 1 expresses her fear of loosing control when having intense feelings
for a man. The fugit amor pattern (see Ch 1) can be related to the likely consequence
when forbidding herself to have feelings for somebody, namely, the ultimate loss of
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a dear person. Valuation 2, which is about the ending of a relationship, is a rarely
1
found -HH valuation . According to Van Dassel (in Hermans & Hermans-Jansen,
1995), -HH valuations may pertain to unresolved grief experiences, a theme that
might be implied in this valuation. Because she is cognizant of the suppression or
dissociation of feelings, she might sometimes resolve the dissociation, thereby
allowing positive feelings (Valuation 3, +HH), which nonetheless were very
problematic in the past (Valuation 4, +S). With respect to the future, she is curious
about new experiences (Valuation 5, +HH), although she also realizes that the
employment of cognitive strategies (such as devaluation) can obstruct positive
relationships (Valuation 6). Altogether, she has built a diversity of valuations around
her relating to other men. This nicely illustrates the flexible movements characteristic
of a healthy and functional valuation system, despite the apparent lack of + 0
valuations. Her need to be in control and her being uncomfortable in allowing
strong feelings for men seem to obstruct these + 0 experiences of love and unity.

Table 2.3 Valuations
Feelings for a Man"

Illustrating

Flexibility:

Valuations

of a Woman About

"Having

Intense

Valuation

Type

S

Ο

Ρ

Ν

1

It's frightening to have intense feelings for someone; you
lose control over yourself and the situation

-O

7

14

2

18

2

I stopped the relationship with Frits because I don't
permit myself to have so many feelings for one person

-HH

10

12

3

12

3

It's wonderful to have intense feelings for someone which
you can lose yourself in

+HH

16

18

18

7

4

Fortunately, feelings don't have to be ground up in a
blowout anymore. I don't have to bottle them up
anymore and can deal with them in other ways. I talk
about them, go do other things, or I just have them

+S

16

9

14

8

5

I'm very curious about how I am in a love relationship

HH

10

13

15

10

6

Maybe I subconsciously look for the negative things in
my first contacts with men, so that it's "logical" that I
don't have to find anything. It's a justification for myself.

-S

19

3

8

13

1

Because - H H valuations are rarely found in people's narratives, this type has not been included
m the circle of valuations (see Figure 1.1).
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The Circumplex Structure of Clinical and Personality Disorders in the Context of
Valuation Theory
In valuation theory disorders are assumed to be characterized by inflexibility and
one-sidedness of the self-narratives. Hence, overdependency, grandiosity and
limitlessness are tied to dominance of +0, +S, and +HH valuations, respectively;
other-directed hostility is related to -S valuations; and the three depressive
dysfunctions have to do with dominance of -O (depressive grieving), -S (depression
with self-directed hostility), and -LL (hopelessness and helplessness depression). As
true scientist-practitioners (Hoshmand & Polkinghome, 1992) Hermans and
Hermans-Jansen (1995) offer extensive case illustrations for each of these disorders.
Remarkably, the seven dysfunctions distinguished by valuation theory share
features with the disorders as described in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders (DSM-IV, American Psychiatric Association, 1994) and with other
approaches as well.
The aim of this section is to elucidate these relationships, also anticipated by
Hermans and Hermans-Jansen (1995). This will be done through theoretical
comparisons between valuation theory and interpersonal theory, as outlined in
Chapter 1. In addition, the empirical relationships between interpersonal theory and
the DSM-disorders will also be indicated. Finally, this will lead to the conclusion
that dysfunctions, as conceived by valuation theory, are in accordance with both
DSM-IV classifications and with several theories of depression.
To start with, let us look at the following citations. According to valuation
theory:
The notion of flexibility is considered to be more essential to psychological health than a
feeling of well-being (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, p. 117).

In DSM-IV, a Personality Disorder is defined as follows:
A Personality Disorder is an enduring pattern of inner experience and behavior that
deviates markedly from the expectations of the individual's culture, is pervasive and
inflexible, has an onset in adolescence or early adulthood, is stable over tune, and leads
to distress or impairment. (P. 629.)

According to Pincus and Wiggins (1990) most personality
characterized by inflexibility in the interpersonal domain:

disorders

Interpersonal psychologists have described personality-disordered individuals as
displaying rigid maladaptive patterns of interaction with others that in turn elicit a
limited class of responses that can perpetuate the dysfunctional pattern (P. 342 )

With respect to the etiology of depression, Blatt and Zuroff (1992) note that:

are
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Excessive preoccupation with either of the dimensions (relatedness or self-definition)^ ), can
create a selective vulnerability to a particular series of stressful life events that can lead to
depression (P 531)

These four citations, coming from different theoretical perspectives, share the
emphasis on "inflexibility" or "one-sidedness" as an essential element of
dysfunctions.
We will now look more specifically at the similarities between the dysfunctions
as described in valuation theory, and the clinical and personality disorders, as
described in interpersonal theory and psychopathology.
Hermans and Hermans-Jansen (1995) arranged their six dysfunctions on a
circle enclosing another circle (see Figure 2.1). They referred to the inner circle as one
representing the functional themes and to the outer circle as one subsuming the
dysfunctional themes (p. 241).

Limitlceencfle

Grandioeity /

HoetUity \

unity

PowtrfesMieOs

\

Overdependence

/

Prolonged
Grieving

Hopclcesncee and
helpletisncee

Figure 2.1 Theoretical Model of Functional (Inner Circle) and
Dysfunctional Themes (Outer Circle) (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen,
1995)

They conceived this double circle as a model of the self, in which a person can take
different positions in a "landscape" of possible functional and dysfunctional
valuations. The same can be done with the interpersonal circumplex. Put in table
form (see Table 2.4), the interpersonal circumplex shows the similarity between the
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dysfunctions from valuation theory, on the left, and the personality and depressive
disorders, on the right.
In the middle, we see the eight segments of interpersonal theory tentatively
linked to the seven dysfunctions from valuation theory, as done in Chapter 1. In
addition, the eight segments are also related to the seven personality disorders (5th
column of Table 2.4) and the three depression scales (6th and last column of Table
2.4), on an empirical basis.
The empirical relationship between the interpersonal circumplex and the
personality disorders has been studied extensively. Of the many circumplexes, the
Inventory Interpersonal Problems Circumplex (IIP-C) was specifically designed to
study problematic interpersonal behaviour (Alden, Wiggins and Pincus, 1990).
Because IIP-C items are about excesses (e.g., domineering item: "I try to control other
people too much") and inhibitions (e.g., cold item: "It is hard for me to feel close to
other people"), it was well suited to study personality disorders. Pincus and Wiggins
(1990) located seven personality disorders in the octants of the HP-Circumplex (as
shown in the 5th column of Table 2.4). Several other studies also showed these seven
personality disorders to obtain fairly stable positions across different circumplexes
(Wiggins & Pincus, 1989; Pincus & Wiggins, 1990; Wiggins & Broughton, 1991), and
thus to be in accord with the segments of interpersonal theory. Alden and Bieling
(1996) also used the IIP-C (1990) to study the interpersonalness of some depressive
disorders.
Let us now take a look at Table 2.4., row by row. The first row shows a link
between overdependency (many + 0 valuations) and the dependent personality, a
link also made by Hermans and Hermans-Jansen (1995). This link is not self-evident,
since the Dependent Personality is also related to -O valuations (see the JK octant of
the final row of Table 2.4, which is adjacent to the LM octant on a full circle).
Hermans and Hermans-Jansen (1995) brought separation-individuation (Mahler,
Pine & Bergman, 1975) in line with a strong prominence of + 0 valuations. They gave
the example of an adolescent girl "who was so dependent on the support of her
mother and family that she was afraid of leaving the house," and whose actual
valuation system was dominated by + 0 valuations. Possibly, the many +0
valuations are caused by the presence of a network of significant others. In the case
of her leaving the house, the parents would be less available, which could cause
stress (fear of being rejected) and lead to a grieving response with many -O
valuations.
Histrionic personality traits are located in both the first and second rows. The
fact that histrionic persons "consider relationships to be more intimate than they
actually are" (DSM IV, p. 658), may explain the reason why these traits are associated
with +0 valuations. In the second row, limitlessness (+HH) is also allied to histrionic
personality traits. The feature of "self-dramatization, theatricality, and exaggerated
expression of emotion" (DSM-IV, p. 658), as contained in this disorder, may explain
the excess of +HH valuations.
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Hermans and Hermans-Jansen (1995), after studying the valuations of a person with
many +HH valuations, concluded that "the most striking feature of the valuations is
their 'superlative striving' nature to become greater and greater to unite more and
more to go deeper and deeper" (p 184)
The narcissistic personality disorder is located in the interpersonal
domineering segment, and associated with "grandiosity " The latter designation
accords well with the first two features of the Narcissistic Personality Disorder "a
grandiose sense of self-importance" and "preoccupation with unlimited success,
power, brilliancy, beauty, or ideal love" (DSM-IV, ρ 661) Raskin, Novacek and
Hogan (1991) argue that the main defense mechanism of narcissists is grandiosity
Other-directed hostility has to do with anti-social personality traits This
connection is supported by a study of Van Assen (1985), who, working with the
SCM, found an abundance of -S valuations in the narratives of male juvenile
delinquents
It appears, then, that four dysfunctional valuations (as contained in the lightgrey area on the left of Table 2 4) can be related to four personality disorders (see the
light-grey area on the right)
In addition, the three forms of depression, as discerned in valuation theory (see
the dark-grey area at the left) seem to run parallel to the three forms of depression
scales (see the dark-grey area at the right), as explained below
Wiggms and Broughton (1991) located Beck's measure of depression (BDI,
Beck, 1983) in the FG octant, which corresponds to the "hopelessness and
helplessness depression" as described in valuation theory
Alden and Bieling (1996) situated scales related to two subtypes of depression
in the HP-Circumplex These scales were (1) the Sociotropy and Autonomy scales of
the Sociotropy and Autonomy Scale2 (SAS, Beck, Epstein, Harrison & Emery, 1983),
and (2) the Self-criticism and Dependency scales of the Depressive Experiences
Questionnaire (DEQ, Blatt, D'Afflitti & Quinlan, 1976) Sociotropy and Dependency
are assumed to measure a personality dimension reflecting excessive reliance on, or
investment in, significant others (Alden & Bieling, 1996), as well as intense needs for
acceptance and love from others (Nietzel & Harris, 1990) Autonomy and SelfCnticism subsume an excessive investment in personal achievement (Alden &
Bieling, 1996), excessive demands for accomplishment and control, together with
stringent self-standards and relentless self-criticism when these standards are not
met (Nietzel & Harris, 1990) According to Alden and Bieling (1996) sociotropy and
dependency reflect "warm" interpersonal themes (e g , an inability to express anger
at others or to stand up for oneself for fear of rejection), whereas autonomy and selfcnticism reflect "cold' themes (e g , a tendency to distance oneself from others)

2

Beck's Sociotropy-scale contains the subscales concern about disapproval , attachment and
pleasing others , and his Autonomy-scale includes individualistic achievement, freedom from
control of others independence and preference for sobtude (Nietzel & Hams, 1990)

T a b l e 2.4 Basic Types of Valuations and Their Underlying Dysfunctional
Clinical and Personality Disorders
Valuation Theory

Type

+o

Dysfunctional Side
of Valuation

overdependency

Themes, in Relation to Octant Representations in Interpersonal Theory and

Interpersonal Theory
Inventory of Interpersonal Problems
Circumplex

DSM-1II Personality
Disorders
(Pincus & Wiggins,
1990)

Octant

Interpersonal Trait

LM

overly nurturant

dependent, histrionic'

Depression Scales
(Alden & Bieling, 1996;
Wiggins & Broughton,
1991)

+HH

limitlessness

NO

intrusive

histrionic

+S

grandiosity

PA

domineering

narcissistic

other-directed hostility

BC

vindictive

anti-social

depression with self-directed hostility

DE

cold

paranoid

introjective depression
(self-critidsm, autonomy) b

FG

socially-avoidant

schizoid

BDI-depression'

HI

non-assertive

avoidant

JK

exploitable

dependent

-LL

-O

hopelessness and helplessness
(depression)

prolonged grieving (depression)

anaclitic depression
(dependency, sodotropy) b

1

Although Pincus and Wiggins (1990) did not locate the Dependent Personality Disorder in the LM-octant, Soldz (1997) corroborated this location to some extent. Wiggins
and Pincus (1989) found a similar location of one of the Dependent Personality Disorder scales in their study. The position of Histrionic Personality Disorder in the LMoctant was theorized by Wiggins (1982), and was empirically supported by Romney and Bynner (1997) b Alden & Bieling (1996) using IIP-C as circumplex. c Wiggins &
Broughton (1991) using Interpersonal Adjective Scale (IAS) as circumplex
i^>
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Along developmental lines (Blatt & Schichman, 1983), depression resulting
from a high need of approval is also referred to as anachtical depression, while
depression resulting from self-cntism is named introjective depression (Blatt, 1974)
In valuation theory, a similar distinction seems to be present Depression with selfdirected hostility (characterized by many -S valuations) is linked to introjective
depression, while prolonged grieving depression (characterized by many -O
valuations) resembles anachtical depression
Three studies are relevant to the relationship between -O valuations and
dependent or anachtical depression Coopmans (1993), working with the SCM,
interpreted the centrahty of Fugit Amor valuations in a person's life narrative as a
lack of separation individuation, a concept related to dependency Nietzel and
Harris (1990) speculated that "sociotropes [that is dependent persons] chase after
their interpersonal losses longer and more intensely" (p 292), which brings Beck's
concept of sociotropy close to the thematic content of Fugit Amor narratives the
futile attempt to reach the other In addition, Blatt's Dependency scale and Beck's
Sociotropy scale are consistently connected to the Big Five scales of Neuroticism and
Agreeableness (Zuroff, 1994, Dunkley, Blankstem & Flett, 1997) This provides
empirical evidence for the notion that sociotropy (or dependency) subsumes a
neurotic and an agreeable component, both present in the -O experience, the first
component (N > P) stands for the neurotic, and the second (O > S) for the agreeable
component
In summary, valuation theory discerns seven dysfunctions of which four are
connected to personality disorders (Axis-II features), and three to different forms of
depression (Axis-I features) From a diagnostic point of view, it might be interesting
to link DSM-IV classifications of personality and clinical disorders to the nature of
the stones people tell about themselves This, undoubtedly, will strengthen and
deepen our insight into what really matters not labels but narratives of real-life
people The theoretical connections made above are promising in this respect In
Chapter 5, a preliminary study will be presented in which trait scales, resembling
those mentioned above, are related to (proportions of) valuation types
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Chapter 3
The Self-Confrontation Method:
Procedure, Validity, and Related Idiographic Methods

This chapter describes the main features and procedure of the Self-Confrontation
Method (SCM). Characteristics of a separate self-investigation are presented in
detail. Subsequently, some validity studies are reviewed concerning the
correspondence between the text of a valuation and its affective modality. Finally,
the SCM is compared to other idiographic methods that are often applied in clinical
contexts.
Procedure of the Self-Confrontation Method
In contrast to trait research, where persons respond to a fixed set of questionnaire
items and have little opportunity for freedom, creativity and spontaneity
(McClelland, 1980), the person in the Self-Confrontation Method (SCM) is considered
to be a co-investigator (Hermans & Bonarius, 1991) and a motivated storyteller
(Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995), who is invited to self-reflect about his/her past,
present and future. Although the SCM has certain test-like features, such as the
request to score affect levels, it is much more a procedure that organizes the
communication between a client and a psychologist. Hence, the method easily
qualifies as a form of psychotherapy, in which narrative and numerical features are
smoothly integrated in so-called grid-methodology.
The SCM is designed to let a person take himself as the object of investigation.
In the SCM, the psychologist and the person are both investigators; the person from
his/her own personal theory, and the psychologist from the perspective of valuation
theory. This brings us to the very heart of the SCM: The story has to be told to
someone who listens. While reflecting about oneself during a self-investigation with
the SCM, a person may at the same time develop ideas about future changes s/he
wishes to make. In other words, the question "What does my world look like?" may
automatically lead to "What do I want with it?" (Hermans, Jaspers, De Groot &
Nauta (1987). In the first question the self is taken as object, whereas in the second
the self becomes project. Gonçalves (1995) contends that "the conception of the self is
inseparable from our actions on reality. That is, we exist through the implementation
of our projects" (p. 218).
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The I-V-J cycle
(Investigation-Validation/invalidation-Investigation)
The SCM consists of three phases, each with a specific function In the first phase, the
client unfolds his personal story and summarizes it in a series of valuations with the
aid of a psychologist He further explores the affective connotations of the valuations
using quantitative measures (outlined in further detail below) In this assessment
phase, the organization of personal experiences, including those that are
problematic, is of paramount importance Moreover, while constructing one's
personal story with an experienced listener, the person is usually also inclined to
explore alternative ways of behaviour or experience, especially in the case of
problem areas It is then that a carefully planned second phase is called for
(Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995)
In the second so-called validition/invalidation phase, a person finds himself in
his natural environment, attending to relevant events, keeping a diary, and possibly
also trying out new behaviours In a psychotherapeutic setting, when a client and a
psychologist see each other regularly, new behaviours can be gradually and
carefully planned and experimented with (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995)
Some months after the first self-investigation, in the third phase of the SCM, a
new self-investigation is performed Invalid and irrelevant elements of the person's
story are altered in accordance with new experiences, and are again explored with
respect to their affective meaning This phase completes the cycle of investigationvahdation/invahdation-investigation (I-V-I-cycle) This second self-investigation
may end the self-confrontation procedure, or initiate another cycle of an ongoing
psychotherapeutic relationship
Charactensttcs of a Self-Investigation
Let us now look more closely at what constitutes a single self-investigation
Step 1 The Formulation of Valuations A person performing a self-investigation
with the SCM is invited to construct "valuations" (i e , dynamic narrative elements
that reflect important experiences) in an intensive dialogue with another person,
often a psychologist The purpose of the SCM dialogue is to capture these units of
meaning" with which the person is structuring his/her world
Syntactically, the sentence is considered the most efficient unit to grasp a
personal experience in its full richness Ideally, a valuation is a sentence about a
personal subject, elaborated in detail and containing a time-space element (Hermans
& Hermans-Jansen, 1995) A valuation meeting these criteria (personal, time and
space element) is supposed to ideally foster a process of change
Valuations are elicited with the aid of a set of different stimuli varying from
cues about "main activities," "what a person enjoys doing," "often thinks about, to
elicitors about "people s/he opposes," or "people with whom s/he has a bond As
an example, in reaction to the elicitor "Is there someone who is important in your life
and to whom you feel closely allied 7 " a person may start talking about his or her
family and eventually formulate the valuation "Due to our preoccupation with our
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sick daughter, our son was rather neglected" (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995,
ρ 89) Notice that this sentence has a specific subject (neglect of a son), a delineated
period (of sickness), and an implied motivation (to improve the contact with the
son) Sentences of this kind gradually emerge during the dialogue (Hermans &
Hermans-Jansen, 1995)
An extended self-investigation may last for several hours and usually leads to
the formulation of 20-40 valuations Subsequently, in order to study the valuations
or 'narrative fragments" more thoroughly, a second step is initiated during which
affect-denotmg terms are connected to the valuations
Step 2 Connecting Affects to Valuations After the interview, the individual fills
in a matrix, of which the rows consist of the valuations, and the columns each
represent an affect term (typically of a list of 16) The last two rows contain two
(added) valuations concerning General Feeling ('How do you generally feel lately 7 ')
and Ideal Feeling ('How would you ideally like to feel7')
Participants are instructed to read each valuation, and to indicate to what
extent a particular affect is associated with it For this purpose, a 6-point scale is
used, with the following conventions 0=not at all (experienced with regard to this
valuation) or not applicable, l=little, 2=to some extent, 3=rather much, 4=much, and
5=very much In this manner, a typical affect profile (or modality) becomes attached
to each valuation The scoring is done either with the aid of a computer program or
by paper and pencil, at home
Step 3 Discussion of the Results In preparation for this discussion, the
psychologist performs several calculations on the matrix Typically, mean affect
scores are calculated as well as sum scores on the S, Ο, Ρ and Ν scales When the
affective profiles of the valuations are compared with each other, similarity relations
emerge that make manifest the latent structure of the valuation system These
comparisons are usually made using Pearsons correlation coefficient, with high
correlations indicating high similarity between the affective profiles Valuations that
display an affect modality similar to that of the standard valuations of General
Feeling and Ideal Feelmg, receive special attention
Looking for similarities among experiences is a paramount activity The
identification of one or more guiding themes in the valuation system is one of the
main activities of psychologist and client in the discussion of the results (Hermans
& Hermans-Jansen, 1995, ρ 46) To that end, a convenient way of clustering
valuations in the form of a typology has gradually evolved in valuation theory
(Hermans et a l , 1985, Hermans, 1987a, 1988a, Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995)
The typology distinguishes six basic types of experiences, each representing a
different theme at a latent level (see Chapter 1) The typology is generated by
combining the four indices S, O, P, and Ν in various ways Each of the four indices
consists of the sum score of specific affect terms (four in the case of the 16 list)
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(1) Index S: feelings that represent the striving for self-enhancement: self-esteem,
strength, self-confidence and pride; (2) Index O: feelings that represent the striving
for contact or union with the other: caring, love, tenderness and intimacy; (3) Index
P: positive feelings like joy, happiness, enjoyment and inner calm; (4) Index N:
negative feelings like worry, unhappiness, despondency and disappointment.
For example, high levels of the indices Ν and Ο are often associated with
valuations in which the striving for contact with someone is unfulfilled, as in the
aforementioned valuation "Due to our preoccupation with our sick daughter, our
son was rather neglected" (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995, p.89). These types are
abbreviated as valuations of the -O type. Examples of the other types of valuations
can be found in Hermans and Hermans-Jansen (1995), and in Chapters 1 and 2 of the
present dissertation.
The purpose of a "discussion of the results" is to stimulate self-reflection with
respect to the S and Ο motives: " ... the client learns to detect in his or her story
affective patterns that are reflections of basic motives. An important result of this
communicative self-exploration is that central themes become visible in the selfnarrative that pose suggestions to the client how to proceed" (Hermans & HermansJansen, 1995, p. 29). A person may, for example, find out that the experience of "love
and unity" (+0) is not contained in his valuation system because it is too threatening
to his independence. In the subsequent validation/invalidation phase he could then
be stimulated to explore situations in which + 0 experiences have a greater chance to
arise and to experiment with alternative behaviours.
In general, the psychologist must be attentive to the possible one-sidedness of a
valuation system because it may indicate dysfunction. If that is the case, the
discussion between psychologist and the person will have to bring up those
experiences that are not yet sufficiently included in the valuation system.
Validity of the SCM: Correspondence between Text and Affect
An important line of research is concerned with the meaning of the content of
narrative material when compared with its affective connotations (Hermans et al.,
1985; Hermans, Hermans Jansen & Van Gilst, 1987; Hermans & Van Gilst, 1991;
Hermans, 1992; Hermans &: Hermans Jansen, 1995). This line comprises a large
number of studies which have through the years resulted in the construction of a
typology of six basic types of valuations. Typically, valuations are gathered from
different persons (that is, taken out of their valuation systems) in the search for
communalities among their experiences. Although, nowadays, a straightforward
method can be employed for classifying valuations as either +HH, +S, +0, -S, -O or
-LL, this has not always been the case. Various validation studies had first to be
performed, some using traditional methodology, others using art objects
representing universal human experiences. Some findings of this research will now
be discussed.
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A first statistical validation study of the S and O scales was carried out by
Hermans et al (1985) Out of the valuation systems of 40 clients, they selected the
contents of 127 valuations characterized by large differences between their scores on
the S and O scales Five judges were then asked to indicate to what extent each of the
127 valuations was either expressing "self-enhancement" or "involvement in the
other," on a bipolar scale The results showed that valuations expressing high selfenhancement, according to the five judges, had a high score on the S scale and a
lower score on the O scale The opposite was found for the valuations expressing
high involvement in the other The judges were thus able to reliably discriminate
between explicit S and O valuations A further analysis of the content revealed that S
valuations typically expressed the striving for strengthening of the self, the striving
for influence, decisiveness, the striving for recognition, self-defence and selfexpansion The O valuations, on the other hand, expressed compassion and concern
for the other, seeking for communahty, longing for unity with the other, being
absorbed by someone or something, or susceptibility to the environment (Hermans
et al, 1985) These initial results pertained to the S and O valuations, without further
discrimination between either +S and -S, or + 0 and -O
Other studies selected narrative material from the valuation systems of
different persons The selection procedures employed in these kinds of studies can
be considered as either direct or indirect In the direct method, the information from
the affect profile itself is used as a criterion for classification, it can, therefore, also be
referred to as an internal method In the indirect method, the critical information is
sought in an external criterion profile Both methods are discussed below
The indirect method has two phases In the first phase, a prototypical affect
profile is constructed using a forum in the following way Usually a picture of a
statue (Hermans et a l , 1985), a story fragment (Hermans & Van Gilst, 1991), a
painting (Hermans et a l , 1985, Hermans, 1988a) or another art object is presented to
a group of subjects who are asked to identify themselves with the person in the
object and to imagine that person s feelings
As an example, the so-called 'fugit amor' profile has been constructed by asking
persons to identify with the male figure in Rodin's Fugit Amor statue Looking at
this statue, we see how Paolo and Francesca (from Dante's 'Divina Commedia'),
lovers condemned to hell, are in close proximity but not able to touch each other
(Hermans et al 1985) Five persons were asked to describe Paolo's feelings using 30
affect terms Averaging and rounding off the profile ratings by these persons
resulted in the so-called Fugit Amor profile1 In the second phase, the Fugit Amor

1
Self-esteem=l, Strength=2, Self-confidence=l, Pride=l, Energy=3, Freedom=l, Caring=4
Love=5 Intiinacy=2, Tendemess=3, Solidarity=2, Warmthsl, Joy=0, Happiness=l/ Enjoyment=0
Inner calm=0, Trust=l, Security=l/ Worry=4, Unhappiness=4, Despondency=3, Disappomtment=4
Powerlessness=4/ Anxiety=3/ Stress=2/ Self-alienation=l, GuLlt=3, Loneliness=4, Inferiority=2 and
Anger=0 (Hermans, Hermans-Jansen & Van Gibt, 1985, ρ 67)
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profile with 30 affects is added to the persons' SCM grids in order to look for
valuations having a similar profile (using correlation as the similarity measure) In
this way, Hermans et al (1985) found valuations typically reflecting the unfulfilled
longing for contact and union as, for example, in the following valuation
Everything we used to have is gone, especially the things we did together (e g
gardening, the cosy drinkmg of coffee together" (p 69)
A similar two-step procedure has been applied by Hermans and Van Gilst
(1991) in a study on the collective myth of Ovid's story about Narcissus After
having read the story, 10 college students were asked to take the position of
Narcissus continuously gazing at himself in the water They were then asked to
describe Narcissus' feelings, by role-taking After computing the average profile and
subsequently selecting valuations out of 14 valuation systems, valuations expressing
unfulfilled longing indeed appeared Gazing in the water was interpreted by most of
the students as an experience reflecting unfulfilled longing for himself Hermans
and Hermans Jansen (1995) concluded that "the results of [this] study resist a naive
interpretation of the Narcissus myth in terms of self-love ( ) [Therefore] it may be
concluded that the quintessence of the Narcissus myth is not love but lack This lack
receives spatial expression in Narcissus' continually stretching out his hand to an
unreachable image This form is strikingly similar to Rodin's sculpture of fugit amor
in which Paolo stretches out his hand to Francesca in a futile attempt to reach her
(p 150)
In a study about the experience of winning and losing, Hermans et al (1985)
created three other prototypical profiles, using the story reflected in a series of
paintings from Francisco Goya Here we see a bandit who gradually moves from the
winner position, via the loser/winner position, to the loser position, eventually
being overmastered by a monk Again, five persons were asked to describe the
feelings of the bandit during the different stages of the story This resulted in three
mean profiles (1) a winning profile (+S high S, low O, high P, low N), a profile
related to the experience of losing (-LL low S, low O, low P, high N) and a profile
conveying a mixture of winning and losing (-S high S, low O, low P, high N)
This construction of prototypical profiles on the basis of external material and
ratings offers the possibility of connecting themes from a novehstic or artistic origin
to a persons idiosyncratic story As a method, it is pre-eminently suited to select
from various SCM matrices those valuations with a common theme In particular,
the -O, +S, -S and -LL experiences have been strongly validated with the aid of this
prototyping method
It was mentioned above that the method of selecting valuations by correlating
their affect profiles with a prototypical one, has gradually been replaced by a more
direct method In this method, the information is contained in the profile itself, in
that the differences between S and O, on the one hand, and Ρ and N, on the other
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hand, determine the classification Examples following this line of research can be
found in Hermans, Hermans-Jansen and Van Gilst (1987), and Hermans (1992)
In Hermans, Hermans-Jansen and Van Gilst (1987), -O valuations or fugit amor
experiences were selected from several valuation systems by applying a
straightforward criterion (O * S+6 and Ν 2 P+6) The theoretical importance of the
differences among the scales was explained by the authors as follows Looking at
the formal structure of fugit amor, we conceive of it as consisting of two
components (a) there is a loving orientation to another person or object (amor
component, responsible for the Ο > S difference) and (b) there is an obstacle or a
boundary making this person or object unreachable (fugit component, responsible
for the Ν > Ρ difference)" (ρ 476) They continued to explain the empirical relevance
of this profile by pointing to the content of the valuations meeting these criteria
"This structure is basic to the great variety of personal valuations Depending on the
individual history and circumstances of life, fugit amor has different manifestations
— an impossible or forbidden love affair, the death of a beloved friend, an
anticipated farewell, an immigrant longing for his of her native country, a Faustian
longing for youth, or feeling close to another person while at the same time being
unable to express tenderness or sympathy " (p 476)
It was found, among other things, that about 30 of the 100 clients had one or
more -O valuation in their valuation system, thereby affirming the relevance of this
experience
In a similar way, Hermans (1992) studied the content of pure -S valuations (S >
Ο, Ν > Ρ), that is valuations expressing unhappy self-esteem, and concluded that
"unhappy self-esteem valuations typically referred to some opposition or conflict
between the subject and other people The subject felt threatened ( ) or humiliated
( ), was m conflict, or protested against something ( ) and did not accept the
situation The person did not simply suffer from maltreatment or feel like the
powerless victim of other people's manipulations, rather, he or she developed an
attitude of anger or opposition that presumably enabled him or herself to feel 'more
in control' " (Hermans, 1992, ρ 565)
When comparing the direct with the indirect method, it is evident that both
methods yield the same result a selection of valuations expressing the same theme
For instance, the prototypical Fugit Amor profile yields valuations with the same
content as those selected using the criterion Ο ^ S+6 and Ν s P+6 In spite of this
equivalence, the direct method seems to be most often used nowadays (Hermans &
Jansen, 1995)
What consistently emerges from these studies is the point originally made by
Hermans et al (1985) that there is a correspondence between the text of a valuation
and its affective meaning This implies that, by studying the affective component,
one can make statements about the content of a valuation, without the need for a
laborious content analysis of the text Thus, although not all human experiences can
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be measured via a (short) list of affect terms, a useful thematic arrangement of the
"free-flowing verbal accounts of significant experiences" (Thome, 1995, p. 598) into a
typology is possible. Either the direct or indirect method (or a combination of these
two) can be used to this end. The direct method will be used in this dissertation as it
is straightforward to execute.
The Self-Confrontation Method compared with Other Idiographic Methods
As a free-response method, the SCM shares its openness to the individual with many
other idiographic methods. In some of these, the central elements are of a narrative
nature, without application of grid methodology. Of the methods applying gndmethodology, there are those that use narrative elements and those that do not.
Obviously, the SCM is most closely allied to methods that combine both narrative
elements and grid-methodology.
In order to get an impression of these SCM-like methods in the field of
idiographic personality research, we will take a further look at some relevant
instruments applied in clinical settings. In spite of their theoretical and
methodological differences, these instruments and their comparison may yield
fruitful ideas for the continuing amelioration of methodology as well as for the
emergence of new research ideas.
Narratives without Grid-Methodology: The Thematic Apperception Test
The SCM has some features in common with the procedure of the Thematic
Apperception Test (TAT, Murray, 1938). In the TAT, as in the SCM, persons are
invited to tell a story of which themes of agency and communion may later on be
highlighted.
In the TAT procedure, a person is confronted with a series of ambiguous
pictures, and invited to compose a short story in response to each. (For a review, see
McAdams, 1994, pp 620-644.) It is assumed that a person's unconscious needs or
motives are projected into the story.
Coding systems have been developed for measuring achievement, power and
intimacy motivation. Typically, persons were writing stories after a certain motive
had been aroused. Winter (in McAdams, 1994), for example, assumed that, after
watching a film of John F. Kennedy's inauguration, persons would be more inclined
to write stories containing signs of power motivation when exposed to certain TAT
plates. By comparing stories elicited under these conditions with those written under
neutral conditions, he developed a scoring system to detect power motivation. In a
similar way, McClelland developed a scoring system for achievement motivation,
and McAdams for intimacy motivation (in McAdams, 1994). According to
McAdams, power motivation is about "having impact," achievement motivation
about "doing better," and intimacy motivation about "feeling close."
When comparing the SCM with the TAT, some similarities emerge. The
metaphor of the person as a motivated story teller is conspicuous. Also, the search
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for agentic and communal themes is shared by both approaches. However, the
methods differ in the conditions under which the stories are elicited. Whereas in the
TAT pictorial material is used to elicit narratives, in the SCM the self-narratives
emerge during the dialogue between two persons. As a consequence, the nature of
the narratives also differs, that is, fantasy stories in the TAT versus real life stories in
the SCM. Recently, however, the coding systems developed from TAT research have
been employed to reveal agentic and communal themes in more naturally evoked
narratives, such as peak experiences (McAdams et al., 1996) or children's narratives
(Ely et al., 1998). In these recent applications the types of narratives more closely
resemble those of the SCM. However, in general, SCM's grid-methodology and its
allied numerically-based typology of narratives greatly differ from the coding
systems that have emanated from TAT research.
Idiographic Grid-Methodology without Narratives: Role Construct Repertory Test
Although the narrative element is lacking in Kelly's theory (1955), he was the first to
use grid-methodology at the level of the single person (Rathod, 1982), and a source
of inspiration for many researchers (Hermans, 1974). In the Role Construct Repertory
Test (REP test), Kelly considered the person as a scientist trying to develop a system
of constructs in order to interpret the world and anticipate events.
Kelly discerns 24 standard roles or figures, among which are the "father," a
"liked teacher," and an "intelligent person" (Pervin, 1984). Relevant dimensions are
elicited with the aid of the method of triadic comparisons. The triadic method
involves presenting triads of elements to the subject with the question "In what
important way are two elements alike and thereby different from the third?"
followed by "In what way does the third element differ from the other two?" (Beail,
1985). Subsequent comparison of the elements "father," "liked teacher" and
"intelligent person" may lead to the grouping of the first two elements as being
"lively," in contrast to the "dull" intelligent person. As a result the bipolar construct
"lively - dull" will be subsumed in the list of constructs to be used for
characterization of all elements.
After enough attributes have been elicited (usually 15-30, according to Rathod,
1980) the person fills in the matrix of [elements χ attributes], by assigning attributes
to each element. Although Kelly used dichotomic scaling, a rating scale has become
more popular in later versions of the REP-test (Beail, 1985). Subsequent analyses
consist of looking for similarities among elements and among constructs. Special
attention is given to the hierarchical organization of the constructs. For example, the
constructs "lively-dull" and "attractive-unattractive" might be subordinate to a
"good-bad" construct. Such analyses are facilitated by the use of grid methodology,
i.e., ordination techniques that generate geometrical representations of the elements
and constructs (Beail, 1985; Rathod, 1982; see Chapter 8 in the present dissertation
for a review).
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In summary, SCM and REP use grid methodologies, based on an [elements χ
attributes] matrix. Whereas the matrix of the SCM is a [valuations χ affects] matrix,
the REP test uses a [roles χ attributes] matrix. In both methods similar numerical
operations are possible. Moreover, both Kelly (in the REP) and Hermans (in the
SCM) emphasize the organization of personality, i.e., that of the construct system
and the valuation system, respectively. The use of geometric techniques in SCM
research has been brought up by Hermans (1981a), and put into practice by Rathod
(1982), Tschudi, Bannister, Higginbotham, Keen, Shaw, Thomas & Tschudi (1993),
and Van Geel and De Mey (1996). Chapters 8 and 9 of this dissertation are devoted
to this subject.
In addition to the REP grid other methods, using non-narrative elements, can
be mentioned, such as those involving the following elements: identities (Rosenberg
& Gara, 1985), actual, ideal and ought selves (Higgins, 1987), possible selves
(Markus & Nurius, 1986), and undesired selves (Ogilvie, 1987).
Integrating Narratives with Grid Methododology: Motivational Counseling
Systematic Motivational Counseling (SMC), developed by Cox, Klinger and Blount
(1991), is a procedure which resembles the SCM in that it incorporates both narrative
elements and grid methodology. It is aimed at the assessment of a person's current
concerns (Klinger, 1977), and has been extensively used in counseling with
alcoholics (Cox, 1997). A "current concern" is defined as "an internal state
corresponding to an ummet goal, something the person was committed to making
happen in his or her life but had not yet brought about and had not yet given up on,
either" (Klinger, 1988, p. 8). With the aid of the Motivational Structure Questionnaire
(Klinger, Cox & Schippers, 1992), current concerns may be elicited in major life
areas. Each concern is subsequently judged on different dimensions so that the
structure of the underlying motivation is revealed. An example of such a concern is
given by Cox (1991): "Spending more time with my daughther." The person
concerned could indicate, via several scales, that he was, among other things, highly
committed to spending more time with his daughter, that he would be very pleased
if it would truly happen, and that he would be extremely sorrowful if it did not.
In Systematic Motivational Counseling, clinical indices could also be derived
from the grid data in order to situate a person within the group. Indices that are
derived in SMC are, for example, the amount of commitment to achieve goals,
degree of being troubled about failure, degree of excitement by success, degree of
aversive motivation. Goals in the latter case are primarily conceptualized as things a
person wants to get rid of, prevent, or avoid (Cox, 1991; for a discussion on prevent
motivation see Ogilvie & Rose, 1995). The use of narrative idiographic material, the
assessment of problems and the promotion of change, in the context of a counseling
setting, make Systematic Motivational Counseling a method similar to the Self
Confrontation Method.
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Besides the SCM and SMC, grid methododology has also been used with
narrative elements such as personal projects (Little, Lecci & Watkinson, 1992), life
tasks (Cantor, Norem, Niedenthal, Langston & Brower, 1987), and personal strivings
(Emmons, 1986). Recently, Ogilvie and Rose (1995) combined the grid approach with
a mixture of narrative and non-narrative elements, called self-with-other
representations. These elements include: (1) important people (e.g., "me with my
sister," "me with a past close friend"); (2) roles/identities (e.g., "me as a wife," "me as
a writer"); (3) evaluative selves (e.g., ideal self: "me at my best," undesired self: "me
at my worst"); and (4) (narrative) personal projects (e.g., "get in shape," "make
arrangements to see my children").
In conclusion, the above examples give us an impression of the variety and
richness of idiographic methods of which the SCM forms part. The SCM shares with
the TAT the metaphor of the person as a motivated story teller and the focus on
agentic and communal themes in stories. It shares with the REP test the emphasis on
the organization of personality and the possibility of visualizing it by the application
of geometric techniques. In Systematic Motivational Counseling, we find a similar
methodology in which narrative and numerical features are integrated in a gridmethodology. Yet, the SCM is unique with respect to the presence of a typology of
narratives, which is built on a standard list of agentic, communal, positive and
negative feelings. The internal consistency of these scales and validity of the
typology will be discussed in Part II.

PART II
Factorial Validity of S-O-P-N Scales
and Construct Validity of Types
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Chapter 4
Factorial Validity and Internal Consistency of the
S - O - P - N Affect Scales in the Self-Confrontation Method

After a decade of research with the self-confrontation method, Hermans
incorporated a well-known dualism, that of agency and communion, into valuationtheory (Hermans et al., 1985). The theoretical notion that human motivation could be
arranged according to two motives, "striving for self-enhancement" (S motivation)
and "striving for union and contact with the other" (O motivation), rapidly spread
among valuation researchers. With the use of the affect terms "self-esteem, strength,
self-confidence and pride," representing the S motive, and "caring, love, tenderness
and intimacy," expressing the O motive, a classification of valuations beyond the
positive-negative dimension (as in Hermans, 1974; Hermans, 1981a) became possible
and eventually led to a typology. Valuations could then be classified into one of
several categories, based on scores on each of the four scales. With the introduction
of the S and O motives, valuation theory became a truly motivational theory.
Another ten years later, the S-O-P-N model and its typology was firmly anchored
in valuation research and practice as well (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995;
Poulie, 1991; Van de Loo, 1992; Coopmans, 1993; Rioux & Barresi, 1997).
Several affect lists have been developed during the course of research with the
SCM. Although most of these lists were structured along the lines of the S-O-P-N
model, the specific affect lists varied in number as well as in choice of affect terms
depending on the context of the research. For example, in an educational setting
with young children, child friendly terms were used by Poulie (1991). Working with
juvenile delinquents, Van Assen (1985) developed special affect terms for this group.
In career counseling, feelings such as love, tenderness and intimacy were not always
applicable when it concerned valuations regarding colleagues, and were therefore
replaced by affects such as sympathy, togetherness and affection (Van de Loo, 1992).
A comparable adaptation has been made by Hubert De Mey (personal
communication, 1994) in a context where students were discussing their problems at
school; here, togetherness, mutual trust, helpfulness and sociability served as O
feelings. In general, "the psychologist prepares for an investigation by selecting those
affect terms that are understood and used by the client " (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen,
1995, p. 251, emphasis mine).
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Table 4.1 Three Lists of Affect Terms Used in SCM-Research;
Factor Structure of the Proposed 24-list

Affects Grouped According

16-lista

28-listb

24-listc

O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
Ρ
Ρ

O

o
o
o
o
o

Ρ
Ρ
Ρ
Ρ
Ρ
Ρ

Ρ
Ρ
Ρ
Ρ
Ρ
Ρ

to the

Self-esteem
Strength
Self-confidence
Pride
Energy
Freedom
Caring
Love
Intimacy
Tenderness
Solidarity
Warmth

Joy
Happiness
Enjoyment
Inner calm
Trust
Security
Worry
Unhappiness
Despondency
Disappointment
Powerlessness
Anxiety
Stress
Self-alienation
GuUt
Loneliness
Inferiority
Anger

Ν
Ν
Ν
Ν

Ν
Ν
Ν
Ν
Ν
Ν
Ν
Ν
Ν
Ν

Ν
Ν
Ν
Ν
Ν
Ν

Noie a = The list with 16 affect terms is used frequently in research with the SCM (eg Hermans, 1993,
Hermans, 1995) This short version is somehmes filtered out of the larger 30-list as, for instance, in Hermans
(1987a), Hermans (1987b) and Rioux and Barresi (1997), b = This list of 28 affect terms originates from Hermans
et al (1985), and was used by Hermans and Oles (1996), c = This list of 24 affects is used in Chapter 5 S = affect
referring to self-enhancement; Ο = affect referring to contact with the other, Ρ = positive affect, Ν = negative
affect.

Not only the content of an affect list may vary from setting to setting, but also
the number of affects used in the list. For clinical, therapeutic or counseling purposes
Hermans and Hermans-Jansen (1995) recommend a more extended list of affect
terms, instead of the 16-list because more affects may result in a more differentiated
picture of the person. One of these longer lists consists of 28 affect terms, and has
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served in a therapeutic context (Hermans et al., 1985; Hermans, 19873,0) and in
psychological research with students (Hermans & Oles, 1996). In order to balance the
number of the Ρ and Ν affects, two negative feelings, viz. unhappiness and
despondency, have been omitted from an original 30-list (Hermans et al., 1985). So,
although the person is scoring each valuation on 30 affects, only 28 are used for
further study. Sometimes only 16 affects are selected from this longer list for further
analysis (Hermans, 1987a,b). A comparison between the 28- and the 16-list (see Table
4.1), shows that the S and Ο scales are identical, whereas the Ρ and Ν scales in the 28
list each contain 10 affects (against four in the other two scales). In addition to the 16
and 28 list. Table 4.1 also shows a list containing 24 affects, which will be studied
later on.
In this chapter, our main purpose is to analyse the various lists in order to find
the most parsimonious and best constructed list for use in theory and practice. We
intend to demonstrate that the feelings solidarity, warmth, energy, and freedom,
which are considered positive feelings in the 28-list (see boldface), pose a problem
from a psychometric point of view. In a first study, we perform a Principal
Components Analysis (PCA) on the affect profiles stemming from a client sample.
Using all the information from the 30-affects list, we find a factor structure that does
not reflect the original scales used by Hermans (1987a,b), and Hermans and Oles
(1996). Additional analyses of variance support the re-allocation of four affects from
the Ρ scale to the S and Ο scales. A second study investigates the stability of the
factor-structure of an alternative list of 24 affect-terms. The factor structure found
earlier is replicated in a group of affect profiles stemming from a student sample. We
also report the internal consistency coefficients (reliabilities) of the S, Ο, Ρ and Ν
scales for the 24-list, and finally investigate the unidimensionality of these scales
within both the client and the student samples. It is concluded that the 24-list
appears to be a complete, yet parsimonious and psychometrically sound list for
usage in practice and research with the SCM.

Study 1:
Structure of the 30-Affect List
and Re-allocation of Affects into a 24 List
Method
Participants and material. A set of SCM-matrices served as data for secondary
analysis.1 This set comprised 127 matrices with a minimum of 15 valuations per
matrix and whereby each valuation was scored on 30 affects (see 30-list of Table 4 1).
The average number of valuations per matrix was 38.6 (sd=l0.9; mm-max=15-73).

We thank Els Hermans-Jansen for putting these data at our disposal.
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There were 4904 affect profiles in total The matrices belonged to different persons
who had performed a self investiga hon in the period between 1985 and 1994
Participants were 69 men and 53 women, and five of unretnevable gender Age was
distributed as follows 23 were younger than 30, 92 ranged between 30 and 50, and
12 were older than 50 Of the 127 matrices, 115 pertained to a first self-investigation,
12 to a second or third
Procedure The method of self-confrontation used with these clients followed the
guidelines laid down in Hermans and Hermans-Jansen (1995)
Results and discussion.
Principal Components Analysts A Principal Components Analysis was
performed on the affect profiles pertaining to the valuations of the 127 persons who
filled in the matrices According to this analysis, four affects turned out to belong to
different scales than that to which they were originally assigned The Principal
Components Analysis on the 4904 affect profiles yielded three factors with
eigenvalues larger than 1 (viz , 15 1, 4 1 and 1 5), explaining 68 9 percent of the total
variance A Vanmax rotation was used to facilitate the interpretation of the factors
Table 4 2 shows that the first factor involves a positive-negative contrast, with
high positive loadings on the 12 negative feelings, and negative loadings on almost
all other feelings These negative loadings were especially high on the positive
feelings (joy,
, security), which is in line with the general interpretation of this
factor The second factor has high loadings on the four well-known S feelings from
the 16-list, viz, self-esteem, strength, self-confidence, and pride In addition,
however, two other feelings, energy and freedom, which were classified as Ρ
feelings in the 28-list, load high on this second factor, thereby emerging as S feelings
rather than as Ρ feelings in this PC A The third factor shows a parallel finding
Besides the four Ο feelings from the 16-list (viz, love, intimacy, tenderness and
caring) two other feelings, solidarity and warmth, classified as Ρ feelings in the 28hst, now seem to behave as Ο feelings The second and third factor, characterized as
S and Ο factor, respectively, have both similar high loadings on the Ρ feelings of joy,
happiness, enjoyment, inner calm, trust, and security This is in agreement with the
fact that S as well as Ο feelings are expressions of the two basic motives S and O,
which are positive in nature
The three-factor structure provided here is remarkably similar to the higherorder factor structure found in the items of the Multidimensional Personality
Inventory of Tellegen and Waller (in press) They named three of their four higherorder factors negative emotionality, ' positive agentic emotionality and positive
communal emotionality '
In conclusion, the internal structure of the affects in a large number of
valuations reveals that the S and Ο scales should each be supplemented with two
feelings that had been labelled Ρ feelings in the 28-list
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Table 4.2 Factor Structure of Affect Profiles of 4904 Valuations (of 127 Clients) After Principal
Components Analysis Followed by a Rotation to Varimax Criterion; Three Factor Solution (30 list)
Factors
1

2

3

Self-esteem
Strength
Self-confidence
Pride
Energy
Freedom

-30
-20
-32
-16
-20
-29

75
81
77
73
77
62

24
25
27
34
34
34

Canng
Love
Tenderness
Intimacy
Solidarity
Warmth

09
-11
-10
-11
-19
-23

19
23
19
27
31
36

68
86
88
83
80
82

Joy
Happiness
Enjoyment
Inner calm
Trust
Security

-42
-37
-37
-39
-34
-29

56
59
60
52
54
49

52
57
53
48
60
62

73
79
82
77
74
74
70
70
69
79
74
72

-20
-28
-21
-21
-31
-18
-11
-23
-20
-14
-20
-05

-04
-19
-13
-23
-18
-04
-09
-08
06
-22
-10
-28

Worry
Unhappiness
Despondency
Disappointment
Powerlessness
Anxiety
Stress
Self-alienation
Guilt
Loneliness
Inferiority
Anger

Noie Loadings > 1.351 are shown in boldface; decimals have been omitted. 68.9% of the total variance is
explained by these factors.

This accords with the following findings reported by Hermans et al. (1985):
Further research shows that not all affect terms are equally neutral with respect to the S
and O scales. On the basis of several correlational calculations it becomes evident that
solidarity, and probably also warmth, has an affinity with the O affects, and energy with
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the S affects. Probably, this has little consequences for our result, because possible
specific S and O components cancel each other out. This does not alter the fact that it
would be theoretically more elegant to have a Ρ scale consisting of affect terms that are
neutral with regard to motives. This can be obtained if the correlations with the S and Ο
scales are about equally high. (P. 26, translation by author)
More recently, Hermans and Hermans-Jansen (1995) conveyed a similar view
concerning the Ο affects, when writing: "for some clients the terms selected for the Ο
affect may be too strong. In that case, the psychologist may replace them with, for
example, terms like, sympathy, warmth, solidarity and respect (p. 251, emphasis by
author)."
The results of the present PCA empirically corroborate this notion. Therefore,
the affects of solidarity and warmth, from a psychometric point of view, might better
be assigned to the Ο scale. A similar reasoning holds true for the feelings of energy
and freedom, which on the basis of the above results, can better be considered as
belonging to the S scale.
Analysis of variance. An analyses of variance was performed in order to
corroborate their placement in these two other scales. In particular, these four
feelings were related to the typology introduced by Hermans et al. (1985). This
typology consists of three positive and three negative valuation types, +HH, +0,+S
and -LL, -O, -S, respectively. Affect profiles of valuations were classified into one of
these categories on the basis of the 16-affect list. In this list the affects of solidarity,
warmth, energy and freedom are not included.
The criteria of classification are as follows: For valuations of the type +S, -S, + 0
and -O, the differences between the levels of S and O, and Ρ and N, respectively,
must be i 6. The negative -LL type valuations have a low score on both S and Ο (i.e.,
S+Oi7) and the difference between S and Ο is small (IO-SI <4). The positive +HH
type valuations have high scores on S and Ο (S+Oir20), and IO-SI <5 (Hermans et
al., 1985).
On the basis of these criteria, 2647 of the 4904 valuations (i.e., 54%) were
classified into one of the following types: +HH {n = 871), +S (« = 426), + 0 («=103), -S
(n = 187), -O (n = 158) and -LL (n=902). Only the affect profiles of these 2647
valuations will be used in the analyses of variance.
Hypotheses. If the feelings of warmth and solidarity are candidates for inclusion
in the Ο scale, and if energy and freedom would belong to the S scale, then the
following hypotheses should be confirmed: (a) With respect to the three positive
valuation types: (1) Levels of solidarity and warmth are higher in the +HH and the
+ 0 category than in the +S type of valuations; (2) Energy and freedom are more
characteristic of the +HH and +S type than of the + 0 type of valuation; (b) with
respect to the negative valuation types: (3) Levels of solidarity and warmth are
higher in the -O category than in the -S and -LL types of valuations and (4) Energy
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and freedom are more characteristic of the -S type than of the - O and -LL types of
valuations.
In Table 4.3, we see that levels of solidarity and warmth are significantly higher
in the categories +HH and + 0 than in +S, whereas levels of energy and freedom are
highest in +HH and +S in comparison with + 0 , thus confirming Hypotheses 1 and 2.

Table 4.3 Mean Levels of Solidarity, Warmth, Energy and Freedom in Positive Valuations that are
Generated in Accordance with the Criteria from Hermans et al. (1985)
+HH
(n=871)

+o
(n=103)

+S
(n=426)

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

F (2,1397)

P<

Solidarity

3.86 (1.05)

3.73 (1.23)

1.79(1.67)

382.52

0.0001

b

Warmth

3.98 (.81)

4.01 (.89)

2.19(1.48)

417.14

0 0001

b

Energy

3.92 (.86)

2.55(1.37)

3.64 (1.12)

90.09

0 0001

a

Freedom

3.79(1.10)

3.16(1.54)

3.56(1.22)

15.43

0.0001

a

Differences

Note a = all three differences are significant in a post-hoc comparison procedure with a=.01, b = the differences
between the third group (+S) and the other two groups are significant (Bonferrom corrections were applied)

Table 4.4 Mean Levels of Solidarity, Warmth, Energy and Freedom in Negative Valuations that are
Generated in Accordance with the CriteriafromHermans et al. (1985)
-LL
(«=902)

-O
(«=158)

-S
(n=187)

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

F(2/1244)

P<

Solidarity

.24 (.54)

2.42 (1.61)

.62 (1.10)

445.09

0001

a

Warmth

.27 (.50)

2.41 (1 57)

.46 (.77)

528.65

.0001

a

Energy

.57 ( 91)

1.34 (1 37)

2.34(1.61)

208.60

.0001

a

Freedom

.70 (1.28)

.85(1.18)

1.31 (1.57)

16 43

.0001

b

Differences

Noie a = all three differences are significant in a post-hoc comparison procedure with a= 01, b = the differences
between the third group (+S) and the other two groups are significant. (Bonferrom corrections were applied)

The results concerning the negative types are shown in Table 4.4. As expected,
solidarity and warmth turn out to be most characteristic of the -O type of valuations
(confirming Hypothesis 3), while freedom and energy are most characteristic of the
-S type when compared with the -LL and -O types of valuation
Hypothesis 4).

(confirming
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We here propose a list of 24 affect terms with an equal number of feelings used
in every scale Exactly six feelings happen to emerge in each of the S, O and Ρ scales
From the remaining twelve negative feelings in the 30-list, six are chosen in the final
Ν scale of the 24-list This is done to balance the number with that of the other scales,
as well as on theoretical grounds, since three dejection-related affects
(disappointment, loneliness and inferiority) and three agitation-related feelings
(anxiety, stress and anger) are then included
What about the stability of the structure of this 24 affect list7 It remains to be
seen whether this structure can be replicated m another sample To investigate this
we analyzed the affect profiles of valuations in a student sample.

Study 2:
Stability of the Three-Factor Structure of the 24 Affect List:
Cross-validation Using a Student Sample
Method
Participants and material In addition to the 127 SCM matrices of the first study
belongmg to a client sample, a new sample of matrices was used belonging to 67
university students Of these 67 participants, 41 had responded to an advertisement
in the local university newspaper "KU nieuws, " containing a request to participate in
a study on valuation research The other 26 participants were students in clinical
psychology who followed a course in valuation theory and in the use of the selfconfrontation method In this course, offered by the author, a training was given in
which pairs of students did a self-investigation with each other, alternating the role
of client and student counselor The mean age of the 67 students was 24 4 years, with
a standard deviation of 7 2 and a range between 18 and 52 years The vast majority
(46 of 67) were women, so that the sample is somewhat biased with respect to
gender The average number of valuations formulated in the self-investigations was
30 4, with a standard deviation of 9 5, and a range between 16 and 50 All 67 SCMgnds were filled in by the students using the list of 24 affect terms (see Table 4 1)
Procedure The self-confrontation method was applied according to the format
outlined in Hermans and Hermans-Jansen (1995) A Principal Components Analysis
was performed, on each sample The first involved an analysis similar to the one
presented in the first study, in which 4904 affect profiles of 127 clients were factor
analyzed, except that 24 feelings were now analyzed, instead of 30 feelings In this
way, the results could be compared with those of the student group, who was
instructed to use the list of 24 affect terms The student group yielded a total of 2037
affect profiles (valuations)
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Table 4.5 Factor Structure of Affect Profiles of 4904 Valuations (of 127 Clients) After Principal
Components Analysis Followed by a Rotation to Vanmax Criterion; Three Factor Solution (24 list)
Factors

1

2

3

Self-esteem
Strength
Self-confidence
Pride
Energy
Freedom

-26
-16
-28
-12
-16
-28

78
82
80
74
79
64

21
23
25
32
32
31

Caring
Love
Tenderness
Intimacy
Sohdan ty
Warmth

08
-12
-12
-12
-20
-25

20
26
21
29
33
39

68
86
87
82
78
80

Joy
Happiness
Enjoyment
Inner calm
Trust
Security

-41
-37
-37
-40
-34
-30

60
62
61
55
58
52

49
54
50
45
57
60

Disappointment
Anxiety
Stress
Loneliness
Inferiority
Anger

77
72
73
79
74
76

-26
-23
-14
-20
-25
-10

-17
-01
-05
-17
-06
-23

Noie Loadings > I 351 are shown in boldface, decimals have been omitted 71 0% of the total variance is
explained by these factors
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Table 4.6 Factor Structure of Affect Profiles of 2037 Valuations (of 67 Students) After Principal
Component Analysis Followed by a Rotation to Varimax Criterion; Three Factor Solution (24 list)
Factors

1

2

3

Self-esteem
Strength
Self-confidence
Pride
Energy
Freedom

-23
-19
-24
-11
-23
-31

82
82
81
75
77
72

18
19
19
16
25
24

Caring
Love
Tenderness
Intimacy
Solidarity
Warmth

-04
-13
-17
-15
-17
-23

14
19
16
21
29
27

82
87
86
86
75
85

Joy
Happiness
Enjoyment
Inner calm
Trust
Security

-47
-42
-42
-38
-27
-28

61
61
59
61
55
46

41
48
45
39
59
64

Disappointment
Anxiety
Stress
Loneliness
Inferiority
Anger

77
77
81
72
64
74

-32
-25
-17
-14
-26
-19

-17
-09
-18
-14
-08
-22

Note Loadings > I 351 are shown in boldface, decimals have been omitted 70 7% of the total variance is
explained by these factors.
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Results and discussion.
Principal Components Analyses yielded a three-factor solution for both samples of
affect profiles: for the client sample, the eigenvalues of the unrotated factors were
12.9, 2.7 and 1.5; for the student sample, these were 12.5, 2.7 and 1.8. Tables 4.5 and
4.6 summarize the results of these two PCA's. In Table 4.5, we found the same
structure as that in the first study: a first bi-polar factor, a second S factor, and a
third O factor. This comes as no surprise, because these 24 feelings are a subset of the
30 feelings used in the analysis of Study 1.
Table 4.6 shows the results for the student sample. Apart from some minor
details, the pattern as a whole is similar to that of the client sample. For the separate
components, this can be numerically expressed using Tucker's measure of
congruence, a measure that represents an index of agreement or similarity between
two factor loadings, ranging from +1 for perfect agreement (-1 for perfect inverse
agreement) to zero for no agreement whatsoever (Butcher & Han, 1996). Values
larger than .80 indicate that components are virtually the same (Rathod, 1980, after
Ten Berge). For the three components in this study, the congruence measures are
.995, .993 and .992, for the first, second and third factor, indicating that the two
structures are almost identical.
In conclusion, an invariant factor structure for a client and student sample was
found, indicating the robustness of the structure across the two samples, and the
utility of the four scales that are based on this factor structure.

Study 3:
Internal Consistency and Homogeneity of S, Ο, Ρ and Ν scales
in the 24-1 ist, at the Level of the Person
In Studies 1 and 2, two unipolar factois and one bi-polar factor were found reflecting
the four scales of the SCM. The bipolar factor differentiated between positive and
negative affect (P/N scales); the second factor expressed (positive) self-enhancement
(S scale), and the third represented the (positive) orientation towards others (O
scale). Since the Ρ scale loaded on all three factors, a "simple structure" (cf Thurstone,
1947) did not emerge as the variables did not cluster around one sole axis.
Nevertheless, the "original" grouping of affects according to the S, Ο, Ρ and Ν scales
was confirmed, at least, in an aggregated group of profiles.
We now turn to the idiographic level to investigate the quality of each of the
four scales within each single matrix. To that end, we will calculate Cronbach's alpha
reliabilities and look at the unidimensionality of the four scales at the level of
individual SCM grids.
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Before going on, a few remarks as to the exact meaning of Cronbach's alpha and its
relationship to the concepts of consistency and homogeneity are in place.
Alpha is said to be a measure of first-factor saturation (i.e. the extent to which a certain
factor is present in all items), and although a set of items with a high alpha usually has a
strong common factor, this is not necessarily the case. [...] Internal consistency refers to
the degree of interrelatedness among the items (...), whereas homogeneity refers to
unidunensionalty. [...] As [...] pointed out, internal consistency is a necessary condition
but not sufficient condition for homogeneity. Alpha is among other things, a function of
internal consistency, that is, the interrelatedness of items. A set of items, however, can
be relatively interrelated and multidimensional. [A Monte Carlo study pointed out that]
alpha was high in spite of the fact that one third of the item intercorrelations were zero.
[...] [So, Cronbach's alpha] is a function of interrelatedness, although one must
remember that this does not imply unidimensionality or homogeneity. (Cortina, 1993, p.
100.)

This means that we should be cautious in jumping to conclusions with respect to
high internal consistency and unidimensionality on the basis of high alpha's alone.
Cortina suggests the following procedure by which internal consistency and
unidimensionality can both be studied:
The first step in establishing unidimensionality is to conduct a principal-components
analysis of a set of items. (...) If this analysis suggests the existence of only one factor,
then alpha can be used to conclude that the set of items is unidimensional. The
principal-components analysis alone does not provide enough evidence to conclude that
a set of items is unidimensional because such an analysis may, for example, yield only
one factor even if the items have correlations of .10 with each other. In essence, what this
means is that alpha can be used as a confirmatory measure of unidimensionality or as a
measure of the strength of a dimension once the existence of a single factor has been
determined. As always, the number of items must be kept in mind. (Cortina, 1993, ρ
104.)

Method
Participants and material. The same participants and matrices were used as in the
preceding study, viz., 127 SCM-matrices belonging to a client sample, and 67 student
SCM-grids, making up a total of 194 SCM-matrices. The number of affects used in
the analysis was 24.
Procedure. Following Cortina's procedure, we performed two analyses. First, we
did a PCA on each of the four scales for each person, extracting the maximum
number of factors in the PCA. Secondly, to ascertain unidimensionality of the four
scales, we calculated Cronbach's alphas for each scale.
Results and discussion.
With respect to the client sample, Figure 4.1a summarizes 127 PCA's, each
conducted on the six S feelings for each SCM-matrix. In all 127 cases a dominant first
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factor w a s obtained. Similar findings were obtained for the feelings of the O, P, and
Ν scales (see Figures 4.1b, c, d). Similar results w e r e also found with respect to the
student sample, and are s h o w n in Figures 4.2a,b,c,d: one pronounced first factor,
and no large second factor, in any single grid, for any scale.
The next step w a s to calculate Cronbach's a reliabilities for each person, and for
each of the four scales. The results a r e reported in Tables 4.7 a n d 4.8, for the client
and student samples, respectively.

Table 4.7 Distribution of Reliabilities ofS, Ο, Ρ and Ν Scales in Client Sample (n=127)
Cronbach's α

Scale
<.60

ί.60-<70

2.70-<.80

2.80-<.90

>.90

median

min-max

S

1.6

0.8

8.7

36.2

52.8

.90

.32-.98

Ο

1.6

.8

3.9

25.2

68.5

.92

54-.98

Ρ

0

0

1.6

19.7

78.7

.94

.70-.99

Ν

7.1

4.7

16.5

48.0

23.6

.86

38-.98

Note Each scale contains six feelings as in the 24-list (see Table 4 1)

Table 4.8 Distribution of Reliabilities ofS, Ο, Ρ and Ν Scales in Student Sample (n=67)
Cronbach's ο
Scale

<.60

2.60-<70

i.70-<.80

2.80-<.90

>.90

median

min-max

S

0

0

6

20 9

73.1

0 92

76 - .98

Ο

0

0

0

14.9

85.1

0.95

83 - .99

Ρ

0

1.5

0

14.9

83.6

0.95

.66- 98

Ν

0

0

7.5

46.3

46.3

0.9

.71 - 87

Noie Each scale contains six feelings as in the 24-list (see Table 4 1)

In general, sufficiently high reliabilities were obtained for most SCM-matrices.
In a few cases low alpha's were found for the Ν scale, mainly in the client sample.
The overall picture, however, shows high reliabilities for all scales, so that, following
Cortina's reasoning, unidimensionality of the four scales has clearly been
demonstrated.
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General Discussion
Affect is supposed to be an intrinsic aspect of valuation (Hermans and Hermans
jansen, 1995) Therefore, the right choice of an affect list is important as to a sound
research methodology with the self-confrontation method In this chapter we studied
the internal structure of several lists, and concluded that the scaling with a list
containing 28 affect terms (derived from the 30, and used in several publications)
seemed questionable
In Study 1, it appeared that the Ρ scale from the 28 list was contaminated with
affects that had more affinity to the S or Ο scale This became apparent in a factoranalytical approach, and was confirmed in an analysis of variance The feelings
'warmth' and 'solidarity' (or 'togetherness') turned out to belong to the Ο domain
Indeed, taking the meaning of Ο motivation into account, which, like Bakan's
communion motivation, is concerned with a focus on others and with (intention of)
forming a connection, then 'warmth' and 'solidarity' are not far away The feelings
'energy' and 'freedom' emerged as belonging to the S domain Like Bakan's agency
motivation, S motivation reveals a focus on the self and on the separation from
others In 'freedom/ we can taste the independence and separation from others that
is so characteristic of S motivation, in 'energy,' the agentic experience of being an
autonomous individual who has influence on the environment is conspicuous These
findings led to the construction of a list of 24 affect terms, which was then further
analyzed
In Study 2 the stability of the internal structure of the 24 affect list was crossvalidated m a student sample In addition, Study 3 demonstrated that internal
consistencies were sufficient even within single SCM matrices
These three studies lead to the conclusion that the 24 list appears to be a good
alternative for the 28 list However, the 16 list has an equally sound structure, since
its S, Ο and Ρ scales are subsumed under the S, Ο and Ρ scales of the 24 list Notice
that freedom, energy, warmth and solidarity are absent from the 16 list In some
settings, the practical advantage of this short list may prevail Thus, we agree with
Hermans and Hermans-Jansen that "The list [of sixteen affect terms]
contains a
minimum number of affect terms that in combination permit a maximum of
information to be gained from the motivational aspects of the valuation system (p
38) On the other hand, because more affects may result in a more differentiated
picture of a person's valuations, a longer list may sometimes be considered In that
case, we suggest using the list of 24 affect terms It should be noted, however, that a
reduction from 30 to 24 is by no means essential It is the construction of scales that is
crucial here
In this chapter it has been demonstrated that scales that have been constructed
primarily by theory can be refined by adopting factor-analytical strategies Further
research may focus on the replication of the factor structures across individuals (cf
Zevon & Tellegen, 1982)
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Chapter 5
Convergent Validity of a Typology of Valuations

Support for the validity of valuation types was reviewed in Chapter 3. We described
the procedure for determining the thematic communality between Ovid's Narcissus
myth, paintings from Francisco Goya and Rodin's statue Fugit Amor, on the one
hand, and personal narratives, on the other hand. These studies consistently showed
that themes from a novelistic or artistic origin could help understand a person's life
narrative, and vice versa. The similarity in content of valuations selected according
to the procedures outlined, demonstrated the validity of the typology. For example,
the 14 valuations selected from the narratives of 10 subjects on the basis of similarity
to the Narcissus myth profile, conveyed all the same theme of unfulfilled love or loss
(Hermans & Van Gilst, 1991). As hermeneutics is the art of interpreting a text
(McAdams, 1994), we can conclude that these studies demonstrate hermeneutic
validity of the typology.
The present study extents the validation of types of valuations by comparing
them with traits derived from questionnaires. For this purpose, valuation types are
considered as scales measuring some basic experience, which can then be related to
similar concepts from trait psychology. For example, the proportion of -S valuation
types of a person can be considered as a measure of degree of opposition. By
comparing these types with traits across persons, the convergent validity of
valuation types can then be assessed. In classical personality testing, convergent
validity concerns the "extent to which different measures of the same construct relate
to each other" (McAdams, 1994, p. 257). Thus, positive associations between different
measures are an indication of convergent validity.
The method of aggregating information from idiographic material and
connecting it with traits has been employed by several investigators working with
narratives or other free-response material, such as personal projects (Little et al.,
1992), life tasks (Cantor et al., 1987), personal strivings (Emmons & McAdams, 1991),
fantasy stories elicited by TAT pictures (McAdams et al., 1996) and the like. The
present validation study fits within this tradition of combining idiographic with
nomothetic (aggregating) research strategies.
Relationships between SCM-derived scales or types and trait measures have
not been looked at earlier. Considering that "valuation theory ... was originally
formulated as a reaction against the dominant position of nomothetic research in the
field of personality" (Hermans, 1986a, p. 23), this comes as no surprise. Hermans
(1975), in fact, has criticized experimental research and psychological tests, arguing
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that they tended to reduce persons to a-histoncal, passive, replica personalities, with
hardly any long-term involvement being created between the person and the
investigator As an alternative, Hermans proposed a two-directional model, for
theory as well as for practice, in which the person was considered a co-investigator
In such a model, scientific and personal concepts meet in a dialogical relationship,
favoring the development of both the scientist's theories and the participant's unique
personal projects (See also Hermans, 1987b, Hermans et al, 1985, Hermans &
Bonanus, 1991)
As a consequence, most of the work with the SCM concerned the study of
single persons, emphasizing the uniqueness of the person (Hermans, 1975) and
change over time (e g , Hermans 1987a,b, Hermans, 1992, Hermans, 1995a, Hermans
& Hermans-Jansen, 1995, Hermans et al, 1985)
Only recently, some studies integrating SCM measures with traditional trait
measures have been published (Hermans & Oles, 1996, Rioux and Barresi, 1997)
Hermans and Oles (1996) studied value crisis using a questionnaire, while also
inviting participants to formulate approximately 10 valuations concerning
theoretical, economical, political, esthetic, social and religious issues Quantitative
and qualitative aspects of the valuations were compared among a low-, mediumand high-crisis group
Similarly, Rioux and Barresi (1997) used a questionnaire to assess religious and
scientific orientations, and asked the persons to formulate one valuation involving a
conflict for each of four domains scientific, religious, interpersonal, and
intrapersonal In a quantitative analysis across persons, they compared the affective
properties of the valuations within each of these domains, qualitatively, they studied
typical valuations within each of these domains for each of four clusters of persons
In both studies, the questionnaires were used to categorize people in a prion
defined clusters, whereas valuations together with their affective patterns were used
to get a more detailed insight in the persons' narratives These studies show some of
the advantages of a mixed nomothetic-idiographic approach It should be noted,
however, that the original SCM procedures in these studies were considerably
shortened for the purpose of answering specific research questions This means that
the unique properties of the SCM — being a method in which a person is discussing
his or her own concerns in great detail — were absent
The present study departs from the two studies above in the following ways
First, the self-confrontation method is applied as originally intended for use in
clinical practice We employed the original set of questions and allowed the persons
full freedom in constructing as many valuations as they would like to come up with
Second, instead of using only the arithmetic means of the scales (S, Ο, Ρ, N), we
focussed on relative frequency of each of the six types of valuations Reliably
counting of valuation types is only possible when the person is allowed full freedom
in the number of valuations he or she wishes to construct Thirdly, the purpose of
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this study is to validate Hermans' typology with constructs stemming from
questionnaires containing scales from the agency and communion domain. The
studies mentioned above did not have the explicit aim at validating the SCM scales
or types.

Method
Participants
The data in this study were collected from two different groups. One group
consisted of 41 predominantly university students, who had responded to a request
in the local University newspaper KUnieuws to participate in valuation research. The
majority of this group were psychology students who could gain credit points for
their participation. A minority had a different main subject, such as physics, biology
and law. Five had graduated.
The participants were informed about the nature of the study in a short
conversation with the author. They were told that the self-confrontation method was
not going to be used as a therapeutic tool, but that a self-investigation would take
place with a fixed duration, namely 4 weeks. Of the 41 participants, 39 also filled in a
mood questionnaire daily, during the whole period, and did a second selfinvestigation about four weeks after the first one. However, only the SCM-data from
the first self-investigation were used in the analyses.
The second group consisted of 26 clinical psychology students following a
course in valuation-theory and in the self-confrontation method, taught by the
author. In this training course, pairs of students performed a self-investigation with
each other, alternating the roles of client and student counselor.
The analyses reported here included both groups, comprising a total of 67
participants. Their mean age was 24.4 years (sd=7.2; min-max=18-52). Most of them
were women (n=46). Women and men did not differ significantly in mean age (24.2
versus 24.8).
Material
In addition to the SCM, three questionnaires were used for purposes of construct
validation. The SCM has been described in general in Chapter 3. Specific details will
be described in the procedure section of this chapter. Two personality questionnaires
("Nederlandse Persoonlijkheidsvragenlijst" and the "Autonomie lijst") contained
scales measuring different aspects of the agency-communion domain. The third
(Symptom Checklist) was a questionnaire measuring psychological adjustment and
health problems.
The Nederlandse Persoonlijkheids Vragenlijst (NPV, Luteijn, Starren & Van Dijk,
1985) is a Dutch personality inventory and contains 133 items pertaining to different
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aspects of personal life It is based on items of the California Psychological Inventory
(Gough, 1964) The items refer to behavioural patterns occurring in a variety of
situations Items are scored on a 3-point scale, with 'Correct', ">' , or 'Incorrect' as
alternatives, weighted '2' , ' 1 ' , and '0', respectively The seven NPV scales can be
briefly described as follows
(1) Imdequacy Items from this scale convey feelings of anxiety and depression High
scores express feelings of insecurity, despondency or unstability Low scores indicate
that the person is able to put up with misfortunes and is relatively well-balanced
(2) Social Inadequacy This scale explicitly relates to problems in the social domain
Persons with high scores on this scale are inhibited and shy in contact with others,
whereas people low on the scale are sociable, gregarious and more open
(3) Rigidity Persons high on Rigidity are characterized by a fixed systematic
approach to problems, whereas low scoring persons have a more flexible way of
looking for solutions
(4) Criticism Persons high on the Criticism scale have a tendency to be distrustful, if
not hostile towards people They are intolerant and impatient Persons low on the
scale are more friendly, tolerant and able to listen to others
(5) Complacency Persons scoring high on the Complacency scale are mostly selfsatisfied and have little concern for other people and their problems In contrast, low
scoring persons are more empathie and willing to understand and help others
(6) Dommance The Dominance scale differentiates people who are in charge, selfconfident and stimulating in groups from those who are dependent and passive
(7) Self-esteem Persons high on Self-esteem are more optimistic and satisfied with
their work and activities, whereas low self-esteem implies pessimism, dejection and
a lack of vitality
The NPV was chosen because this questionnaire measures a variety of
personality dimensions related to agency and communion themes, and has excellent
psychometric properties (Luteijn et al, 1985) The Rigidity scale was not used in the
present study The underlying concept was not expected to be of any significance for
the validation of SCM scales, because neither self-enhancement nor union with
others were related to this construct
Reliabilities of the scales in our sample (n=67) were as follows Inadequacy,
a= 82 (21 items). Social inadequacy, a= 80 (15 items). Criticism, a= 79 (19 items),
Complacency, a= 72 (16 items). Dominance, a= 78 (17 items), and Self-esteem, a= 72
(19 items)
The Autonomy List (AL, Bekker, 1993a,b) comprises 50 expressions about
autonomy and dependency These expressions are rated by the subject on a 7-point
scale, ranging from 'Absolutely does not fit me' to 'Completely fitting me' The items
are grouped into three scales
(1) Self-awareness People with high Self-awareness have a good insight in their own
opinions, needs and wishes They are assertive and able to make independent
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decisions Persons low on self-awareness are more compliant and have a proclivity
to doubt
(2) Sensitivity to others Persons scoring high on the sensitivity-to-others scale are
preoccupied with the judgement and wishes of others They are more empathie and
have a higher need for and ability m closeness and affection Separation from others
and being alone is more problematic to them Low scoring individuals, on the other
hand, rarely lose themselves in others, are more distant and better able to be on their
own The sensitivity-to-others scale appears very similar to scales measuring
sociotropy (Beck, 1983) or dependency (Blatt, 1974) (see Chapter 2)
(3) Capaciti/ for managing new situations This scale differentiates people with an
mclmation toward exploration (and even adventure) from those who feel more
uncomfortable in new situations Persons low on this scale prefer familiar
surroundings and are less inclined to initiate new activities
The Autonomy List is a relatively new questionnaire, developed primarily to
broaden the concept of autonomy and improve its measurement According to
Bekker, measurement of the concept is not only severely contaminated with an
undesirable gender bias, but in some cases even confounded with schizoid, antisocial or misanthropic personality aspects Bekker found that, when distinguishing
three different aspects (see above), women were neither less independent than men
nor had they less capacity for managing new situations A significant gender
difference was only found on the sensitivity-to-others scale
Reliability and concurrent validity of the Autonomy List are satisfactory
(Bekker, 1993a) In our sample, reliabilities of the three scales proved to be sufficient
Self-awareness, a= 92 (13 items). Sensitivity to others, a= 94 (21 items), and Capacity
for managing new situations, a= 81 (8 items)
The Symptom Checklist (SCL-90, Derogatis, 1977) is a list containing items
referring to psychological adjustment and health problems For each complaint the
question "To what extent were you hindered by this complaint the last week,
including today 7 " is answered on a 5-pomt scale from 'not at all' to 'very much'
Eight different domains are discerned Agoraphobia (e g , 'afraid of travelling
by bus, train or tram'). Fear (e g , 'palpitations of the heart'). Depression (e g ,
'feeling lonely'), Somatic complaints (e g , 'headache'), Insufficiency in thinking and
acting (e g , 'difficulty remembering things'), Distrust and Interpersonal sensitivity
(e g , 'Having the feeling that others are to be blamed for your problems'). Hostility
(e g , 'Feeling easily bored or irritated') and Insomnia (e g , 'having a restless or
disturbed sleep') The sum of all items can be considered as an overall measure for
psychopathological complaints
The SCL-90 was translated into Dutch and has been validated for a Dutch
population by Arrmdell and Ettema (1986) It has excellent psychometric properties
In our sample, the SCL-90 proved to have a high internal consistency with respect to
the overall measure for psychopathological complaints (a= 96,90 items)
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Procedure
The first self-investigation of persons of the first group (n=41) consisted of a
thorough conversation with the author or a trainee1, at the university, and was based
on an extended set of questions and procedures outlined by Hermans (1981a, pp. 1517) and Hermans and Hermans-Jansen (1995, pp. 275-276). The investigations, which
lasted an average of 3 hours, resulted in the formulation of a number of valuations
(typically between 20 and 50), covering the person's concerns about his past, present
and future.
After the conversation, the persons were asked to fill in the SCM matrix, at
home, using a list of 24 affect terms. Valuations, which were written down on
numbered cards during the self-investigation, were entered into the rows of the SCM
matrix. The last two rows consisted of two standard valuations concerning General
Feeling ('How do you generally feel lately?') and Ideal Feeling ('How would you
ideally like to feel?').
The columns of the SCM matrix were headed with a (fixed) set of 24 affects,
referred to in previous analyses (see Ch 4): Joy (1), self-esteem (2), anxiety (3),
happiness (4), strength (5), tenderness (6), stress (7), enjoyment (8), caring (9), love
(10), self-confidence (11), loneliness (12), warmth (13), trust (14), inferiority (15),
energy (16), security (17), anger (18), solidarity (19), pride (20), intimacy (21),
disappointment (22), inner calm (23), freedom (24).
Participants were instructed to read each valuation, and to indicate to what
extent the particular affects were associated with that specific valuation. For this
purpose, a 6-point scale was used, with the following conventions: 0=not at all
(experienced in this valuation) or not applicable, l=little, 2=to some extent, 3=rather
much, 4=much, and 5=very much. In this manner, each valuation received an affect
profile, or valuation type, within the context of the valuation system as a whole.
Before the second session, the participants received the three questionnaires
(see material) to be completed at home and returned by mail. About 1 week later, a
session took place in which the valuation system was discussed. This involved a
session of 1 hour, in which the following happened: a hierarchy of mean affect scores
was discussed, and a survey was made of the most generalizing valuations.
Furthermore, similarities between valuations were studied, aided by a visual
representation of the whole valuation system. Valuations were projected in an affect
space so that clusters of similar valuations (sharing a common emotionalmotivational theme) could easily be discerned (Van Geel & De Mey, 1996; Van Geel,
De Mey, Thissen-Pennings & Bendermacher, 1999).
Participants from the second group (n=26) held self-investigations with each
other, as part of a training in the SCM method at the university. They alternated the

I want to thank Annet te Lindert for performing self-investigations with 15 subjects during her
traineeship at the Department of Clinical Psychology and Personality
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roles of client and student-counselor and were intermittently supervised by the
author. If necessary, investigations, were completed at home. SCM grids, with 24
affect terms, were filled in by the participants and subsequently analyzed in a class
teaching situation, as a preparation for the discussion of the results one week later.
This teaching situation involved applying a software package for scoring and
representation of valuations, but above all was it aimed at teaching ways of
exploring the arrangements of affects together with the client.
Questionnaires were also administered, as in the first group, and feedback
about the results was given in class at a later stage of the course.
Questionnaire-Based Measures
In the present study, it was assumed that the three scales of the Autonomy List, the
six scales of the Nederlandse Persoonlijkheids Vragenlijst and the overall measure of
psychopathological complaints of the SCL-90 cover a broad spectrum of
psychological and interpersonal functioning so that we are able to investigate the
construct validity of several SCM-indices and measures with respect to the trait
measures derived from these questionnaires.
SCM-Based Measures: Percentages of each Valuation Type.
On the basis of the S-O-P-N scales each valuation can be assigned an affect profile
and be classified into a typology. The differences between the S and O scale, on the
one hand, and between the Ρ and Ν scale, on the other hand, are important criteria
in this process (Hermans & Hermans Jansen, 1995).
The following classification scheme was used for the typification of a valuation:
For valuations of the type +S, -S, + 0 and -O, the differences between the levels of S
and O, and Ρ and N, respectively, is k 6; The negative -LL type valuations have a
low score on both S and Ο (i.e., S <. 6, Ο <. 6 ) and the difference between S and Ο is
small ( IO-SΙ ί 5); The positive +HH type valuations have high scores on S and O (S
i 15 and O à 15), and IO-SI < 5.
Within this scheme, 1523 valuations, that is 74.8% of the total of 2037
valuations, could be classified into one of the following categories: +HH (371), +S
(457), + 0 (160), -S (171), -O (79) and -LL (285). Only two valuations were of the -HH
type, and six were of the +LL type, confirming their rarity in valuation research
(Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995). In subsequent analyses, these types (-HH, +LL)
and affect profiles that did not fit within one of the six categories, were not taken
into account.
Questions and Hypotheses
In the light of validation, some relationships between the trait and narrative material
are to be expected. Conceptually, one would expect that themes of agency
(success/autonomy), as evolving from the SCM, would highly correlate with scales
measuring self-esteem, dominance, or autonomy. The theme of opposition can be
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expected to be most prominent in persons high on criticism and complacency.
Communion themes, as present in the -O and + 0 valuations, are to be expected in
persons who are sensitive to others and less complacent.

Results
Descriptive Statistics
The average number of valuations formulated in the self-investigations was 30.4,
with a standard deviation of 9.5, and a range from 16 to 50. For women, the mean
was 30.3, and for men it was 30.5 (t-.07, n.s.).
Examination of the frequency distributions of the trait scales indicated that
none of them violated the assumption of normality. Absolute skewness for any of the
measures exceeded the value of two. The maximal skewness (1.80) was reached with
respect to the percentage of -O valuations.
The correlations between the percentages of types of valuations and the trait
measures are presented in Table 5.1 (see grey area). Instead of discussing all the
separate correlations, data-reduction techniques will be applied. Firstly, a
circumplex analysis, and secondly, a Principal Components Analysis will be
described.
Circumplex Analysis: A Theory-Guided Two-Dimensional Representation
In circumplex analysis, we wish to approximate a theoretically established factor
matrix. In the context of the present study, the choice of an ideal configuration in
two dimensions is obvious since Hermans arranged the six valuation types
theoretically in a circular pattern (see Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995), in which
two orthogonal bipolar dimensions can be recognized: O versus S, and Ρ versus N.
Since only six types are positioned on this circumplex, it can also be referred to as a
hexagon.
Circumplex analysis is a type of factor-analysis in which variables that can be
arranged in a circular pattern (in two-dimensions) serve as background for other
variables. It is a data reduction strategy in which theoretical considerations guide the
data-analysis (Roskam & Bongers, 1969). First, the ideal circular configuration is
maximally approximated, and subsequently, other variables are projected in this
plane. The position of these 'outside' variables can then be interpreted against the
background of the circumplex. So, basically it resembles a calibration procedure, in
which a fixed (theoretical) background gives meaning to the surrounding variables

Table 5.1 Pearson Correlations Between Personality Measures and Percentages of Types of Valuations per SCM Matrix
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Figure 5.1 Hexagon Analysis on Group Data Note +HH= percentage of +HH
valuations, +S = percentage of +S valuations, etc, SA=Self Awarereness,
SE=Self-esteem, NS=Capacity for managing New Situations, DO=Dominance,
CO=Complacency, CR=Criticism, IN=Inadequacy, PC=Psychopathological
Complaints, SI=Social Inadequacy, SO=Sensitivity to Others
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A method of approximating an ideal configuration in two-dimensions is
exemplified by several researchers in the field of interpersonal theory (Alden &
Bieling, 1996; Gurtman, 1991; Paddock & Nowicki, 1986; Plutchik & Conte, 1997;
Wiggins, 1979; Wiggins & Broughton, 1991). Applying this method to our data, it
comes down to first approximating the hexagon (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995),
in which +HH, +S, -S, -LL, -O and +0, representing proportions of valuation types,
are arranged as the vectors. The theoretical locations of the scales in this plane are
given in Table 5.2. The coordinates are cosines and sines corresponding to the ideal
angular positioning in a regular hexagon. The angles with the horizontal axis are as
follows: +HH = 90°, +S = 150°, -S = 210°, -LL = 270°, -O = 330°, + 0 = 30°, and
correspond with the endpoints on a circle with unity radius.

Table 5.2 Coordinates of Scales in Ideal Hexagonal

Configuration

dimension

+HH

+s

-S

-LL

-o

+o

1

0.000

-0.866

-0.866

0.000

0.866

0.866

2

1.000

0.500

-0.500

-1.000

-0.500

0 500

The results of projecting the original scores onto a plane with given properties are
shown in Figure 5.1. First of all, it shows that the data nicely approximate the
theoretical hexagonal configuration of the six scales, thereby confirming the
empirical usefulness of the hexagon as a convenient background. The trait scales, the
so-called Outside' variables, are projected onto the hexagon by correlating them to
the factor-scores; the correlations between an outside variable and the two factors
serve hereby as Cartesian coordinates 2 .
What, now, is the location of the trait-measures in hexagonal space? As can be
seen in Figure 5.1, self-esteem, dominance, capacity-for-managing-new-situations
and self-awareness are situated in the section between the +S and +HH vectors. This
means that the narratives of people who are self-confident and stimulating m groups
2

Technically, the first step consists of calculating six principal components with SPSSWIN, and
using the matrix of factor loadings A (of order 6x6) as input for ROTAS (Borgers & Roskam, 1986) A
congruence rotation — guaranteing that the original correlations among scales are preserved
(Roskam & Borgers, 1969) — then rotates matrix A to the ideal configuration A* (of order 6x2, this
being the transposed of the matrix given above), while minimizing a stress-function The resulting
transformation matrix T, generated by ROTA3, can subsequently be 1 used m the SPSSWINenvironment. Here, new factor-scores in the ideal configuration can be obtained by rotating the
original factor-scores F ( P = FT) These factor scores are needed for the projection of an outside
variable onto the plane, as explained by Wiggins and Broughton (1991). " (. ) [If] we have for each
person a factor score on the first factor (X), a factor score on the second factor (Y), and a raw score on
the outside variable (V), then the Pearson product-moment correlation between X and V gives the
distance from the origin of the variable along the horizontal axis (x=R„); the correlation between Y
and V locates the variable on the vertical axis (y)" (p. 347).
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(high dominance), explorative (high capacity to manage new situations), vital and
optimistic (high self-esteem), assertive and independent (high self-awareness) are
dominated by 'success and autonomy' (+S), and 'unity and strength' (+HH).
The concepts of psychopathological complaints, inadequacy, social inadequacy
and sensitivity-to-others are positioned in the section between -LL and -O. This
suggests that self-narratives about 'powerlessness or isolation' and 'longing for an
unreachable other' are typical for people who are despondent or depresssed (high
inadequacy, many complaints), inhibited in social contact (high social inadequacy)
and preoccupied with the wishes of others (high sensitivity-to-others).
Criticism and complacency are found near the -S vector in the hexagon.
Therefore, it seems that self-narratives about conflict and opposition are typical for
critical and self-satisfied persons.
Principal Components Analysis: A Four-Factor Solution
Although the circular organization has its merits, it might also give a distorted
picture of relations, since all variables are being forced into a two-dimensional
solution. Although we found meaningful relations in two dimensions, it is
interesting to further examine the correlations between trait and SCM constructs
without this geometrical limitation. Therefore, the same 16 variables were subjected
to a Principal Components Analysis. This resulted in four components accounting
for 63.7% of the variance. The loadings of the variables are given in Table 5.3.
The first factor is bipolar, differentiating dominant people with high selfesteem from people who have feelings of inadequacy, are socially inhibited and have
psychopathological complaints. We could say that a strong-weak contrast is
captured by this factor. Surprisingly, this contrast appears to coincide with the
contrast of 'positive agency' versus 'positive communion'. Whereas +S valuation
types are associated with the strong pole, + 0 types are correlated with the weak
pole. The latter suggests that positive union with others may be accompanied with
feelings of being weak.
The second factor resembles the first one as far as the trait scales are concerned.
The difference mainly concerns the loadings on the SCM measures, in that the
second factor has a higher positive loading on +HH and a higher negative loading
on -LL valuations, while loadings on +S and + 0 valuations are neglegible.
Considering the loadings on all variables, the strong pole of the second factor seems
to point to a more going together of agency and communion, whereas the strong
pole of the first factor seems to represent agency without communion, such as in
lonely self-esteem.
The third factor refers to a cold-warm or insensitive-sensitive contrast, with
high negative loadings on complacency and self-awareness and high positive
loadings on inadequacy and sensitivity-to-others. The association of the -O
valuations with the warm sensitive pole is clearly in line with the general
interpretation of this factor.
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The fourth factor is unipolar, with the highest positive loadings on criticism,
complacency and -S. In addition, dominance, inadequacy and psychopathological
complaints also have positive loadings, which is in line with the interpretation of the
-S valuation: negative self-enhancement. The negative aspect is expressed by
inadequacy and complaints, the self-enhancement is visible in dominance. Four
meaningful dimensions have thus been found in the PCA, supplementing and
supporting the results of the circumplex analysis.

Table 5.3 Factor Structure of Trait Scales and Six SCM-Scales; Four Factor Solution After Vartmax
Rotation
Factor
Instrument

Scale
1

NPV

AL

SCL-90

3

4

Dominance
Inadequacy
Social Inadequacy
Criticism
Complacency
Self-esteem

49
-45
-58
-03
05
54

35
-39
-53
-23
00
48

-28
48
15
-02
-68
-30

36
43
-04
79
50
-12

Sensitivity to Others
Capacity for Managing
New Situations
Self-awareness

-12

-15

82

-12

31

41

-52

-17

12

42

-67

15

-65

-24

17

37

-01
76
-75
01
-20
-01

67
-24
01
14
30
-72

05
-15
03
-08
70
13

-26
-08
-17
70
18
-15

Psychopathological
Complaints
+HH (%)
+S (%)

SCM

2

+o (%)
-S(%)
-0(%)
-LL (%)

Noie n=67 Loadings > 1.351 are shown in boldface, decimals have been omitted

Discussion
In this study w e calculated proportions of types per valuation system, and
interpreted them as scales. In a circumplex analysis the six types were positioned in
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the theoretical space derived from valuation theory (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen,
1995). A subsequent projection of Outside trait-variables' onto this plane gave initial
support to the validity of the typology. It appeared that the scales from the SCM had
empirical connections with parallel concepts from trait psychology.
First, the +S and +HH valuations appeared to be typical of persons who are
strong and independent. Secondly, the -O and -LL valuations were more frequently
found in weak and sensitive persons. Finally, the circumplex also revealed that the
-S valuations were typical of critical and complacent persons.
The four-dimensional solution of the PCA revealed similar connections, but
gave a more fine-grained picture. Again, as in the circumplex analysis, +S and +HH
valuations were associated with traits measuring strength, but they seemed to
achieve this in different ways: +S contrasting to + 0 (Factor 1), and +HH contrasting
to -LL (Factor 2), meaning that there might be two routes for achieving higher levels
of self-esteem.
Furthermore, in the PCA, unlike in the circumplex analysis, a distinct factor
(Factor 3) was found referring to a sensitive-insensitive contrast, or warm-cold
contrast. A conspicuous finding was that -O valuations were characteristic of people
with high sensitivity-to-others. In addition, complacency (distancing from others)
and self-awareness (making independent decisions) did not harmonize with the
experience of 'longing for an unreachable other'. This means that persons having
many -O valuations in their life narrative are likely to be sensitive to others and less
independent.
Consistent with the results of the circumplex analysis, the fourth factor in the
PCA explicitly refers to conflict and opposition. High proportions of -S valuations
are clearly associated with a lack of concern for other people, distrustfullness,
hostility, and intolerance. Indeed, according to Hermans (1992) unhappy self-esteem
valuations (-S) typically refer to some opposition or conflict between the subject and
other people.
In conclusion, the hypotheses mentioned earlier have for the most part been
confirmed in this study. As such, convergent validity has been established.
However, + 0 valuations were seen to have negative correlations with +S valuations
and with traits measuring strength. + 0 valuations also showed a positive correlation
with scales measuring complaints. This could point to the other side of the coin of
+ 0 valuations, so-called unmitigated communion: people who care about others at
the expense of themselves (Helgeson, 1994; see Chapter 2).
However, it might also be that this study didn't allow the positive side of +0 to
emerge in the analyses, since no trait scales measuring the positive aspects of
relationships were included. This shows up in the absence of traits in the right upper
quadrant of the circumplex, where scales measuring a warm orientation towards the
other would be expected. This problem could be solved in further research by
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incorporating an Intimacy Scale (Schaap, Van Widenfelt & Ebbeng, 1990; Waring,
1979, in Evans, Pellizzari, Culbert & Metzen, 1993).
In general, future research on the validity of SCM-measures could benefit from
using questionnaires stemming from interpersonal theory, which all have an explicit
dominance and nurturance dimension and a circular organization of scales.
Examples of questionnaires that deserve serious consideration are the Interpersonal
Check List (ICL, Laforge & Suczek, 1955; ICL-R, Van den Brink & De Jong, 1991;
Paddock & Nowicki, 1986) and the Interpersonal Adjective Scale (IAS, Wiggins,
1979; IAS-R, Wiggins, Trapnell & Philips, 1988). An alternative questionnaire that is
more sensitive to problems in the personal domain, is the Inventory of Interpersonal
Problems-Circumplex (IIP-C, Alden, Wiggins & Pincus, 1990), which might prove to
be more useful in a population with severe personal problems.
It should be mentioned that other measures also deserve attention. For
example, Tellegen's Multidimensional Personality Questionnaire (MPQ) contains
several scales within the Agentic Positive Emotionality domain (Well-being, Social
Potency, Achievement and Absorption) as well as within Communal Positive
Emotionality (Well-Being, Social Closeness). Equally promising are the vulnerability
factors to depression developed by Blatt (1974) and Beck (1983), and new scales
stemming from their line of research, such as "sensitivity," "attachment,"
"insensitivity" and "control" (for a review, see Sato & McCann, 1997). These scales
could yield a better insight into the nature of the relationship between personality
trait psychology and the narratives elicited in Hermans' SCM method.
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Chapter 6
Gender Differences in a Clinical and a Non-Clinical Group:
Discriminant Validity

In this chapter, a discriminant validity study is performed by comparing male and
female students with male and female persons in psychotherapy. Valid SCM
measures are expected to discriminate between these ("natural") groups on
dimensions known from psychological research or from other sources (e.g.
literature). This kind of construct validity is often referred to as "discriminant
validity" (Goldenson, 1984). By comparing these natural groups we are testing the
following three propositions: (1) Persons in psychotherapy have a lower level of
well-being than those not in psychotherapy; (2) Men are more agenticly oriented
than females; (3) Women are more communally oriented than males.
With respect to the first proposition, it can be expected that conspicuous
differences on SCM measures about well-being will be found when comparing
persons that have sought psychotherapeutic counseling with those who have not. By
definition, the clinical group will display lower levels of well-being. With respect to
the agency-communion dichotomy, gender differences have been so extensively
documented (for reviews, see Feingold, 1994; Helgeson, 1994) that some authors
refer to agency as a masculine trait and to communion as a feminine trait (Spence, in
Helgeson, 1994). Hence, we expect pronounced differences between males and
females on SCM measures built around the concepts of agency and communion.
Gender differences. The concepts of agency and communion are inextricably tied
to studies of gender differences. According to Lombroso (1923, cited by Bakan, 1966)
man is "egocentristic, that is to say, he makes himself and his pleasures and his
activities the center of the world in which he lives (p. 5)" (Bakan, p. 114), and
"woman is alterocentrist, that is to say, she centers her feelings, her enjoyment, her
ambition in something outside herself; she makes not herself but another person, or
even things surrounding her, the center of her emotions (p. 6)" (Bakan, p. 114).
Studies considering masculinity and femininity as traits provide data consistent
with this view. Agentic masculine traits such as assertivene^s, independence and
self-assertion are generally more characteristic of men than of women, whereas
feminine communal traits such as tendermindedness, nurturance and interpersonal
warmth are found to be more characteristic of women than of men (Saragovi et al.,
1997). In Western countries, these feminine traits are considered socially desirable in
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women, whereas the forementioned masculinine traits are considered socially
desirable in men (Spence et al., 1979).
The view of men being more agentic and women more communally oriented is
also corroborated by Feingold's (1994) meta study in which, among the several
personality traits included in the study, assertiveness and tendermindedness were
the personality dimensions that most strongly differentiated between the sexes. He
states that these dimensions are "nearly pure measures of agency and communality"
(p. 450).
Spence et al. (1979) found empirical support for the view that negative valued
masculine traits (arrogant, boastful, egotistical, greedy, dictatorial, hostile, cynical
and looking out only for oneself) are more characteristìc of males. More typical of
women were negatively valued feminine traits that were either related to
unmitigated communion (spineless, servile, gullible and subordinating oneself to
others) or to passive aggressiveness (whiny, complaining, fussy and nagging).
Consistent with these findings, Feingold (1994) refers to meta-studies that support
the view that males are generally more aggressive and less anxious than females (p.
429-430). According to Freud (in Blatt and Schichman, 1983) females are more prone
to distortions in the anaclitical domain, whereas males more to those in the
introjective.
In contrast to traits, which are typically derived from responses to fixed items,
a more free-response assessment of human needs in the agency and communion
domain is provided, apart from the SCM, by written autobiographical accounts and
written imaginative fantasies elicited by pictures. Prominent in these studies is the
finding that women have a higher need for intimacy than men (McAdams, Lester,
Brand, McNamara, & Lensky, 1988; Zeldow, Daugherty & McAdams, 1988), that is,
"a [stronger] recurrent preference or readiness for experience of warm, close, and
communicative interaction with others" (McAdams et al., 1988, p. 399). Ely et al.
(1998) also report that communion themes are found at a higher rate in the
autobiographical stories of girls than in those of boys. With respect to (agentic)
power motivation, which is defined as the "concern for having impact on others,
arousing strong emotions in others, or maintaining reputation and prestige" (Winter,
1988, p. 510), Winter reports that in 27 studies no uni-directional gender differences
had been found. Similarly, Ely et al. (1998) found no higher frequency of agentic
themes in the autobiographical stories of boys as compared to girls.
Relationship of well-being to agency and communion. It should be noted that the
constructs of well-being, agency and communion are not mutually independent.
High self-esteem is known to be one of the strongest predictors of subjective wellbeing (Diener, 1984), whereas the beneficial effects of communion are also well
known.
Cohen and Wills (1985) reviewed several studies reporting that frequent
contact with relatives, friends, neighbours, and participation in the community, are
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beneficial to one's physical and psychological health. McAdams et al. (1988) report
that "In a nationwide sample high intimacy motivation among women was
significantly associated with greater levels of reported happiness and life
satisfaction, and among men with lower levels of reported psychological stress and
uncertainty" (p. 399). Evans et al. (1993) found "quality of life" to be related to selfesteem as well as to intimacy.
For this reason, we may expect that a comparison between a clinical and a nonclinical group will yield differences on agentic and communally related measures.
The present study as a continuation of an earlier study. The present study is a
continuation of a discriminant validity study performed during the development of
the SCM. Hermans et al. (1985) compared clients with students, and males with
females with respect to their levels of agency, communion, positive affect and
negative affect, as contained in their General Feeling valuation. In the comparison
between clients and students it was expected that "people searching for some sort of
help feel that they, temporarily or more permanently, are not capable to solve their
problems independently. In this sense, one expects this group to have a lesser extent
of self-perpetuation, independence and autonomy" (Hermans et al., 1985, p. 37,
translation by the author). The results corroborated the validity of the SCM sum
scales because on all four scales salient differences between students and clients
were found in the expected direction. Based on a literature study (e.g. Bakan, 1966),
Hermans et al. also expected women to have higher levels of O and lower levels of S
as compared to men. However, they only found a trend with men having a higher S
level.
This initial validity study was somewhat limited, however, because measures
were derived solely from the affect scales contained in the General Feeling valuation.
More recently, the focus has shifted from the scales to the typology of valuations. In
Hermans and Hermans-Jansen (1995), we read: "It is this type of valuation [+S] that
clients typically lack at the onset of counseling or therapy ..." (p. 78). However, this
assertion is based on clinical observation and has not yet been empirically
substantiated.
The present study differs from that of Hermans et al. (1985), in that frequencies
of six types of valuations (+HH,...-LL) will be assessed and compared. The purpose
is (1) to determine whether agency is more prominent in the written accounts of
males, and communion in those of females, and (2) whether needing
psychotherapeutic counseling is associated with typical negative narratives. With
respect to the first issue, we expect to find more + 0 and -O valuations and less +S
and -S valuations in females as compared to men. With respect to the second, we
expect to find more negative valuations (-LL, -O and -S), and less positive
valuations (+HH, +S, +0) in the narratives of clients. By studying these aspects
simultaneously, interactions can also be expected. As such, this is primarily a study
on the discriminant validity of the typology generated by the SCM procedure. In
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addition, to assure continuity with the study of Hermans et al. (1985), sum scales
contained in the affect profile "General Feeling" will be included. Finally, mean
scores across valuations will also be taken into account.

Method
Participants and Material
The data reported here were collected from SCM investigations with students and
clients of both sexes.
SCM data from the client group were selected from a larger group of clients,
who had performed a self-investigation in the period between 1985 and 1993. The
data were provided for secondary analysis by Els Hermans-Jansen. Out of the larger
set of client matrices, we selected 110 first self-investigations, of which 47 belonged
to female, and 63 to male clients. Age was distributed as follows: 19 were below 30,
81 between 30 and 50, and 8 were above 50. The average number of valuations
formulated by these clients was 38.8, with a standard deviation of 9.9, and a range
from 16 to 71. Since these clients were looking for psychotherapeutic counseling,
they could be considered to be in a relative state of crisis.
The student group consisted of 100 (predominantly university) students. The
SCM data were gathered during three different studies carried out by the author
between 1994 and 1997. A first (sub)group consisted of 33 students who responded
to advertisements on public bulletin boards of student residences and in the local
University newspaper KU-Nieuws. Most applicants were psychology students,
gaining credit points for their participation. A minority of students came from other
departments such as physics or philosophy. All students were informed about the
nature and the aim of the SCM research and its possibly therapeutic implications. A
second (sub)group was very similar to the first, and consisted of 41 university
students. A third (sub)group consisted of 26 university students in clinical
psychology who followed a course in valuation theory and self-confrontation
method taught by the author. In this course pairs of students performed a selfinvestigation on each other.
The SCM matrices of these three (sub)groups were combined into one student
group, consisting of 69 women and 31 men. Age was distributed as follows: 82 were
below 30, 15 were between 30 and 50, and 3 were above 50. The mean number of
valuations formulated by the 100 students was 29.2, with a standard deviation of 9.6,
and a range between 16 and 58. Characteristics of the different samples and age
distribution across male and female students and clients are summarized in Tables
6.1 and 6.2.
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Table 6.1 Characteristics of Different Samples
Period of
research

Affect-list* used by
persons to score a
valuation

Affect terms contained in
Ν scale for this research

1985-1993

30-list

worry, unhappiness,
despondency, disappointment

non-clinical
(n=33)

autumn 1994summer 1995

16-list

worry, unhappiness,
despondency, disappointment

non-clinical
(«=41)

autumn 1996summer 1997

24-list

anxiety, loneliness, inferiority,
disappointment

non-clinical
(«=26)

autumn 1997

24-list

anxiety, loneliness, inferiority,
disappointment

Type of sample

clinical
(M=110)

No/e * see Table 4 1 for specific affect terms in affect lists.

Table 6.2 Age Distribution Across Male and Female Students and Clients
Age
s 20

>20s30

>30s40

>40s50

>50s60

>60

Total

male

1

8

23

27

4

0

63

female

2

8

21

12

3

1

47

male

4

21

5

0

1

0

31

female

10

47

6

4

0

2

69

Clients

Students

Differences between Student and Client Group
There were a number of significant differences between the student and client
samples to start with. First, there were many more female than male students, and
2
there were somewhat fewer female than male clients (χ (1) = 14.62, ρ < .001, see last
column of Table 6.2). Second, with respect to age, a comparison between student and
client sample was made on the basis of six age categories (see Table 6.2), since exact
ages of the clients were not available. A Mann-Whitney U test showed the clients to
be significantly older (z = 8.65, ρ < .001). It can be seen in Table 6.2 that the client
group was somewhat dominated by male clients above the age of 30, whereas the
student group showed more females under the age of 30; veiy few persons in the
student group were above 40, while few clients were below 30.
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Procedure
Clients and students performed a thorough SCM investigation with either an
experienced counselor, a trainee counselor1, or a student counselor.
The data collection in the student group followed the procedures outlined by
Hermans (1981a, pp. 15-17) and Hermans and Hermans Jansen (1995, pp. 275-276).
The SCM procedure has also been described in Chapter 3 of this dissertation.
Subjects from the student sample were instructed to fill in an SCM-matrix at home,
with the use of a list of 16 or 24 affect terms (see Chapter 4 for exact content of these
lists). The self-investigations of the client group were organized in a similar way,
with Els Hermans-Jansen as psychotherapist. Topics were discussed as outlined in
Hermans and Hermans-Jansen (1995). In contrast to the student group, clients were
instructed to use a list of 30 affect terms for scoring their valuations. In a
psychotherapeutic context, a longer list is used as it may allow for a more fine
grained picture of a person's affective profiles. Clients also scored their valuations
with the assistance of a computer program.
Making the S, Ο, Ρ, Ν Scales Comparable across Different Lists
Whereas clients scored 30 affect terms, students used a list of 16 or 24 (see Table 4.1).
Further analyses used a list of 16 affect terms, in which maximum overlap between
the different affect scales was sought for. With regard to the S, Ο and Ρ scales,
overlap was not difficult to achieve since all lists contained the same four S affects
(self-esteem, strength, self-confidence, and pride), the same four Ο affects (caring,
love, tenderness and intimacy), and the same four Ρ affects (joy, enjoyment,
happiness, and inner calm). In fact, these are affect terms of the 16-list (see Table 4.1).
The Ν scale was more problematic since only "disappointment" is common in
the 16, 24 and 30-list (see Table 4.1). A solution, however, follows from the analysis
presented in Chapter 4. There, the 12 feelings from the 30-list all loaded on one
factor. So, it seemed plausible to assume that any Ν scale taken from these twelve
feelings measured negative affect. The affects chosen for the Ν scale contained in the
24-list were anxiety, loneliness, inferiority, and disappointment. (See Table 6.1).
Subsequent analyses thus assume that, although the Ν feelings in the lists are not the
same, the scales computed from them are nevertheless comparable.
SCM Measures
Three categories of measures were derived from each SCM-matrix. First, levels of S,
Ο, Ρ, N, as related to General Feeling, give a first impression of the feelings
dominating a person's life at the time of the self-investigation.

1
I would like to thank Ilse Schuurmans and Annet te Lindert for their dedication in performing
investigations with the SCM during their traineeship at the Department of Clinical Psychology and
Personality
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Second, mean levels of S, Ο, Ρ, Ν sum scores across all valuations "...give an
impression of the valuation system as a whole. When for example, these overall
means are high S, low O, high P, and low N, this may be an indication that the
system is expressing successful self-enhancement" (Hermans and Hermans-Jansen,
1995, p. 253). The mean profile will provide a good summary of a valuation system
with an extreme domination of one type of valuation, However, this is rarely the
case, since most matrices contain a diversity of affect types.
Therefore, a third method for aggregating information from a SCM-grid was
used, namely, calculating the percentages of types of valuations. By classifying
valuations in different types and counting them (plus dividing by total) within every
grid, less information concerning the thematic content of a person's narrative is lost.
In so doing, a valuation system with, for example, 50% +S and 50% -O valuations
can be distinguished from one containing 50% -S and 50% +0, which cannot be done
when using means on S, Ο, Ρ and N. The only problem is that we have to rely on
criteria for typification, which are rather arbitrary.
A scheme for classifying valuations in different types will be presented in the
following section.
The Typification of a Valuation
Any single valuation can be classified into a typology on the basis of its affect profile
(Chapter 2). A comparable classification scheme has been described earlier, in case of
scales with four affect terms each.
The criteria in this study are as follows: For valuations of the type +S, -S, + 0
and -O, the differences between the levels of S and O, and Ρ and N, respectively,
must be ^ 5. The negative -LL type valuations have a low score on both S and Ο (i.e.,
S<5, 0<5) and the difference between S and Ο is small ( I O-S Ι <4). The positive +HH
type valuations have high scores on S and O (SïlO, O^IO ), and I O-S Ι <4.
With this scheme, 4662 out of 7186 valuations, i.e., 64.8%, could be classified
into one of the categories +HH (1144), +S (1022), + 0 (298), -S (446), -O (324) and -LL
(1428). Only 44 valuations were of the -HH type, and 61 of type +LL, confirming
their rarity in valuation research (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995). In subsequent
analyses, the -HH and +LL types, as well as other affect profiles that do not fit
within one of the six categories, will not be taken into account.
General Design and Data-Analysis
To examine gender differences and differences between student and client groups, a
GENDER (male, female) χ GROUP (client, student) two-factorial ANOVA was
applied to the data. The dependent variables were eighteen SCM-indices. Unique
sums of squares were used in the computation of F-values (default in SPSSWIN).
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Results
Two-Way ANO VAS
[1] General Feeling. Table 6.3 shows that clients had lower S levels (F=29.17, p<.001)/
lower Ρ levels (F=38.56/ p<.001) and higher Ν levels (F=10.28/ p<.05) than students.
In addition, the client group's General Feeling was dominated more by Ο feelings
than by S feelings (main effect of GROUP on O-S: F=18.47/ p<.001)/ and more by Ν
feelings than by Ρ feelings (main effect of GROUP on P-N: F=26.81/ p<.001).
With respect to gender, General Feeling for woman was more coloured by Ο
feelings (F=8.92, p<.01), which, in addition, exceeded the S feelings in level (main
effect GENDER on O-S: F=16.40, p<.001), especially within the student group
(interaction effect GROUP χ GENDER: F=3.81, p<.06).

Table 6.3 Mean Scores for Indices Derived From the Affect Profile 'General Feeling' for Male and
Female Clients and Students, When Using 16 Affect Terms
Client Group
Index from
General
Feeling

Student Group

F-value for Effect

Males
(n=63)

Females
(n=47)

Males
(n=31)

Females
(n=69)

Group

Gender

"

S

7.8

7.7

11.5

10.4

29.17*"

0.86

0.66

Ο

8.9

10.1

87

11.4

0.81

8 92"

1.22

Ρ

7.1

7.7

10.5

11.7

38.56*"

2.19

0.28

Ν

9.7

9.9

78

7.7

10.28**

0.01

0.08

O-S

1.1

2.4

-2.7

0.9

18.47*"

16.40***

3.81'

P-N

-2.6

-2.3

2.8

4

26.81*"

0.54

0.2

Gender

Note S = S level of General Feeling, Ο = Ο level of General Feeling, Ρ = Ρ level of General Feeling, Ν = Ν level
of General Feeling Significance was tested in an analysis of variance with a two-factor design with GROUP
(Client, Student) and GENDER (Male, Female) as dichotomous factors, * = ρ < 05, ** = ρ < 01, *** = ρ < 001, a =
ρ < 06 The maximum score for the S, Ο, Ρ and Ν scale is 20

12] Mean scores of Scales. Table 6.4 illustrates findings similar to those of the preceding
analysis with respect to the factor GROUP. The mean scores for the clients'
valuations were lower on 5 (F=34.53, p<.001), lower on Ρ (F=59.56, p<.001), and
higher on Ν (F=31.94, p<.001) than those of the students. However, the gender
difference found on the Ο level, with regard to General Feeling, was not found on
the mean level of O (F=2.11, n.s.). The gender difference on O-S was replicated
on Ο - S (F=5.77, p<.001), indicating that — for the client sample — the valuation
system as a whole was less dominated by S feelings.
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Table 6.4 Mean Scores of Scales Aggregated from SCM Matrices for Male and Female Clients and
Students, When Using 16 Affect Terms
Client Group
Scale-mean

Student Group

F-value for Effect
Gender

Group

Males
(ιι=63)

Females
(»=47)

Males
(«=31)

Females
(n=69)

Group

5

θ

7.6

10.4

9.9

34.53"*

1.36

0.02

0

6.4

6.5

6.7

7.4

2.11

0.91

0.52

Ρ

6.9

6.9

9.5

9.5

59.56***

0.01

0

Ν

7.8

7.8

5.6

6.1

31.94***

0 55

0.63

ö-s

-16

-1.1

-3.6

-2.4

22.02***

5 77**

1.03

P-N

-0.9

-0.9

4

3.4

83.41***

0.32

0.32

X

Gender

Noie S = mean S level of valuations, O = mean O level of valuations, Ρ = mean Ρ level of valuations, Ν =
mean Ν level of valuations. Significance was tested in an analysis of vanance with a two-factor design with
GROUP (Client, Student) and GENDER (Male, Female) as dichotomous factors; * = ρ < 05, = p< 01,
001

Table 6.5 Mean Percentages of Types of Valuations Across SCM Matrices for Male and Female
Clients and Students, When Using 16 Affect Terms
Client Group
Valuation
Type

Student Group

F-value for Effect
Group

Males
(n=63)

Females
(»=47)

Males
(»=31)

Females
(»=69)

Group

+HH (%)

13.1

16.5

16.5

19

2.33

2.35

0 05

+S(%)

12.2

8.4

25.6

18.4

53.34***

11 74**

1 14

+o (%)

3.4

2.9

3.9

6.7

8.04**

218

4 70*

-S(%)

5.8

6.5

5.4

6.5

0.04

0.82

0.06

-O (%)

5.2

5

3

3.2

6.16*

0

0.1

-LL (%)

22.3

25.3

13.2

14.5

22.23***

1.01

0.17

Gender

X

Gender

Note +HH (%), , -LL (%) = percentage of valuations of the type +HH , -LL Significance was tested in an
analysis of variance with a two-factor design with GROUP (Client, Student) and GENDER (Male, Female) as
dichotomous factors; * = ρ < 05, ** = ρ < 01, *** = ρ < 001.

[3/ Types of Valuations. The results of the relative frequencies of the six types of
valuations are presented in Table 6.5. Proportionally, clients formulated far fewer +S
valuations than students (F=53.34/ p<.001), illustrating their lowered level of
autonomy and independence. Also, positive experiences of love and unity (+0) were
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found less frequently within the client sample (F=8 04, p< 001) On the other hand,
the negative side of love, that is, the 'longing for the unreachable other' as subsumed
in the -O valuation, was more prominent in the client sample (F=6 16, p< 001) An
even more conspicuous feature of clients' narratives was the increased number of
valuations about powerlessness and isolation, the so-called -LL valuations (¥=22 23,
p<001)
With respect to gender, +S valuations emerged as typical male valuations (main
effect GENDER F=ll 74, p< 01), and + 0 valuations as typical female valuations
within the student sample (Interaction effect GROUP χ GENDER F=4 70, p< 05)
Typically, the female students tended to have more communal experiences of a
positive nature This suggests that the classical gender differences in agency and
communion themes emerge in the positive domain only within a non-clinical
sample, men had more +S valuations and women more + 0 Within the client
sample, only the typical difference in percentage of +S was found client males had
more +S

Discussion
In the present study, two samples were compared that were taken from very
different populations As such a natural (independent) variable was found that
differentiated people in levels of well-being In addition, gender was chosen as a
natural (independent) variable in the agency/communion domain These two
variables were used to define four groups In the comparisons of these groups, the
discriminant validity of the SCM measures was generally supported, although not
on all dependent variables
Clear differences were found in the comparison between clients and students
The results showed that, at the time of their first self-investigation, the clients
suffered from a lack of actual well-being (low S, low P, and high Ν in their General
Feeling), a finding that partly corresponds to the study of Hermans et al (1985), who
found differences on all scales in the expected direction In their study the client
group showed a General Feeling valuation with the lower level on S, Ο, Ρ and a
higher level on Ν In the present study, clients also told life narratives that were
more negative as a whole (low S, and low Ρ and high Ν in the mean scores across
valuations) Consistent with the latter, their narratives were dominated by negative
valuations (-Ο and -LL valuations) and contained few positive valuations (+S and
+ 0 valuations) The very fact that clients formulated more -O valuations, but less + 0
valuations 'explains' the absence of a difference in the average Ο level (see Table
6 4), since these differences cancel each other out This finding underlines the
usefulness of the scales derived from the typology, since a distinction is made
between positive and negative Ο and S valuations

S3
Most conspicuous for the clients in the present study was the lack of valuations
expressing "autonomy and success" (+S), which accords with Hermans and
Hermans-Jansen's clinical observation quoted in the introduction. In addition, it
shows that the most pronounced negative valuations of all, those expressing
"powerlessness and isolation" (-LL), were dominating the valuation systems of the
clients.
No simple differences were found, in that clients would have more negative
and less positive valuations. Valuations referring to "opposition" (-S), were equally
present in both the clients' and students' narratives. Valuations about "unity and
strength" (+HH) were somewhat more typical of the student sample, but the
difference did not reach significance (p > .10). The absence of a pronounced
difference on the +HH valuations is remarkable, since these types of valuations are
very positive. A possible explanation is that the criteria of the +HH valuations are
too strict. Indeed, by loosening the criteria of +HH from "high scores on S and O
(StlO, OtlO) and IS-OI ±4," into "high scores on S and O (5*8, Ot8) and IS-OI ±4,"
statistical significance was reached for the factor GROUP (F=3.98, p<.05), but the
difference remained relatively small; other effects remained non-significant:
GENDER (F=2.19, n.s.); GROUP χ GENDER (F=.06, n.s.).
With regard to gender, women reported a higher Ο level in their General
Feeling. Furthermore, the women's valuation systems as a whole were less
dominated by S over Ο feelings (less negative mean O-S scores). Gender differences
also emerged on the proportions of valuation types, with men's narratives more
dominated by +S valuations. In addition, female students formulated more + 0
valuations than male students, male clients and female clients. However, males did
not formulate more valuations about opposition (-S). Nor did females have more
narratives about "unfulfilled longing or loss" (-Ο).
In summary, the well-known gender differences in agency and communion
themes were found in the student group (male students had more +S and female
students more +0), corroborating Feingold's (1994) finding of men being more
assertive and women more nurturant. Furthermore, the clients' narratives were
dominated by negative valuations (-Ο and -LL valuations) and contained fewer
positive valuations (+S and + 0 valuations) than the students'. Combined together,
these findings support the discriminant validity of the SCM measures.

PART III
Geometrical Representation
of Single Valuation Systems

«7

Chapter 7
Measuring Proximity Among Affect Profiles:
Correlation Versus Distance 1

In the self-confrontation method (SCM), proximity relations2 among affect profiles of
valuations are traditionally represented by means of Pearson's correlation coefficient
r (e.g., Hermans, 1993; Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995; Hermans & Oles, 1996).
By using r, similarities and dissimilarities in shape can be detected, with high
positive scores referring to high similarity, and high negative scores indicating
affective contrast between valuations.
Another way of describing proximity among valuations is to arrange them in a
priori defined clusters. The classification scheme most often used in the SCM is
based on the profile of sum scores of the affect scales (the SOPN-profile). With such
profiles a valuation can be allocated to one of six types, each associated with a
specific content or theme. As can be gleaned from Table 7.1, these types are
generated by dual combinations of four indices.
Similarity relations among valuations in the SCM are thus expressed in two
ways: (1) by means of the proximity measure r, based on the raw profiles containing
the affect terms, and (2) by assigning valuations to a typology based on the SOPNprofile. The measurement of proximities among profiles and the allocation of
valuations into types supplement each other in helping to understand the basic
structure of a person's valuation system.
The criteria of the typology reflect the emphasis on shape in the comparison of
raw profiles, albeit implicitly. For example, all -O valuations exhibit a similar
pattern of "low S, high O, low Ρ and high N." The modulations from "low" to "high"
and vice versa typically have to do with the aspect of shape. 3

1

This chapter is based on an unpublished manuscript (Van Geel & De Mey, 1997). Similar ideas
were presented at the "8e Symposium Waarderingstheorie en Zelfkonfrontatiemethode" (Van Geel,
1999, April).
2

The term proximity refers to both similarity and dissimilarity.
The crucial importance of shape can be illustrated by comparing the profiles "S=10, 0=2, P=12,
N=3" with "5=2, O=10, P=3, N=12". Without taking "shape" into account, the two profiles cannot be
distinguished from each other, their "elevation" and "scatter" being identical. These two profiles can
be classified into two contrasting valuation types only because of the implicit notion of dissimilarity
in shape (contained in the criteria).
3
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Table 7.1 Basic Types of Valuations and Their Underlying Themes
Type

S

O

Ρ

Ν

Theme

+S

high

low

high

low

success, autonomy, perseverance

-S

high

low

low

high

aggression, anger, opposition

+o

low

high

high

low

love and unity

-o

low

high

low

high

unfulfilled longing, loss

-LL

low

low

low

high

powerlessness and isolation

+HH

high

high

high

low

strength and unity

Noie Levels of S, Ο, Ρ and Ν scales (SOPN-profile) result in a classification of each valuation within the
typology For valuations of the type +S, -S, +0 and -O, the differences between the levels of S and O, and Ρ and
N, respectively, must be t 6 The negative -LL type valuations have a low score on both S and Ο (i e, S+0<7)
and the difference between S and Ο is small ( IO-SI 34) The positive +HH type valuations have high scores on
S and Ο (5+0*20), and I O-S I i5. Adapted from Hermans et al (1985)

According to the criteria, -O valuations strongly contrast with +S valuations
("high S, low O, high P, low N"). Similarly, -S valuations contrast with +0, and +HH
with -LL. The "contrast relationship" between these pairs of types does not depend
on the fact that they are typified differently, but on the implied negative correlation
between their SOPN-profiles. In this respect, the classification of valuations
according to the typology harmonizes well with the proximity measure r used to
ascertain similarity among raw profiles, both emphasizing proximity in shape.
Because of r's exclusive sensitivity for "shape," its utility has been questioned
by authors in various fields of research. In test psychology, Cronbach and Gleser
(1953) criticized the use of r for identifying types of people having similar
configurations of test scores, because differences in elevation and scatter among
profiles are thereby neglected. Shape actually is "the residual information (...) after
equating profiles for both elevation and scatter" (Cronbach & Gleser, 1953, p. 460). In
biological numerical taxonomy, Sneath and Sokal (1973) remarked that "perfect
correlation can occur between nonidenticals, such as two [...] vectors, one of which is
the other multiplied by a scalar" (p. 137). Finally, in idiographic REP-grid research,
similar arguments have repeatedly been made (e.g., Mackay, 1992; Rathod, 1982;
Slater, 1976), as in the following citation: "the product-moment correlation coefficient
between two variables is unaffected by the addition of a constant to each of the
variables. It is also invariant under multiplication by a constant of each of the
variables. In other words, the product-moment coefficient is invariant under linear
transformation" (Rathod, 1982, p. 121).
Instead of using the correlational proximity measure, many authors prefer
measures that are not exclusively sensitive to shape. Euclidean distance, which is
sensitive for differences in elevation, scatter and shape, is most frequently proposed
as an alternative (Cronbach & Gleser, 1953; Everitt, 1974; Slater, 1976; Mackay, 1992).
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In the context of SCM research, Rathod (1982) and De Boeck (1988) have suggested a
distance measure instead of correlation. Hermans himself admits that r has its
problems in the SCM, as evidenced by the following citation: "Note that instead of a
correlation coefficient (r), a distance metric (D) can be used. Index D has the
advantage that it is sensitive to elevation differences in profiles" (Hermans & Oles,
1996, p. 465).
Considering the criticisms of the use of r in current SCM practice, it is clear that
"elevation" and "scatter" are not involved in the comparisons of raw affect profiles.
To illustrate the pittfals of r when using the SCM, some numerical examples will be
given in the next paragraph, followed by an explanation of the problems involved.
Pearson's r and its Sensitivity to Shape: Some Numerical Illustrations
Because Pearson's r is highly sensitive to shape, differences in elevation (i.e., the
average score within a single profile), and differences in scatter (i.e., the standard
deviation within a single profile) between two profiles may go unnoticed. To
illustrate this within the context of SCM research, three valuations of Type -O are
presented in Figure 7.1.

s
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n

Figure 7.1 Three Profiles Showing Maximum Similarity When Using r as
Proximity Measure; B=2A+1, C=A+2. (s = affect referring to self-enhancement; o
= affect referring to union; ρ =positive affect; η = negative affect)
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Table 7.2 Raw Scores on 16 Feelings for Profiles A, Β and C in Figure 7.1
Profile

s s s s o o o o p p p p n n n n

S

Ο

Ρ

Ν

Type mean

SD

A

0 0 1 0 2 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 1

1

7

0

6

-Ο

88

86

Β

1 1 3 1 5 5 3 5 1 1 1 1 3 5 5 3

6

18

4

16

-Ο

2 75

1.71

c

2232443422223443

9

15

8

14

-Ο

2.88

.86

Note The raw feelings are ordered in 4 groups. The first group (ssss) refers to the 4 feelings composing the
index S, that is, the sumscale on these feelings expressing self-enhancement The other scales Ο, Ρ and Ν are
computed in the same way B=2A+l,C=A+2

Obviously, the correlation r (rAB = rAC = rBC = 1.0), indicating maximum similarity,
falls short of representing the differences among these profiles with respect to
elevation (cf mean) and scatter (cf standard deviation) (see Table 7.2). Although the
valuations A, Β and C are of the same type, it is hard to view them as being identical.
The three profiles in Table 7.2 illustrate that maximum similarity in terms of a large
distance cannot be ruled out when comparing affective profiles using r.
Alternatively, maximum dissimilarity (in terms of r) from a very small distance
cannot be excluded either, as is illustrated in Table 7.3. Although the profiles D and
E are almost identical, from a distance point of view, they show maximum
dissimilarity when using r (i.e., rDE = -1.0).

Table 7.3 Raw Scores on 16 Feelings for Profiles D and E
Profile

s

s

s

s

0

0

0

0

Ρ

Ρ

Ρ

Ρ

η

η

η

η

D

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1
E
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Noie The raw feelings are ordered in 4 groups The first group (ssss) refers to the 4 feelings composing the
index S, that is, the sumscale on these feelings expressing self-enhancement The other scales Ο, Ρ and Ν are
computed in the same way.

It is remarkable that profile D, having maximum similarity with itself (rDD = 1.0), can
turn to maximum dissimilarity when just a single score is altered. It is this exclusive
sensitivity to shape that makes r potentially very misleading.
It should be noted that the profiles D and E are not classifiable into one of the
known valuation types, since only profiles with a distinct shape fit the criteria of the
typology. However, flat profiles are often found in SCM practice, especially those
with low overall levels.
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Figure 7.2 Four Profiles Illustrating Some Pitfalls in Using Correlation Instead of
Distance, (s = affect referring to self-enhancement; o = affect referring to union; ρ
=positive affect; η = negative affect)

Table 7.4 Raw Scores on 16 Feelings for Profiles F, C, Η and I m Figure 7.3
Profile

Ν

Ο

s s s s o o o o p p p p n n n n

Type mean

SD

F

1000101010103232

1

2

2

10

-LL

94

1.03

G

0100010101002323

1

2

1

10

-LL

88

105

H

4332545443325454

12

18

12

18

-O

3 75

97

18
.97
12
18
-O
3.75
I
3432454534324545
12
Note The raw feelings are ordered in four groups The first group (ssss) refers to the four feelings composing
the index S, that is, the sumscale on these feelings expressing self-enhancement The other scales Ο, Ρ and Ν are
computed in the same way.

Table 7.5 Proximities Between Profiles F, G, Η and I (cf. Fig. 7.2, Table 7.4)
Measure of Proximity

FG

FH

Π

GH

Gl

HI

theoretical
range

.63

67

.30

.34

.70

60

-1 to+1

3.6

11.7

12.2

12.4

119

35

0 to 20

Note Above, we find the correlations r^ and distance measure iiIy among the profiles F G Η and I ι/,,, is a
dissimilarity measure with low scores indicating high similarity r^ is a similarity me.isuro with hipb scores
indicating high similarity
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Allow me to consider another illustration of the consequence of using r as a
measure of similarity. In Figure 7.2, four valuations F, G, H and I are represented,
with F and G of the -LL type, and H and I of the -O type. Valuations F and G have
similar elevation and scatter, and so do H and I (see Table 7.4). When using r, there
are two sorts of relations concerning the four profiles that strike the eye. First, two
typologically different valuations (G and I) may look highly similar: rc, = .70.
Moreover, correlation coefficients even suggest that G (type -LL) would be more
similar to I (type -O) than to F (type -LL): (rc, = .70) > (rFC = .63), and profile I more
similar to G than to H: (rG, = .70) > (rHI = .60). The latter seems not to make sense
from a typological point of view. Second, two profiles highly similar in elevation,
scatter and shape (F and G) have very different correlations with a third profile (I): cf
rFI=.3QvsrGI=.70.
Proximity relations among valuations can, alternatively, be described by means
of a distance measure. A widely used measure of this sort is Euclidean distance d^.4
In Table 7.5, we can see that the highest similarities between G and I, and between F
and H do occur with a correlation measure. With a Euclidean distance measure —
thus by also taking the differences in "elevation" into account (see Table 7.4, column
"mean") — the profiles H and I, and F and G now show the highest similarities.
Hence, Euclidean distance appears to be more in line with the typology.
It should be noted that the profiles F, G, H and I are artificially constructed,
and, in fact, took some effort to make. In general, the correlations between -LL and
-O valuations will be somewhat lower than those within -LL and within -O
valuations.
Some Additional Problems with Correlation
A requirement for the computation of r is the presence of "scatter" in the profiles. It
follows that, when using r as the measure of proximity, valuations showing no
variation in affective modality (i.e., those with flat profiles) will be lost in the
comparisons.

4

Euclidean distance expresses the dissimilarity between two valuations X and Y, consisting of
two series of ρ scores X, and Y,, as the square root of the sum of squared distances.

With a list of 16 feelings, with each feeling scored on a rating scale from 0 to 5, 'raw' d ranges from 0
to 20 A standardized version of this distance measure can be obtained by dividing the raw distances
by the corresponding range (Rathod, 1982) Standardized versions have the advantage that they are
insensitive to the number of feelings used in computing the proximities. KUNGRID (ThissenPennings et al., 1996) gives a matrix of these standardized distances, with 0 for maximum similarity
and 1 for maximum dissimilarity.
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"Outliers" or "influential cases" may also cause trouble in the computations on
SCM grids because they disproportionally affect the values of r This becomes
manifest when — after an SCM grid is completed — a few (e g , four) affect terms are
given a zero score on every valuation A zero in the SCM means that a person does
not experience that particular feeling in relation to a valuation, or that it is not
applicable or irrelevant The effect of such a series of zero's on r is shown in Table
76

Table 7 6 Raw Scores on 16 Feelings for Profiles ] and Κ
Profile

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

J

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

0

0

0

Κ

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

Without the four pairs of zeros, profiles J and Κ would have a perfect negative
correlation r^ = -1 0 The addition of the four (0,0) pairs changes the correlation to rJK
= -0 30 Ironically, although the four (0,0) pairs greatly affect the value of r, these
feelings contribute nothing to the differentiation of valuations with respect to their
affective modality
Hermans (1987) discussed a similar problem when pointing out the sensitivity
of r for systematic differences in levels of affect terms (see also Cronbach & Gleser,
1953) He gave the example of a person scoring systematically low on 'unhappiness
and systematically high on "tenderness,' on almost every valuation Looking at the
proximity relations r between any two valuations in a scattergram, we see points
situated near the origin (systematically low) and points in the upper right part As a
consequence, correlation r will be "artificially" heightened
In exploring this possible weakness when using r, Hermans compared the
original measure r with and the city-block distance measure A city-block distance
represents the sum of the absolute differences For seven grids (seven persons), he
found a high correspondence (median Spearman rank correlation ρ = -0 93, with a
range of 11) between the two ways of expressing proximities among valuations He
concluded "The profile-distance score does not show a different overall picture from
the product-moment correlation Thus when one applies a measure that is not
sensitive to extreme scores and large differences in scale-means, one arrives at
roughly the same results as when the product-moment correlation is used
(Hermans, 1987, ρ 171) The question remains, however, whether this conclusion
also holds for a larger sample of grids In a sample of 127 SCM-gnds we found low
correspondences (p t - 80) in almost 20% of the cases (see Endnote 1) These results
cast some doubt on the view that distance and correlation, in general, show high
convergence in the SCM
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In summary, there are several reasons for using a distance measure as the more
appropriate metric in the SCM. Distance measures do not have the disadvantages of
r discussed in this section, whereas, on the positive side, (1) they are not only
sensitive to shape but also to elevation; (2) valuations showing no variation can be
compared with other valuations; (3) zeros do not disproportionally affect proximities
measured by distance, because in the comparison of two profiles identical scores
cancel each other out; and (4) for the same reason, there will be no distorting effect
on a distance measure when a person consistently scores high on one affect and low
on another.
Conclusion
In this chapter our concern was about the use of Pearson's correlation coefficient as a
measure of similarity for describing proximity relations among the original affect
profiles of the SCM. (See, however. Endnote 2 for a discussion on dichotomized
scores). The notion that a Euclidean distance measure appears more suitable for
studying proximities among original scores, stems from publications on numerical
taxonomy in biology, REP-grid research, and test psychology.
In an influential article, Cronbach and Gleser (1953) discussed the problems of
using r in great detail. They wrote: "We must question whether the study of (...)
correlation between profiles, is a justifiable line of investigation. This procedure has
the disadvantage of removing the elevation factor and in addition tends to magnify
error variance. In general, therefore, we would regard [this] treatments (...) as
inferior to treatment of data by D [Euclidean distance] (...)." (p. 465). And they
concluded: "In summary, our consideration of all possiblities leads us to the opinion
that the most generally advisable procedure for comparing profiles is to employ D in
k space [Euclidean distance on the original scores]" (p. 467).
The illustrations given within the context of SCM-research corroborate these
findings. The shape of a profile is certainly very important, but is not the only
important aspect of a profile. As demonstrated, the exclusive affinity of r for shape
can obscure important relations among valuations, which can be very misleading,
especially when giving feedback to a person about the structural aspects of his/her
valuation system. Therefore, it is our contention that similarities among valuations
should preferably be evaluated via a proximity measure that is also sensitive to
elevation, i.e., via a distance measure. This kind of measure appears better equipped
for describing the relations among valuations. By introducing a distance measure in
the SCM, a more sensitive use can be made of the quantitative data that are collected.
A distance measure like d is, in our view, not only a more appropriate measure
of similarity in valuation research, but may also be a convenient starting point for
summarizing a single idiographic SCM-grid. The reason for this is that Euclidean
distance lends itself well to the purpose of representing valuations as points in a
two-dimensional space. In the final two chapters of this dissertation we will discuss
the advantages of such an approach.
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Endnotes
1. We compared correlation r with two distance measures, city block c, and Euclidean distance
d, in 127 grids provided by Els Hermans-Jansen. We found a high correspondence between r with d
(Spearman's ρ ί - 90) in 51% of the cases, but low correspondence for almost 20% of the grids (p > 80) For c, these percentages were 52% and 15%, respectively (Van Geel & De Mey, 1996). So, in some
grids (20%), the correspondence between a correlation and a distance measure is not very high.
Moreover, high convergence between r and d, in a global sense, does not reduce the uncertainty
about possible misrepresentations of similarity relations between two specific valuations. It can be
rather confusing, even when only two valuations of dissimilar types (d high) show high similarity as
measured with r. We may wonder why there is such a strong global convergence between correlation
and distance measures in so many cases. How can "shape" be the same as distance? One way to
imagine the complex relations between shape and distance is by studying the following equation:

< = K-V2

+

PU-Y)2 + 2ν Λ (1-Γ ι ρ

where v x and v,, represent the scatter around the mean of two profiles consisting of ρ scores X, and Y.
Squared Euclidean distance equals the sum of three terms: The first reflecting difference m scatter:
the second difference in elevation, and the third reflecting the difference in shape (Jobson, 1992).
Strictly speaking, d and r are not independent mathematically Consequently, (strong) empirical
connections between the two will always be found. We can deduce from the equation that d ' will be
largely composed of shape (the third term in the equation) for two profiles that differ little in scatter
and elevation. Basically, r and d remain two different ways of looking at proximity relations, with
shape (containing r) being but one of the three aspects of distance. In addition, it follows that by
standardizing within profiles — that is, by eliminating differences in elevation and scatter altogether
— that correlation can be interpreted as a special case of the distance or "pattern dissimilarity
measure" (Cronbach & Gleser, 1953; Chaplin & Buckner, 1992). In measurement procedures in which
persons are being forced to apply a fixed set of scores to stimuli — such as in ranking, or using scores
from a rectangular or normal distribution (Block, 1961), the equating of elevation and scatter occurs
automatically.
2. A dichotomization of the original scores in SCM-data has been proposed by Van Gilst and
Jansen (1978) and Hermans (1981c), but is rarely applied. Its purpose was to simplify calculations. In
this procedure counting the concordant pairs among two profiles results in an index of similarity.
The resulting similarity measure is equivalent to the simple matching coefficient (Sneath & Sokal,
1973), which represents the proportion of concordant positive and negative matches, and, hence,
implies a distance measure ('). We can deduce from this that in valuation theory the simultaneous
absence of a feeling in two valuations is considered to be important. Within the field of idiographic
personality research a different measure of similarity for dichotomous scores can be found in the
field of implicit personality theory (Gara & Rosenberg, 1979). In a Hierarchical Classes model,
HICLAS (De Boeck & Rosenberg, 1988; De Boeck, Rosenberg, Van Mechelen, 1993), objects are
defined as carriers of features, and the more features two objects share theimore similar they are. An
important assumption here is that in the comparison between two profiles consisting of dichotomous
(or dichotomized) scores, the concordant absence of attributes (concordances of 0's) is not taken into
account. In other words, their model is based on the shared presence, and not on the shared absence
of features, an idea also contained in the Jaccard similarity measure (Sneath & Sokal, 1973), a
measure wherem only the common and distinctive features are taken into account (Tversky, 1977)
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Chapter 8
Picturing Valuations in Affect Space:
Comparison of Two Methods of Ordination in Hermans'
Self-Confrontation Method

1

Representations of complex structures are commonly used in idiographic personality
research In Repertory Grid studies (Kelly, 1955), Principal Components Analysis
(PCA) has often been applied (Rathod, 1981a, Slater, 1964,1977), and is contained in
programs such as INGRID Applications of INGRID can be found in a variety of
contexts (e g , Beail, 1985, Bonanus, Holland & Rosenberg, 1981, Fransella &
Bannister, 1977, Slater, 1976) Programs similar to INGRID have been developed by
Rathod (1981b), e g , PAGAN, and by Tschudi et al (1993), e g , FLEXIGRID, the
latter as part of a compilation of programs for grid-methodology Although, from a
technical point of view, the Self-Confrontation Method (SCM) (Hermans, 1976,
Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995) has strong ties with Repertory-grid methodology
(Rathod, 1982, Takens, 1994, Tschudi, 1994), only recently has a PCA-program been
especially designed for making two-dimensional representations of SCM grid data,
viz , KUNGRID (Thissen-Pennmgs, Bendermacher, Van Geel & De Mey, 1996)
In this study we will empirically compare Principal Components Analysis
(PCA) with Multidimensional Scaling (MDS), another method of ordination which is
also widely used in grid methodology (Beail, 1985, Van der Kloot, 1981, Rathod,
1981a) Adopting the position of the typical user of the SCM, we want to know
which algorithm performs best in depicting valuations in affect space
Proximity Measures: Euclidean Distance versus Correlation
Pearson's r has always been the standard proximity measure used in SCM research
to compare valuations with respect to their affective profiles With this measure,
similar and dissimilar valuations can be detected, with high positive scores on r
referring to high similarity, and high negative scores indicating affective contrast
between two valuations One of the main disadvantages of r, however, is it s high
sensitivity to shape (not elevation) Thus, it is possible that valuations which differ in
elevation are nevertheless highly correlated, which can be misleading in some cases
Elsewhere, we elaborated on the disadvantages of r as a proximity measure in SCM
research and proposed Euclidean distance as an alternative (Van Geel & De Mey,

1
An adapted version of this chapter has been published elsewhere Van Geel, R, De Mey, H R
A, Thissen-Pennmgs, M , & Bendermacher, Ν (2000)
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1996, 1997, see also Chapter 7 of this dissertation) Studies have been undertaken,
albeit m somewhat different contexts, in which a comparable line of reasoning has
been followed (Eventt, 1974, Mackay, 1992, Rathod, 1981a)
After calculating Euclidean distances among valuations in the original 16dimensional space (cf 16 affects), we will investigate how these distances can be
projected in a two-dimensional plane with minimal loss of information The term
"quality" will refer to the extent to which the inherent structure in a group of valua
tions is preserved
Ordination Methods
Two groups of spatial ordination techniques are available for representing
valuations in two-dimensional space (a) Principal Components Analysis (PCA),
performed on the constructs (i e , affects) of the grids, and (b) Multidimensional Sca
ling (MDS), performed on the elements (i e, valuations)
PCA extracts two independent vectors (components) from the original multi
dimensional space, which capture as much variance as possible Valuations can then
be situated as points in this new space by a procedure comparable to that of compu
ting factor scores (Slater, 1976) The PCA-ordinahons of KUNGRID (ThissenPennmgs et al, 1996) are based on the extraction of two principal components from
the covanance matrix of feelings It is important to notice that the computation of
factor scores in KUNGRID deviates from the one used in SPSS®, in that the axes are
not standardized (stretched or shrunk), ι e , not divided by the square root of the
corresponding eigenvalues (Frans Gremmen, personal communication, 1995) As a
result, KUNGRID yields a solution in which the configuration of elements in a plane
is more ellipsoid (less circular), and thus more accurately represented than by the
PCA in SPSS® (Slater, 1976, Tschudi et al, 1993, Van Geel & De Mey, 1996)
According to Tschudi et al (1993), a classical PCA "may represent a distortion of the
relations between elements, the more so the more unequal the two factors are in
importance" (p 115)
To picture valuations in a plane with the aid of (non-metrical) MDS, a
preparatory step is required Euclidean distances (see Chapter 7) are first computed
between the valuations, and then passed through to an MDS algorithm Such an
algorithm minimizes a "stress" function, while preserving the original (weak monotonic) order in the distances In most cases, this yields a high quality visual structure
of the relationships among the valuations From the many MDS scaling algorithms
(Rathod, 1981a), we selected ALSCAL (Takane, Young & De Leeuw, 1977), which is
incorporated as a module in SPSS® Theoretically, MDS is supposed to do a better job
than PCA, as the former is especially designed to preserve distance information in
low dimensional solutions
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Evaluating the Quality of Ordinations
One of the methods for looking at the quality of ordmahons is that of calculating the
"cophenetic correlation coefficient," as proposed by Sokal and Rohlf (1962) This
product-moment correlation coefficient is "a measure of agreement between the
similarity values implied by the phenogram and those of the original similarity
matrix" (Sneath & Sokal, 1973, ρ 278) Although algorithms may differ in the kind of
functions they optimize (PCA maximizes variance, whereas MDS minimizes a stressfunction), they are comparable by way of this cophenetic coefficient
We can investigate the performance of an ordination technique in the SCM by
computing the cophenetic coefficient between the distances among valuations in the
original space and the distances in the alternative two-dimensional space If we
designate the original distances as d and the corresponding distances in the graphi
cal representations as d', the measure rdä. ( i e , the Pearson correlation between the
distance pairs {d,d') gives us information about the extent to which the distances are
preserved in the alternative space Besides the cophenetic coefficient, we can also
look at quality measures that are more intrinsically connected with the two
algorithms For PCA, this is the proportion of explained variance, for MDS, this is
the measure S (Kruskal's Formula 1 for stress) For PCA, a percentage of 70 (or
higher) of the total variance can be considered as an indication for adequate
representation (Rathod, 1980), for MDS, a stress value of 10 (or lower) is considered
fair (Kruskal, 1964)
Rathod (1977, 1980, 1981a, 1982) has done extensive studies on the quality of
ordinations in two dimensions of Repertory-grid data using the cophenetic
coefficient He found, albeit for a relatively small sample of idiographic grids, that
PCA and MDS are both capable of preserving the inherent structure of the original
data, and that the ordinations produced by MDS and PCA are extremely similar
An Illustration of the Proposed Method
Before presenting the findings pertaining to our large scale study, we want to
illustrate the method for measuring the quality of an ordination (rdd.), using an
example of an ideally structured SCM-gnd
Table 8 2 contains two profiles of each of the six types (i e , two +S valuations,
two -S valuations, etc, see Table 7 1 for criteria), and profiles of the two added
valuations, (a) ' General Feeling (GF)" (i e , the affect profile elicited by the question
"How do you generally feel these days7"), and (b) "Ideal Feeling (IF)" ("How would
you like to feel7")
Figures 8 la and 8 2a provide the ordinations generated by MDS and PCA,
respectively As can be seen, we have succeeded in our main objective, in that
similar types are positioned close to one another in both ordinations Furthermore,
the quality of both depictions is extremely high, Ηά,ά'^,) = 970 and Ηά,ά'^ί = 967,
which is graphically shown in the corresponding Shepard diagrams of Figures 8 lb
and 8 2b (Kruskal & Wish, 1978)
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Figure 8.1 (a) MDS-Ordination With ALSCAL: Configuration of Elements From
SCM-grid in Table 8.2; 1 ... 12 = valuation number; GF = General Feeling, IF =
Ideal Feeling. The typifications according to the criteria from Table 8.1 are added
in brackets. Fit measures: Kruskal's S = .064; rjj. = .970. Similar types of
valuations are positioned near each other, and contrasting ones far apart, (b)
Shepard Diagram Corresponding With ALSCAL Ordination From Figure 8.1a
( ^ . = .970).
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added in brackets. The proportion explained variance in the two dimensions is
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From Figure 8.2a (^.=.967).
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It follows that the congruence between these two ordinations is similarly high:
r(d'mds,d' ) = .996. Figures 8.1a and 8.2a also show that the six valuation types
constitute the edges of a hexagonal configuration, the kind of structure emphasized
by Hermans and Hermans-Jansen (1995). Of course, the grid we are using here is not
a real life one, as the number of types is equally balanced, lending itself to an ideal
structure that can easily be projected in a plane. Therefore, an empirical study with
real-life grids is called for.

Table 8.2 Example of a SCM-grid with an Ideal Structure

Code

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
GF
IF

s s s s o o o o p p p p n n n n

0
1
0
1
4
5
4
5
2
5
0
1
2
5

0
1
0
1
4
5
4
5
3
5
0
1
1
5

2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
4
5
1
1
1
5

0
1
0
1
4
5
4
5
4
5
0
1
1
5

4
5
4
5
0
1
0
1
3
5
0
0
4
5

4
5
4
5
0
1
0
1
4
5
0
0
3
5

2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
3
5
0
1
4
5

4
5
4
5
0
1
0
1
4
5
1
1
4
5

2
3
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
1
0
0
5

4
5
0
1
4
5
0
1
4
3
1
0
1
5

4
5
0
1
4
5
0
1
4
4
1
0
2
5

2
3
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
4
1
1
2
5

0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
0
1
5
3
5
0

0
1
4
5
0
1
4
5
0
1
4
4
3
0

0
1
4
5
0
1
4
5
0
1
5
4
2
0

0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
0
1
4
4
1
0

S

Ο

Ρ

Ν

Type

2
6
2
6
14
18
14
18
13
20
1
4
5
20

14
18
14
18
2
6
2
6
14
20
1
2
15
20

12
16
0
4
12
16
0
4
12
14
4
1
5
20

0
4
12
16
0
4
12
16
0
4
18
15
11
0

+o
+o
-Ο
-Ο
+S
+S

-s
-s

+Η
+Η
-L
-L
-Ο
+H

Noie The affect scores are ordered in four groups of four affects each, summed to form the indexes S (self), Ο
(other), Ρ (positive) and Ν (negative)

Large-scale Study of the Quality of SCM Representations
Although we were well aware of the possibility that SCM-grids could be projected in
two-dimensional space (Rathod, 1982), we were reluctant to introduce this method
without the necessary empirical foundation. Indeed, graphical presentation would
do more harm than good if there were a high percentage of bad fits.
Therefore, we posed the following questions: (1) What are the average qualities
of representations of SCM-grids using two dimensions? (2) Does Multidimensional
Scaling outperform Principal Components Analysis in the representation of
distances among affective profiles? (3) Does a larger number of valuations lead to a
poorer quality picture in two dimensions?
If we can demonstrate that the average fit in two dimensions is sufficiently high
using a large sample of SCM-grids, and if no strong relationship is found between
level of fit and number of valuations, then we have good reasons to assume that
data-reduction methods do a good job within the context of the SCM.
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Participants, Material and Procedure
We selected 127 grids from a set of grids made available for secondary analysis. 2 A
minimum of 15 valuations per grid served as the inclusion criterion. The average
number of valuations per matrix was 38.6 (sd = 10.9; min-max = 15-73). These grids
were obtained from Dutch persons who performed a self investigation in the period
between 1985 and 1994. Participants were 69 men, 53 women, and five of
unretrievable gender. Age was distributed as follows: 23 were younger than 30; 92
were between 30 and 50; and 12 were older than 50. Of the 127 matrices, 115
pertained to a first self-investigation, 12 to a second or third. Although the original
SCM-grids of these persons contained 30 feelings, we selected 16 out of them (see
earlier), making up a list that has been used in several publications about the SCM
(Hermans, 1987,1991,1993).
Two-dimensional depictions of these grids were obtained with both the MDSscaling program ALSCAL and the PCA-program KUNGRID. These two groups of
representations made up the basic material for further analysis.
Results and Discussion
Table 8.3 shows the three quality measures for the two ordination methods. Most
prominent are the high means for both the cophenetic coefficients: .96 for PCA, and
.97 for MDS3.
Ordinations produced by the PCA- and MDS-algorithm are very similar
(*d^sidp= .98; sd = .02; mm-max = .90-1.00). In addition, 87% of the grids in the
sample showed high congruence between MDS and PCA, with coefficients
ΚίΟΛ',,)exceeding -97. Also, 95% of the PCA-ordinations and 99% of the MDSordinations had a cophenetic coefficient higher than .90. Finally, there was no
evidence that a large number of elements (valuations) ruined the picture. We found
only small negative correlations between the number of valuations and the quality
index r^.: r = -.13 (p > .15, ns) for PCA, and r = -.12 (p > .15, MS) for MDS.
We can conclude that both methods yield similar high quality depictions in two
dimensions, which means that, in most instances, the structure inherent in the
valuations appears to be well preserved. Our expectation that MDS would do better
than PCA has found some empirical support. However, to conclude that PCA is less
adequate than MDS, seems too strong an assertion. First, PCA shows high
cophenetic correlations for most grids, and second, the congruence between PCA
and MDS ordinations is very high.

2

3

We thank Els Hermans-Jansen for making these data available for research

Although the MDS-ordinahon turns out, statistically, to be significantly better than the PCAordination (paired f-test for Fisher-z transformed (cophenetic) correlations: f = 24 59, ρ < 001), the
difference is very small.
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Table 8.3 Mean Quality of Two-Dimensional
Quality measure

Representations of 127 SCM-Rrids

Principal Components Analysis

Multidimensional Scaling

(PCA)

(MDS)

.96

.97

min-max

.03
781 - .995

02
.858 - .995

V (% variance)

.72

sd

.09

min-max

.40 - .89

sd

S (stress)
sd

-

.09

-

.03

min-max
—
.03 - .22
Note Mean cophenehc correlations between distances in the original 16-dimensional space (d) and distances m
the two-dimensional plane (d*); V= average proportion explained variance in PCA-ordination,5= average
stress in MDS-ordinahon.

When is a Solution Good Enough?
As a rough criterion for a good quality representation of the basic structure of a
group of valuations, we can adopt a limit of r^. > .90. However, a well known
problem with data reduction techniques like PCA and MDS is that smaller distances
are somewhat misrepresented, as noted in the following quotations:
MDS does a much better job in representing larger distances (the global structure) than
in representing small distances (the local structure). (Kruskal & Wish, 1978, p. 46)
Principal component analysis is characterized by faithful representation of distances
between the major groups or clusters but is notorious for falsifying distances between
close neighbors. (Rohlf, in Sneath it Sokal, 1973, p. 247)

High quality scores on r^. are, therefore, no guarantee for a good representation of
all possible distances. This can be illustrated with a so-called Shepard diagram
(Kruskal & Wish, 1978), wherein original distances are paired with distances in the
ordination. In the Shepard diagrams in Figures 8.1b and 8.2b we have already seen
that, despite a high general quality (räd. = .97), some minor distortions occurred in
the two-dimensional configuration, especially in the region of the smaller distances.
Naturally, in more realistic grids these distortions will tend to be larger than the
ones in the example above. To illustrate, two grids are chosen from the sample of
this study, one being of good and the other of lesser quality.
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Figure 8.3 (a) High Quality PCA-Ordination With KUNGRID of Grid Taken
From the Study Sample. ' + ' = positive profile, '-' = negative profile; 'X' = profile
does not correspond with an explicit typification with respect to the indices S
and O. The proportion explained variance in the two dimensions is 69.5%; rdd. =
.965. The combination of fit measures indicate an adequate representation in two
dimensions, (b) Shepard Diagram Corresponding With PCA-ordination From
Figure 8.3a (τΜ. = .965).
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These are shown in Figures 8.3a and 8.4a, with corresponding Shepard diagrams in
Figures 8.3b and 8.4b. Looking at the Shepard diagrams, we see that transparency of
proximity relations is obviously gained at the expense of some distortion of
relationships. This does not pose a serious problem, however, because original
distances remain available for studying the structure more accurately. Besides, the
power of a two-dimensional representation lies somewhere else, as Rathod clarifies:
The purpose of ordination ... can be formulated as: (1) to provide a concise summary of
the data set, (2) for mental clarification and communication of the data, (3) to suggest
fruitful hypotheses, and (4) for fun. In other words, the precise objective of ordination is
unknown at the time of analysis, and the final product cannot be judged to be true or
false, just or unjust, but only as useful or not useful. (Rathod, 1981a, p. 126)

The Use of Two-Dimensional Ordinations of SCM-grids
The need for a geometric representation of valuations is implicit in the next
quotation about the essence of the SCM dialogue.
The discussion has the quality of an intensive self-reflection on the part of the client and
a profound dialogue with the psychologist. It is based on the overall picture provided by
the system, a picture in which valuations referring to past, present, and future are
brought together so that new relations, hitherto hidden, can become visible. By bringing
these together, we are touching upon a very specific characteristic of the selfconfrontation procedure, which, unlike short talks and interviews that often have a
momentary quality, allows psychologist and client to base their discussion on an
overview of the relevant meaning units and the interrelationships and overall structure of
these units. Psychologist and client have the opportunity to investigate and discuss which
valuations are most important, both from the perspective of the content of the story and
from the perspective of the affective organization of the system. (Hermans & Hermansjansen, 1995, p. 44, italics added)

With distance being a function of the dissimilarity among valuations, visualizations
have great power in conveying information in a direct way. Therefore, it can
facilitate the communication among colleagues who are using the SCM as a method
of personality research (see also Beail, 1985). During the SCM dialogue, a simple
procedure, such as marking regions of comparable types of valuations, can help in
making the features of the valuation system of the client easier to grasp. For
example, valuations situated in the vicinity of "general feeling" and "ideal feeling"
can be given special attention. It is also possible to orient the hexagonal structure of
the six valuation types, using rotational techniques, so that interpretations can be
more easily made against the background of the ideal structure laid down by
Hermans and Hermans-Jansen (1995). (See also Chapter 9 of this dissertation).
In conclusion, the two-dimensional representation of valuations may be a
convenient tool for both researcher and practitioner alike. We strongly believe that
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the use of PCA, with the aid of KUNGRID, qualifies as a reliable and easy accessible
way to accomplish this aim.
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Chapter 9
Towards a Theory-Guided Representation
of Single Valuation Systems
in Hexagonal Affect Space 1

Picturing valuations of an individual valuation system can be done in several ways
One method used in the early development of valuation theory and the SelfConfrontation Method (e g Hermans, 1986), was to project valuations according to
their type on the inside of a vase, of which the boundaries were named according to
the six types distinguished by the theory This depiction could then be used during a
SCM dialogue for summarizing a person's valuation system Some information,
however, is lacking In particular, not all valuations could be situated, because a
certain number of them are not "pure" types according to the criteria In addition, the
distances among valuations, telling us about the affective similarity of valuations,
cannot be gleaned from that depiction
Another way to picture valuations in space is to make use of mathematically
derived algorithms in order to position the valuations in such a manner that their
location and distances between them, as contained in the matrix of affects χ
valuations, are maximally preserved In the previous chapter, a program called
KUNGRID (Thissen-Pennmgs et al, 1996) was applied with this aim of preserving
maximal mformation in two dimensions
Although the preservation of information is surely important, theoretical and
practical considerations may, in fact, distort the information away towards a less
perfect but more sensible and useful representation of the actual data With respect
to SCM research, this translates into the fact that an ordination must not merely
depend on the specific characteristics of the SCM grid to be depicted, but that a
standard orientation of scales and types should be obtained, m line with the recent
work on valuation theory Such a standardization has been achieved, for example, in
fields of personality research using circular models (e g , Wiggins & Broughton,
1991, Plutchik & Conte, 1997)
A preference for a standardized organization of types in two dimensions is
clearly present in recent work on valuation theory In Hermans (1993, 1996) and
1
This chapter is based on an unpublished manuscript (Van Geel & De Mey, 1999) Similar ideas
were presented at the 8e Symposium Waarderingstheorie en Zelfkonfrontatiemethode (Van Geel
1999, April), as well as at the Zevende Workshop Computers in de Psychologie (Van Geel, De Mey
& Bendermacher, 1999, September)
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Hermans and Hermans-Jansen (1995), valuation types are arranged in a circular
pattern, in the form of a hexagon (see Figure 9.1a). In this orientation, + 0 types are
situated in the first (upper right) hextant (see Figure 9.1b) Then, moving
anticlockwise, +HH valuations are positioned in the second hextant, +S in the third,
-S in the fourth, -LL in the fifth, and -O valuations in the sixth hextant.

Strength and
unity

(a)

(b)

+HH

Aggression
and anger
Powcrkssness
and Isolation

Figure 9.1 (a) Hexagonal Model of Self-Narratives (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen,
1995). (b) Theoretical Segments in Depictions of Valuation Systems

Two main axes or dimensions can be recognized in the hexagon A horizontal axis
differentiating S elements (+S and -S) from O elements (+0 and -O), and a vertical
axis distinguishing between the negative (-S, -LL, -O) and the positive elements (+S,
+HH, +0). Naturally, the location of the types in the hexagon is strongly related to
the theoretical orientation of the axes.
This chapter examines which method is most suitable for obtaining such an
"ideal" hexagonal arrangement of types for a single valuation system Although a
wide variety of methods is eligible for analysis, four methods in particular will be
considered
In order to investigate the adequacy of a method for generating valuation types
within a hexagonal structure, a large scale study, using many grids, must be
performed that considers the following two aspects. First, the informahon of the
original Euclidean distances among affect profiles should be preserved in the twodimensional depiction Second, the orientation of scales and location of types must
be adequate. A method is adequate in this respect if it depicts types in accordance
with the hexagonal model.
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Methods for Obtaining a Hexagonal Configuration of Types
In Table 9.1, four methods for approximating the desired orientation of valuation
types, as in Fig. 9.1b, are presented. The methods employ information either from
scales, affect terms, so-called markers (extreme profiles), or from combinations of the
three
In Method I the locations of elements in the plane are defined by two
perpendicular axes (O-S and P-N) by calculating the coordinates O-S and P-N for
the first and second axis, respectively. Hence, + 0 valuations will be positioned in the
first (upper right) hextant, because they have positive scores on O-S (O > S) and
positive scores on P-N (P > N). Similarly, +S, -S and -O valuations will be located in
the third, fourth, and sixth hextant, respectively, according to the hexagonal
configuration of Figure 9 lb. +HH and -LL valuations, which both have
approximately equal S and O scores, become positioned in the second (between +S
and +0) and fifth (between -S and -O) hextant, respectively.
Although this method is fairly easy to execute, and approximates the ideal
configuration rather well, a disadvantage is that the underlying model makes strong
assumptions with respect to the correlation between the O-S and P-N difference
scales, which are assumed to be zero. As a result, the model may greatly distort the
original distances among elements.
Figure 9.2a shows an example of an ordination generated by Method I
Although the goal of positioning the elements in the desired orientation is achieved,
the original distances are rather distorted (r^.- 85).
Method II has a similar orientation of axes as that in Method I A first bipolar
dimension, differentiating S from O elements, and the second dimension,
distinguishing negative from positive elements. There are, however, some major
differences with Method I Firstly, a two-dimensional PCA ordination (as in
KUNGRID) is performed on affect terms, followed by a rotation of scales to the ideal
configuration (see Table 9.1). Secondly, Method II tries to approximate the desired
configuration via the separate scales. It compromises theoretical considerations with
empirical data, m contrast to Method I, which is more theory guided Although the
model of Method II also assumes orthogonality between the two bipolar axes, S and
O scales will not necessarily be perpendicular to the Ρ and Ν scales, since the model
only functions as a target For the same reason, the S scale will not necessarily be in
line with the Ο scale, neither the Ρ scale with the Ν scale. In other words, Method II
approximates an ideal configuration without neglecting the empirical relationships
among the S, Ο, Ρ and Ν scales of a specific SCM-matrix.
With regard to the axes, Method-I uses fixed axes, whereas Method-II axes are
flexible In Method I, the orthogonal orientation of the axes is guaranteed at the
expense of a distortion of distances among the elements In Method II, distances are
well preserved, yet the orthogonal orientation of axes is not quaranteed (only
approximated). In other words, in Method I the theoretical axes dominate the
solution, whereas in Method II they only guide it.

T a b l e 9.1 Overview of Ordination Methods Aiming at an Ideal Orientation in Scales and Types
Information from:

Desired orientation of
scales (and/or types)

I difference scales

P-N

Method

Strength / Weakness*

Straightforward projection in plane
with the difference scales O-S and
P-N as coordinates on horizontal
and vertical axis, respectively

+: Types visualized in desired
orientation

O-S

-: Original distances among
elements of similar type can be
highly distorted due to strong
assumptions
++: Simple method that can be
done by hand (transparant method)

II: affect terms and scales

PCA of affect terms (2 factor
solution) followed by an
approximation to a desired
factorstructure of S, Ο, Ρ and Ν
scales (R0TAO3: Roskam &
Borgers, 1969) :
diml
dim2
S
- 1 0
O
1
0
Ρ
0
1
Ν
0 - 1

+/-: Approximation to desired
orientation is not guaranteed in all
cases. In some cases - due to little
variabUity in types — the ideal
onentation of axes is not attainable
++. Original distances among
elements very well preserved

Table 9.1 Continued
Information from:

Desired orientation
of scales and/or types

III: affect terms and marker
profiles

+HH

Method

Strength / Weakness"

Points are projected into plane
contaming six markers constituting
a fixed hexagon.
Factor score coefficients derived
from PCA on affect terms of the six
markers are used for the projection.

+++: Desired orientation is perfect
due to method
+: Original distances among
elements well preserved
+++: Easily accessible depiction
due to markers, fixed shape and
fixed orientation of hexagon

IV: affect terms, marker profiles
and scales

PCA of affect terms of matrix
augmented with six rows
representing six extreme profiles (2
factor solution) followed by an
approximation to a desired
factorstructure m S, Ο, Ρ and Ν
scales (R0TAO3: Roskam & Borgers,
1969):
diml
dim2
S
- 1 0
O
1
0
Ρ
0
1
Ν
0 - 1

: weakness, +/- = doubtful, + = positive, ++ = very positive, +++ = extremely positive

++: Approximation to desired
orientation is very well due to
inclusion of marker profiles
++: Original distances among
elements well preserved
++: Easily accessible depiction due
to markers
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(c) Method III: ^.=.92

Figure 9.2 Continued
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Figure 9.2b shows an example of a depiction made via this method. As is to be
expected (see Chapter 8), it yields a high quality representation (^.=.95), and the
positioning of the types accords well with that in the model (Figure 9.1b).
Method HI makes use of so-called "marker" profiles, projected as marker points
in an hexagonal plane. Marker profiles are, in fact, extreme profiles of each of the six
valuation types.
Table 9.2 Six Marker Profiles Used in Hexagon Analysis
Affect terms

Coordinates in fixed
hexagon
Dunl

Dini2

0

0.00

6.53

0

0

-5.00

4 62

5

5

5

-5.00

-4 62

5

5

5

5

0.00

-6 53

0

5

5

5

5

5.00

-4 62

5

0

0

0

0

5.00

4.62

0.00

0.00

Type

si

s2

s3

s4

ol

o2 o3 o4 p i

+HH

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

0

0

0

+S

5

5

5

5

0

0

0

0

5

5

5

5

0

0

-S

5

5

5

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

-LL

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-O

0

0

0

0

5

5

5

5

0

0

0

+o

0

0

0

0

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

Mean

p2 p3 p4 nl

n2 n3

n4

2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

SD
2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
4.08
Noie S = sl+s2+s3+s4, Diml = (O - S)/4; Dim2 = 0.38269 · (S + 0)/4 + 0 92388 * (P - N)/4 -1 91343

5.33

As can be seen in Table 9.2, the +HH marker profile contains the highest possible
scores on S, O, and P-feelings, and the lowest possible score on N-feelings. The
opposite holds true for the -LL marker profile. If we project these marker profiles as
marker points on the boundaries of a valuation system, a useful hexagonal frame
emerges in which a person's valuation types can then be situated.
The techniques used to obtain a fixed hexagon in which other "outside"
elements can be projected are based on Principal Components Analysis wherein
elements are treated either actively or passively (Van de Geer, 1988). The six markers
are treated actively, i.e., they are used in a PCA to generate a hexagon. Using
KUNGRID, the extreme markers will arrange themselves in the form of a hexagon,
while at the same time their original mutual distances will be maximally preserved.
After this initial step, factor score coefficients derived from this PCA (with six
elements) are employed to project "outside" elements into the hexagon. Because they
do not affect the location of other elements it is said that these "outside" elements are
treated passively in the analyses.
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It can be proven that — with S, Ο, Ρ and Ν as sumscales, each composed of an equal
number of affect terms i — this procedure comes down to the calculation of
coordinates according to the following formulas:

Πυη1 = 12&
i

Dim2 = 0.38269 *

( 0 + 5 )

i

+ 0.92388 * ^ " " ^ - 1.91343
i

The weights in the formulas are derived from a Principal Components Analysis on
six markers, with each "sum scale" containing one affect (i = 1). Set up in this way,
hexagon analysis, will yield standardized results, with coordinates within a range of
[-5.00, 5.00] for the first dimension, and [-6.53, 6.53] for the second2.
An example of an ordination produced by Method III is shown in Figure 9.2c.
The reader can observe that the marker profiles are positioned in their fixed
locations, as indicated in Table 9.2. By fixating the locations of marker profiles, a
highly standardized depiction of a set of affect profiles is obtained, with the same
(hexagonal) configuration always serving as background.
Method IV also approximates a hexagon by adding "marker" profiles to the
existing matrix of affects χ valuations. Here, the marker profiles, as well as the other
profiles, are treated actively. As a result, the points of the hexagon will not be
positioned in a fixed way. Nevertheless, due to their extremity, they will strongly
affect the solution. Additionally, in order to obtain the theoretical orientation of
types (and scales), a rotation is performed.
An example of an ordination produced by Method IV is given in Figure 9.2d.
Both quality and orientation are adequate, apparently combining the advantages of
Method II and III.
In reviewing these four methods, we notice that they fall nicely along two
classification principles, one consisting of a fixed versus flexible approach, the other
consisting of the use of markers versus no markers (See Table 9.3). In a fixed
approach, the location of a single valuation is independent of the locations of the
other valuations, for each SCM matrix. Methods I and III are examples of this
approach, as is evident from the employed formulas. In a flexible approach, using
PCA, the location of an element is dependent on the locations of the other elements
(Methods II and IV). In a fixed approach, the location of a single valuation is
independent of the locations of the other valuations, for each SCM matrix. Methods I

A similar configuration can be obtained by including six markers in a KUNGRID-ordtnation
(Thissen-Pennings et al., 1996). By treating the markers as "active" elements and the remaining affect
profiles as "passive," a (fixed) hexagon analysis is performed. In addition, the program output
displays the concomitant cophenetic correlation coefficient of the passive elements, expressing the
quality of the ordination.
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and III are examples of this approach, as is evident from the employed formulas. In a
flexible approach, using PCA, the location of an element is d e p e n d e n t on the
locations of the other elements (Methods II and IV).
Table 9.3 Methods for Obtaining a Hexagonal Configuration

passive markers

1

Flexible approach:
PCA, followed by congruence
rotation
II

active markers

III

IV

Fixed approach:
no PCA

The second approach consists of including marker profiles for each of the six
types. The reason for including these so-called marker profiles is based on the notion
that extremes greatly determine the features of a space. In its fixed form, markers are
positioned in hexagonal form (Method III), in contrast to the rectangular form as
seen in Method I. In its flexible form, the inclusion of markers in a Principal
Components Analysis compensates for the possible lack of diversity in types. For
SCM-grids lacking diversity, it is difficult to obtain an ideal orientation of types with
Method II. The inclusion of extreme markers undoubtedly yields a better orientation
(Method IV).
A prerequisite for any ordination method, whether "fixed" or "flexible," is the
preservation of information. Without a sufficiently high quality, a depiction cannot
be considered a reliable summary of a valuation system. Therefore, w e finish this
study with a table representing the average quality of the depictions belonging to
each of the four m e t h o d s , as ascertained in a series of 210 SCM-matrices. (For details
about the data gathering, see Chapter 6 of this dissertation.)

Table 9.4 Mean Quality of Two-Dmenswnal Representations Generated by the Four Methods of
Ordination Presented in Table 9.1.
Mean

Standard Deviation

I

.888

.053

II

.955

.029

III

.929

046

IV

.947

035

Noie n=210
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Table 9.4 shows that, as expected, the flexible methods (Methods II and IV) result in
a better preservation of distances. Method I, using a fixed procedure, yields pictures
of doubtful quality, whereas Method III, the other fixed method, can compete with
the two flexible methods. Thus, Method III seems to combine the advantage of the
standard orientation of types with that of the preservation of distance information.
In summary, the aim of this study was to let theoretical considerations enter
into the picture by looking for a method that could combine the requirement of
preserving distances with that of accomodating the need for surveyability. The
theoretical emphasis on the six types of valuations forced the idea of using the
prototypical elements as boundaries of a hexagonal space.
Although the "empirically best fitting plane" is generated by Method II (and to
a lesser extent by Method IV), the "theoretically most interesting solution" from the
standpoint of valuation theory is undoubtedly that construed by Method III, which
allows valuation systems to be compared against a constant background with
sufficient preservation of distance information. This leaves, of course, the decision
up to the counsellor to use whatever method best suits his/her needs.
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Summary and Discussion

In Part I of this dissertation valuation theory and the Self-Confrontation Method
were compared to other theories and methods. In Chapter 1 it was argued that
valuation theory (Hermans & Jansen, 1995) is related to Wiggins' interpersonal
theory (Wiggins, 1979), since the agentic vs. communal distinction is a conspicuous
feature of both theories. In valuation theory the (agentic) striving for selfenhancement and the (communal) striving for union are both expressed as affective
components of a self-narrative. According to interpersonal theory, interpersonal
behaviour is built around two bipolar dimensions, one contrasting "submission vs.
dominance," and the other "quarrelsomeness vs. agreeableness." These dimensions
correspond to the agentic and the communal mode, respectively. Another similarity
is found in the depiction of the theories. Hermans organizes his typology twodimensionally, on a circle, while circular structures are also typical of models
stemming from interpersonal theory. It is suggested that, in principle, the four types
of valuations nicely coincide with the endpoints of the two bipolar axes of
interpersonal theory (see Figure 1.3).
In Chapter 2 it was shown how the theorized relationships between valuation
theory and interpersonal theory also emerged in the domain of psychopathology.
Both theories share the notion that one-sidedness or inflexibility is unhealthy.
Whereas in interpersonal theory one-sidedness pertains to the rigid maladaptive
patterns of interaction with others (Pincus & Wiggins, 1990), in valuation theory it
pertains to the limited number of valuation types in a person's life narrative
(Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995). Moreover, inflexibility is also the key feature of
personality disorders according to DSM-III and DSM-IV.
Many dysfunctions discerned by valuation theory have a link to either
personality disorders or depressive disorders. For example, dysfunctional
"grandiosity" (one-sided +S) is similar to narcissistic personality disorder, while the
dysfunction of "limitlessness," with its exaggeration of "strength and unity"
valuations, has features in common with histrionic personality disorder. An
abundance of one of the so-called ambiguous valuation types (-O and -S types)
might be a manifestation of either of two subtypes of depression: anaclitical or
introjective depression (Blatt, 1974). Anaclitical depression results from an excessive
reliance on, or investment in, significant others, together with intense needs for
acceptance and love from others. Introjective depression is the result of an excessive
investment in strivings for personal achievement, excessive demands for
accomplishment and control, together with stringent self-standards and relentless
self-criticism when these standards are not met (Alden & Bieling, 1996; Beck, 1983;
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Blatt, 1974; Nietzel & Harris, 1990). It was argued that the "prolonged grieving
depression" (one-sided -O) and "self-directed hostility depression" (one-sided -S) as
conceptualized in valuation theory (Hermans and Hermans-Jansen, 1995) are quite
similar to anaclitical and introjective depression, respectively (see Table 2.4).
In Chapter 3 the characteristics of the SCM procedure were discussed in some
detail, and an overview of the studies by Hermans and colleagues concerning
typology validation was presented. The SCM was also compared to three other
idiographic methods employed in the clinical field. Like the SCM, the Thematic
Apperception Test is built on the metaphor of the person as a motivated story teller
and focuses on agentic and communal themes in stories. In Kelly's Role Construct
Repertory Test (REP test) we find a similar emphasis on the organization of
personality. Moreover, the application of geometric techniques for the visualization
of idiographic grid data (extensively discussed in Chapter 8) originates from REP
research. Finally, Systematic Motivation Counseling (Cox et al., 1991) is similar to the
SCM in that narrative idiographic material is used in the assessment of problems
and in the promotion of change in a counseling setting.
Part II comprises empirical chapters about the validity and internal consistency of
constructs and indices used in SCM research. Chapter 4 addressed the issue of
factorial validity or scale construction. In several factor analyses it was demonstrated
that some scales used to measure either "the (agentic) striving for self-enhancement"
or "the (communal) striving for union" could be improved. In particular, it appeared
that the feelings of warmth, solidarity (or togetherness), energy and freedom (as
contained in a list of 28 affect terms) seemed to be wrongly allocated to the positive
scale (e.g. Hermans et al., 1985; Hermans & Oies, 1996). Psychometrically, warmth
and solidarity turned out to have a stronger affinity with the communal scale, and
energy and freedom with the agentic scale.
An alternative list containing 24 affect terms that display the classical S-O-P-N
structure was provided and cross-validated in a student sample. This list is
comprised of four scales, each containing six affect terms. An additional study also
showed high internal consistencies of these scales within single SCM matrices.
Chapter 5 described a convergent validity study of the typology. For that
purpose, valuation types were considered as scales measuring some basic
experiences, and were then related to similar concepts borrowed from trait
psychology. In a student sample (n=67) it was found that the proportion of
valuations about "anger and opposition" was significantly correlated with traits of
criticism and complacency. Therefore, it looks as if self-narratives about conflict and
opposition are typical of critical and self-satisfied persons. In addition, the obtained
correlations suggest that the self-narratives about "powerlessness or isolation" and
"longing for an unreachable other" are typical of people who are despondent or
depressed, inhibited in their social contact or preoccupied with the wishes of others.
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Chapter 5 further showed that the life stories of people who are self-confident and
stimulating in groups, explorative, vital and optimistic, or assertive and
independent, are centered around the valuations of "success and autonomy" (+S) and
"unity and strength" (+HH). In order to visualize the results of this study the data
were also subjected to so-called circumplex analysis (see Figure 5.1). This study
concluded that convergent validity of the typology has been strengthened.
Chapter 6 described an additional (discriminant) validity study. A non-clinical
group (31 males and 69 females) — predominantly consisting of university students
— was compared to a clinical group (63 males and 47 females). It was hypothesized
that the clinical group — by definition — would display lower levels of well-being.
Furthermore, because SCM measures are mainly built around the concepts of agency
and communion, pronounced gender differences were expected to appear. Indeed,
in many studies agency and communion are inextricably tied to gender differences
(Bakan, 1966; Spence et al., 1979; Feingold, 1994; Helgeson, 1994). A GENDER (male,
female) χ GROUP (client, student) ANOVA was applied to 18 SCM indices. As
predicted, clients suffered from a lack of actual well-being in comparison to the
students; they displayed lower S, lower P, and higher Ν in their General Feeling.
They also told life narratives that were more negative as a whole (low S, and low Ρ
and high Ν in the mean scores across valuations). Their narratives were more
dominated by negative valuations (-Ο and -LL valuations) and contained fewer
positive valuations (+S and + 0 valuations) when compared with the students'.
With regard to gender, women reported higher Ο levels in General Feeling. In
addition, female students formulated more + 0 valuations than male students, male
clients and female clients. Furthermore, men's narratives were dominated more by
+S valuations than women's, in both groups. It was concluded that discriminant
validity was supported.
Summing up, Part II was concerned with factorial validity of the agentic,
communal, positive and negative affect scales (Ch 4), and the convergent (Ch 5) and
discriminant validity of the typology (Ch 6). These studies contribute to the validity
of the constructs as measured and traditionally used for assessment. It can be
concluded that the application of the S, O, P, and Ν scales leads to a valid and useful
typification of narratives.
Although many SCM researchers are using affect terms that display the
S-O-P-N structure (e.g. Coopmans, 1993; Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995; Poulie,
1991; Rioux & Barresi, 1997), these are certainly not the only affects possible in the
study of the affective components of narratives. In the field of personality and
emotion many other affect scales have been applied. For instance, the dichotomy of
agitation/dejection-related feelings has been proposed by several authors (Higgins,
1987); agitation refers to the presence of negative outcomes, whereas dejection to the
absence of positive outcomes. According to self-discrepancy theory (Higgins, 1987)
not living up to one's duties, obligations or responsibilities — described as a conflict
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between the actual and ought self — causes agitation-related emotions. Not being
able to realize one's hopes, aspirations or wishes — described as a conflict between
the actual and ideal self — causes feelings of dejection.
A dejection/agitation distinction is also implied in the pleasantness/activation
circumplex model of Russell (1980; Russell, Weiss & Mendelsohn, 1989). On the
negative side of this circumplex, "stress" is conceptualized as an unpleasant feeling
with high arousal, whereas "depression" as an unpleasant feeling with low arousal.
On the positive side of the circumplex, "excitement" is the basic pleasant feeling with
high arousal, whereas "relaxation" is the pleasant feeling with low arousal. (For a
discussion of this circumplex, see Larson & Diener, 1992; Parkinson, Totterdell,
Briner & Reynolds, 1996)
If in SCM matrices agitation could be empirically distinguished from dejection,
then other than the usual types of negative valuations could be detected. However,
in the analysis of SCM matrices belonging to 127 clients (see Chapter 4, Study 1) the
12 negative feelings clustered around one of the poles of a bipolar Ρ vs. Ν
dimension. The only reason for balancing the number of dejection and agitation
related feelings in the negative scale of the "new" list of 24 affect terms (see Chapter
4, Study 2), was to accommodate the theoretical notion mentioned above.
Empirically, the six negative affect terms of the 24-item list comprise unidimensional scales in separate SCM grids (see Chapter 4, Study 3). Because agitation
and dejection in SCM data cannot be distinguished empirically, one would be
inclined to assume that the distinction is irrelevant to the study of narratives.
However, there is at least one study that has proven its utility in studying narrated
events.
In a study of the affective responses to events. Hoekstra (1986) found empirical
support for a nine-factor model, including the three SCM-like scales of assertion (S),
affection (O) and pleasure (P), the agitation-related scales of fear, anger and
nervousness, and the dejection-related scales of sadness and guilt. A surprise scale
completed the nine-factor model. Although these scales originated from research
about emotional responses to hypothetical situations (Hoekstra, 1986; see also
Lazarus, 1991), they also emerged in a study where subjects gave affective reactions
to real events from their recent past (Hoekstra, 1986).
Hoekstra's study is important for two reasons. First, it suggests that by
incorporating negative scales of fear, anger, nervousness, sadness and guilt into SCM
research a more extended typology of valuations can be obtained. However, it may
be simply in the nature of valuations to display less negative affective differentiation
than actual events do: "In a valuation a person typically relates and condenses a
number of events into a single unit of meaning" (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, p. 18).
Moreover, whether an extended typology is desirable, remains to be seen, since it is
parsimony itself which makes Hermans' typology so well suited for use in a
therapeutic context. Transparency is of the utmost importance in such a context.
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Second, Hoekstra's study is also methodologically of interest in that it shows
that relatively short interviews can suffice to explore the affective components of
narrative material. SCM research is relatively time consuming due to the length of
the SCM procedure. Therefore, when (only) scale construction is the target, shorter
procedures might be opted for.
An example of a study in which a diversity of valuations can be efficiently
elicited, was undertaken by the author. Instead of events from the recent past, as
used in Hoekstra's study, subjects were asked to formulate eight projects (narratives
pertaining to the future) within the domains of achievement and affiliation (Cantor
et al., 1987; Little et al., 1992). Within each domain subjects formulated four projects
along the categorization made by Ogilvie and Rose (1995) who, inspired by
behavioural theory, discerned four types of projects. (1) A 'keep' project refers to the
retention of something positive that is currently existing. A typical keep-project in
the achievement domain is, for example, "I find it pleasant and challenging to be
working on my study. The subject offers me enrichment and broadens my horizon."
(2) An 'acquire' project is also positive, but pertains to a striving towards an absent
goal. An example in the social domain is: "I would like to be more in contact with
my girlfriends." (3) A 'cure' project is intended to get rid of something negative,
currently present. An example in the achievement-domain is: "My work provides
little stimulation, and offers little challenge." (4) A 'prevent' project deals with a
negative state not actually present, but important enough to avoid happening. "I
want to avoid quarrels" is an example of a prevent-project in the affiliation domain.
The main (explorative) question in this study was how these "prevent, acquire, cure,
and keep" motivations relate to the achievement and affiliation domains, as well as
to the typology of valuations. This shortened version of the SCM might well be
useful for those who are exploring new affective domains in their research with
narratives. The research protocol can be requested from the author (see also Sluiter,
1999).
Techniques pertaining to the geometrical representation of a single valuation system
were discussed in Part III. The current use of correlation as a measure of proximity
among affect profiles, was first evaluated, since this measure is only sensitive for
similarities and dissimilarities in shape (see Chapter 7). Several numerical examples
were given as illustrations. It was argued that a Euclidean distance measure is more
appropriate because it is not only sensitive to "shape" but also to differences in
"elevation" and "scatter."
The empirical question whether two dimensions suffice to summarize the
information of an SCM grid was examined in Chapter 8. Using a large sample of
SCM grids (n=127), two algorithms were tested for their performance in generating
two-dimensional pictures of sufficient quality. The degree to which original
Euclidean distances were being preserved (expressed in the so-called cophenetic
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correlation coefficient) was taken as the quality measure The results showed that the
Multidimensional Scaling algorithm ALSCAL, as well as the locally developed
Principal Components Analysis program KUNGRID, both yielded representations of
sufficiently high quality
These findings were incorporated into a proposal for a more standardized way
of ordination in Chapter 9 A disadvantage of KUNGRID in its original form was
that its solution depended heavily on the arbitrary composition of a valuation
system As a result, the positioning of, for instance, the + 0 valuations could highly
fluctuate This is contrary to the standardized organization of types in two
dimensions that is clearly aimed at in recent work on valuation theory (Hermans &
Hermans-Jansen, 1995, see Figure 9 la) Therefore, taking this orientation as the
starting point, we looked for a method that located + 0 valuations in the upper right,
-S in the lower left, and so forth, according to this ideal
A solution that yielded a strong standardization with respect to the ideal
orientation was found in so-called hexagon analysis (Van Geel & De Mey, 1999) In
this analysis, affect profiles are being projected within the boundaries of a (flexible
or fixed) hexagon, of which the angular points are formed by the (theoretically
defined) extreme elements of each of the six types of valuations most frequently
encountered in valuation research (+0, +HH, +S, -S, -LL and -O) Due to their
extremity and typical features the six extreme elements arrange themselves on the
boundaries of a valuation system, thus generating a hexagonal frame With a recent
version of KUNGRID a (fixed or flexible) hexagon analysis can easily be executed
An empirical study (n=210) on the quality of our hexagon analysis showed that both
the flexible and fixed methods generate high quality depictions The fixed method,
in particular, is very promising because it allows valuation systems to be projected
against a constant background
Such standardization can prove to be helpful in the assessment phase of a
counseling setting, since it facilitates communication between counselor and client
More specifically, from the perspective of the client, the complex ideas of (1)
(dis)similarity between (two) valuations, (2) typification of a (single) valuation by
using sum scales, and (3) structure and dimensionality of a valuation system as a
whole, are more transparent when all these concepts are assembled in one twodimensional representation First, the idea of dissimilarity is represented
geometrically by using "distance" and "dissimilarity" as analogs, so that abstract
proximity relationships are directly visible Second, the idea that the agentic,
communal, positive and negative scales are valid and useful building blocks of a
typology is also directly visible since similar types become positioned close to one
another For example, a client noticing that a valuation about his struggle to seek
contact with his children, is positioned close to a valuation about the loss of contact
with his former colleagues, both situated in the fourth quadrant sharing the label
"-O," might be struck by the similarity (as the result of the numerical operations)
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Third, the idea of structure and dimensionality of a valuation system as a whole is
more transparent now because it is subsumed visually by the inclusion of extremes.
Extreme elements arranging themselves on the boundaries of a valuation system
easily convey the idea that there is a dimension running from the origin to these
extremes. In addition, the bi-polar dimensions are expanded as well: " + 0 vs. -S,"
"+HH vs. -LL" and "+S vs. -O." Basically, a depiction directly communicates to the
client that narrated personal experiences can be clustered thematically and spatially
according to their affective modality.
A further advantage of implementing spatial ordination techniques in SCM
counseling is that it facilitates the task of the counselor. It was mentioned earlier that
the psychologist must be attentive to the possible one-sidedness of a valuation
system because that might indicate dysfunction (Ch 2). A depiction can be helpful in
this regard since the counselor can catch in a single glance — while preparing for
"the discussion of the results" — what kind of valuations are under- or
overrepresented.
For one reason or another spatial ordination techniques do not seem to be fully
appreciated in current SCM counseling. One reason might be the costs of
commercially distributed programs. It may also have to do with the technical
difficulties which counselors experience when using computer algorithms. Whatever
the reasons for this disregard, these problems can be resolved with KUNGRID
(Thissen-Pennings et al., 1996), which qualifies as an inexpensive and easily
accessible program for obtaining two-dimensional representations of single grids
(see Ch 8 and 9). KUNGRID, together with an accompanying English manual, can be
obtained at the Groep Rekentechnische Dienst. It is also incorporated in the
statistical KUNST library of the Catholic University of Nijmegen. For those familiar
with SPSS, Principal Components Analysis and ALSCAL are alternatives. However,
the Principal Components Analysis of SPSS should be applied with some caution,
since it does not give the optimal solution directly (Ch 8). Another alternative is to
use the formulas of so-called fixed hexagon analysis (Ch 9). However, only hexagon
analysis via KUNGRID gives an accompanying quality measure and Shepard
diagram. Finally, a most simple and elegant method is, for each valuation, to
substract O from S, and Ν from P, and to plot these scores graphically. No
guarantees offered, but sometimes simplicity may outperform even the most
complex analysis when we are short of time and materials.
The application of geometric techniques fits well within valuation theory and
SCM practice, wherein clients are considered co-investigators of themselves. They
can accomplish this task more easily when they are provided with a clear and simple
visual representation of their valuation system.
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Samenvatting

In Deel I van deze dissertatie worden de waarderingstheone en zelfkonfrontatiemethode vergeleken met andere theorieën en methoden In Hoofdstuk 1 wordt de
gelijkenis beschreven tussen de waarderingstheone (Hermans & Jansen, 1995) en
Wiggins' interpersoonlijke theorie (Wiggins, 1979) In beide theorieën staat het
onderscheid in onafhankelijkheid en verbondenheid ("agency vs communion')
centraal Volgens de waarderingstheone komen het streven naar zelfbevestiging en
het streven naar verbondenheid tot uitdrukking in de affectieve componenten van
een zelfverhaal Volgens de interpersoonlijke theorie liggen twee bipolaire dimensies
ten grondslag aan interpersoonlijk gedrag de ene geeft het contrast weer tussen
submissie en dominantie, de andere tussen hostiliteit en vriendelijkheid Deze
bipolaire dimensies corresponderen met respectievelijk onafhankelijkheid en
verbondenheid Een andere overeenkomst is gelegen in de manier waarop beide
theorieën visueel worden weergegeven Hermans geeft zijn typologie tweedimensioneel weer op een cirkel Zulke circulaire structuren zijn ook typerend voor
modellen uit de interpersoonlijke theorie In principe vallen vier typen
waardegebieden samen met de eindpunten van de twee bipolaire assen uit de
interpersoonlijke theorie (zie Figuur 1 3)
In Hoofdstuk 2 komen de veronderstelde relaties tussen de waardermgs- en
interpersoonlijke theorie eveneens naar voren op het gebied van de
psychopathologie Beide theorieën delen de opvatting dat eenzijdigheid of
inflexibiliteit ongezond is Daar waar in de interpersoonlijke theorie eenzijdigheid
verwijst naar rigide onaangepaste gedragspatronen m interactie met anderen (Pincus
& Wiggins, 1990), heeft zij in de waardermgstheone betrekking op het beperkte
aantal typen waarderingen in het levensverhaal van een persoon (Hermans &
Hermans-Jansen, 1995) Inflexibiliteit wordt bovendien gezien als het meest
wezenlijke kenmerk van persoonlijkheidsstoornissen in DSM-III en DSM-IV
Veel disfuncties, zoals onderscheiden binnen de waarderingstheone, zijn te
relateren aan persoonlijkheidsstoornissen dan Vel aan depressieve stoornissen Zo
kan bijvoorbeeld disfunctionele "grandiositeit" (eenzijdig +Z1) vergeleken worden
met de narcistische persoonlijkheidsstoornis, terwijl disfunctionele ' grenzeloosheid
met haar overdrijving van waardegebieden over "kracht en eenheid, veel
overeenkomsten vertoont met de theatrale persoonlijkheidsstoornis Een overvloed
aan zogenaamde ambigue negatieve waardegebieden (-A en -Z typen) kan duiden

1

Ζ = streven naar Zelfbevestiging (in het Engels S = the striving for Self-enhancement) A = het
verlangen naar verbondenheid met de Ander (in het Engels O = longing for union with the Other
Zie Tabel 8 1 voor uitleg over de typologie
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op één van twee subtypen van depressie: anaclitische of introjectieve depressie
(Blatt, 1974). Anaclitische depressie komt voort uit een overdreven vertrouwen en
investering in belangrijke anderen, samengaand met de intense behoefte aan
acceptatie door en liefde van anderen. Introjectieve depressie komt voort uit een
overdreven investering in persoonlijke prestatie, excessief verlangen naar succes en
controle, gekoppeld aan stringente normen en meedogenloze zelfkritiek in het geval
gestelde normen niet gehaald worden (Alden & Bieling, 1996; Beek, 1983; Blatt, 1974;
Nietzel & Harris, 1990). Een belangrijke conclusie is dat "depressie met
geïntensiveerde rouw" (eenzijdig -A) en "depressie met zelfgerichte vijandigheid"
(eenzijdig -Z), zoals voorgesteld in de waarderingstheorie (Hermans and Hermansjansen, 1995), veel gelijkenis vertonen met respectievelijk de anaclitische en de
introjectieve depressie (zie Tabel 2.4).
In Hoofdstuk 3 komen de kenmerken van de ZKM-procedure ter sprake,
evenals enkele studies van Hermans die de validatie van de typologie betreffen
(Hermans et al., 1985; Hermans, Hermans-Jansen & Van Gilst, 1987; Hermans & Van
Gilst, 1991; Hermans, 1992). Vervolgens wordt de ZKM vergeleken met drie andere
idiografische methodes uit de klinische praktijk. Evenals de ZKM is de Thematische
Apperceptie Test (TAT, Murray, 1938) gefundeerd op de metafoor van de persoon
als gemotiveerde verhalenverteller, en richt zich op de thematiek van
onafhankelijkheid en verbondenheid in verhalen (McAdams, 1994). In Kelly's Role
Construct Repertory Test (REP-test) vinden we eenzelfde nadruk op het belang van
de organisatie van de persoonlijkheid. Bovendien zijn de geometrische technieken
voor de visualisatie van ZKM data, zoals beproken in Hoofdstuk 8, afkomstig uit het
REP-onderzoek. Een andere methode die lijkt op de ZKM is "Systematic Motivation
Counseling" (Cox et al., 1991). In deze methode staan eveneens door de client in
eigen woorden weergegeven problemen centraal, de zogenaamde "current
concerns."
Deel II bevat empirische hoofdstukken betreffende de validiteit en interne
consistentie van constructen en indices gehanteerd in ZKM-onderzoek. In Hoofdstuk
4 komt de kwestie van de factoriële validiteit of schaalconstructie aan de orde. In
verscheidene factoranalyses wordt aangetoond dat enkele schalen die gebruikt
worden om "het streven naar zelfbevestiging" dan wel "het verlangen naar
verbondenheid" te meten, verbeterd kunnen worden. In het bijzonder blijken de
gevoelens warmte, saamhorigheid, energie en vrijheid (opgenomen in de lijst van 28
gevoelens) ten onrechte te zijn opgenomen in de positieve schaal (o.a., Hermans et
al., 1985; Hermans & Oles, 1996). Psychometrisch vertonen enerzijds warmte en
saamhorigheid een sterkere affiniteit met de verbondenheidsschaal, en anderzijds
energie en vrijheid met de onafhankelijkheidsschaal.
Een alternatieve lijst met 24 affecttermen die de klassieke Z-A-P-N structuur
vertoont, wordt opgemaakt en kruis-gevalideerd in een steekproef van studenten.
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Deze lijst bestaat uit vier schalen, met elk zes affecttermen. Een aanvullende studie
laat zien dat deze vier schalen ook hoge interne consistenties te zien geven voor
afzonderlijke ZKM matrices.
In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt een studie naar de convergente validiteit van de typologie
beschreven. Met het oog op deze toepassing worden de waarderingstypen
beschouwd als schalen die fundamentele ervaringen meten, waarna zij gerelateerd
worden aan concepten uit de trekkenpsychologie. In een steekproef van studenten
(n=67) blijkt de proportie waardegebieden aangaande "kwaadheid en verzet"
gecorreleerd te zijn met persoonlijkheidstrekken als verongelijktheid en
zelfgenoegzaamheid. Deze samenhang geeft aan dat zelfverhalen over conflicten en
oppositie kenmerkend zijn voor kritische, zelfgenoegzame personen. Uit de andere
resultaten blijkt dat zelfverhalen over "machteloosheid en isolatie" en "verlangen
naar de onbereikbare ander" typerend zijn voor personen die neerslachtig, sociaal
geremd en gepreoccupeerd zijn met de wensen van anderen. Daarentegen worden
mensen wier levensverhaal hoofdzakelijk waarderingen bevat over "succes en
autonomie" (+Z) en "eenheid en kracht" (+HH) gekenmerkt door zelfverzekerdheid,
vitaliteit, optimisme, assertiviteit en onafhankelijkheid; zij zijn tevens onderzoekend
en stimulerend in groepen. Om voorafgaande resultaten te visualiseren, is op de
data tevens een zogenaamde circumplex analyse toegepast (zie Figuur 5.1).
Convergente validiteit van de typologie is met deze studie duidelijk aangetoond.
In Hoofdstuk 6 wordt een aanvullende (discriminante) validiteitsstudie
gepresenteerd, waarin een niet-klinische groep (31 mannen en 69 vrouwen) —
hoofdzakelijk bestaande uit studenten — vergeleken wordt met een klinische groep
(63 mannen en 47 vrouwen). Aangenomen werd dat de klinische groep — per
definitie — de lagere niveaus in welbevinden zou vertonen. Aangezien ZKM maten
hoofdzakelijk gebouwd zijn rondom de concepten van "onafhankelijkheid" en
"verbondenheid," werd verwacht dat er uitgesproken sekseverschillen zouden zijn.
Uit veel studies is immers gebleken dat de concepten onafhankelijkheid en
verbondenheid onlosmakelijk verbonden zijn met sekseverschillen (Bakan, 1966;
Spence, et al. 1979; Feingold, 1994; Helgeson, 1994). Een SEKSE (man, vrouw) χ
GROEP (cliënt, student) ANOVA werd toegepast op 18 ZKM-indices.
Zoals verwacht, blijken cliënten minder welbevinden te ervaren dan studenten;
zij vertonen een lagere Z, lagere P, en hogere Ν in hun Algemeen Ervaren. Ook
vertellen zij verhalen die als geheel negatiever zijn (lage Z, lage Ρ en hoge Ν in hun
gemiddelde scores van waardegebieden). Hun verhalen worden meer gedomineerd
door negatie\e waardegebieden (-A en -LL waardegebieden) en bevatten minder
positieve waarderingen (+Z en +A) in vergelijking met die van studenten.
Met betrekking tot sekse blijkt dat vrouwen hogere A niveaus in hun Algemeen
Ervaren rapporteren. Vrouwelijke studenten formuleren meer +A waardegebieden
dan de mannelijke studenten, de mannelijke cliënten en vrouwelijke cliënten. De
verhalen van mannen worden meer gedomineerd door +Z waarderingen dan die
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van de vrouwen, in beide groepen In het algemeen wordt de discriminante
validiteit ondersteund door deze studie
Samenvattend gaat deel II over de factonele validiteit van de schalen over
onafhankelijkheid, verbondenheid, positieve en negatieve gevoelens (Hoofdstuk 4),
en de convergente (Hoofdstuk 5) en discriminante validiteit van de typologie
(Hoofdstuk 6) De studies dragen bij aan de validiteit van constructen zoals gemeten
en traditioneel gebruikt voor diagnostiek De conclusie is dat het hanteren van de Z,
Α, Ρ en Ν schalen resulteert m een valide en bruikbare typering van zelfverhalen
Hoewel veel ZKM onderzoekers affecttermen hanteren die de Z-A-P-N
structuur vertonen (o a , Coopmans, 1993, Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995, Poulie,
1991, Rioux & Barresi, 1997), zijn dit zeker niet de enige affecten die gebruikt
kunnen worden bij de studie naar de affectieve componenten van zelfverhalen Zo is
bijvoorbeeld een dichotomie in agitatie- en depressiegerelateerde gevoelens door
verscheidene auteurs voorgesteld (Higgins, 1987), agitatie verwijst naar de
aanwezigheid van negatieve gevolgen en depressie naar de afwezigheid van
positieve gevolgen Volgens de zelf-discrepantie theorie (Higgins, 1987) leidt het niet
naleven van plichten, taken of verantwoordelijkheden — beschreven als een conflict
tussen actuele en verplichtende zelf — tot agitatiegerelateerde gevoelens, het niet in
staat zijn om aspiraties, hopen of wensen te realiseren — beschreven als een conflict
tussen actuele en ideale zelf — veroorzaakt daarentegen gevoelens van depressie
Het onderscheid in depressie en agitatie wordt ook gemaakt in het
plezier/achvenng circumplex van Russell (1980, Russell, Weiss & Mendelsohn,
1989) Aan de negatieve kant van het circumplex wordt "stress" opgevat als een
onplezierig gevoel met veel arousal, en "depressie" als een onplezierig gevoel met
weinig arousal Aan de positieve kant van het circumplex is "opwinding een basaal
plezierig gevoel met hoge arousal, en "ontspanning" een plezierig gevoel met lage
arousal (Voor een discussie van dit circumplex, zie Larson & Diener, 1992,
Parkinson, Totterdell, Briner & Reynolds, 1996)
Indien in ZKM-matnces agitatie empirisch te onderscheiden zou zijn van
depressie, zouden bijgevolg andere dan de gebruikelijke
negatieve
waardenngstypen zichtbaar kunnen worden Uit de factoranalyse in Hoofdstuk 4
(Studie 1) bleek echter dat de 12 negatieve gevoelens zich groepeerden rondom een
van de polen van een bipolaire Ρ vs Ν dimensie De enige reden om het aantal
depressie- en agitatiegerelateerde gevoelens te balanceren in de negatieve schaal van
de "nieuwe" 24-lijst (zie Hoofdstuk 4, Studie 2), was om tegemoet te komen aan de
bovengenoemde theoretische veronderstelling Empirisch gezien bleken de zes
negatieve affecttermen uit de 24-lijst uni-dimensionele schalen te vormen in
afzonderlijke ZKM-matnces (zie Hoofdstuk 4, Studie 3) Omdat agitatie en depressie
in ZKM data empirisch niet te onderscheiden zijn, zou men geneigd zijn te
veronderstellen dat het onderscheid irrelevant is voor de studie van zelfverhalen
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Minstens één studie heeft echter haar bruikbaarheid aangetoond bij het bestuderen
van in taal beschreven gebeurtenissen (Hoekstra, 1986).
Bij het bestuderen van de affectieve reacties op gebeurtenissen, vond Hoekstra
namelijk empirische ondersteuning voor een negen-factoren model, bestaande uit de
aan ZKM verwante schalen assertiviteit (Z), genegenheid (A) en plezier (P), de
agitatie-gerelateerde schalen angst, woede en nervositeit, en de
depressiegerelateerde schalen droefheid en schuld, aangevuld met een schaal die
"verwondering" weergeeft. Alhoewel deze schalen stammen uit onderzoek naar de
emotionele reacties op hypothetische situaties (Hoekstra, 1986, zie ook Lazarus,
1991), kwamen zij ook naar voren m een studie waarin subjecten affectieve reacties
gaven op echte gebeurtenissen uit hun recente verleden (Hoekstra, 1986)
De mogelijkheid via een meer gedifferentieerde lijst van affecttermen een
uitgebreidere typologie van waardegebieden te verkrijgen is derhalve met
uitgesloten. Of een uitgebreidere typologie wenselijk is, blijft de vraag, want het is
juist de spaarzaamheid die Hermans' typologie zo geschikt maakt voor gebruik in
de therapeutische praktijk.
Technieken die betrekking hebben op de geometrische representatie van een enkel
waarderingssysteem worden in Deel III besproken Het gebruik van de correlatiecoefficient als maat voor (on)gelijkenis tussen profielen van affectscores wordt
geëvalueerd in Hoofdstuk 7 Enkele numerieke voorbeelden illustreren dat deze maat
uitsluitend gevoelig is voor gelijkenis en ongelijkems in vorm. De Euclidische
afstandsmaat wordt als meer geschikt geacht omdat zij niet alleen gevoelig is voor
"vorm," maar ook voor verschillen in "niveau" en "spreiding."
De empirische vraag of twee dimensies voldoende zijn om de informatie uit
een ZKM-gnd samen te vatten, wordt besproken in Hoofdstuk 8 Voor een grote
steekproef van ZKM-grids («=127) worden twee algoritmes onderzocht op hun
prestaties om tweedimensionele afbeeldingen van voldoende kwaliteit te maken De
mate waarin originele afstanden behouden blijven (uitgedrukt in de zogenaamde
cophenetische correlatie-coëfficiënt), wordt hierbij als criterium genomen. De
resultaten laten zien dat zowel het mulhdimensionele-schalings algoritme ALSCAL
als het locaal ontwikkelde Principale Componenten Analyse programma KUNGRID,
beide kwalitatief hoogwaardige representaties geven.
In Hoofdstuk 9 worden voorgaande bevindingen geïncorporeerd in een voorstel
voor een meer gestandaardiseerde manier van weergeven. Een nadeel van
KUNGRID in zijn originele vorm is dat de uiteindelijke oplossing sterk afhangt van
de samenstelling van een waarderingssysteem; de globale plaats van bijvoorbeeld de
+A waardegebieden is niet nader bepaald. Dit is in strijd met de gestandaardiseerde
oriëntatie van typen in twee dimensies waarop gedoeld wordt in recente publicaties
op het gebied van de waarderingstheorie (Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995, zie
Figuur 9 la) Met deze oriëntatie als uitgangspunt is gezocht naar een manier om +A
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waardegebieden rechtsboven te localiseren, -S waardegebieden linksonder,
enzovoorts, overeenkomstig de ideale oriëntatie.
Een oplossing die leidt tot een sterke mate van standaardisatie is gevonden in
de zogenaamde hexagon-analyse (Van Geel & De Mey, 1999). Hierin worden de
waardegebieden van een persoon geprojecteerd binnen de grenzen van een
(flexibele of gefixeerde) zeshoek, waarvan de hoekpunten bestaan uit de theoretisch
meest extreme representanten van elk van de zes meestvoorkomende typen
waardegebieden (+A, +HH, +Z, -Z, -LL en -A). Door hun kenmerken zullen deze
extreme elementen zich nestelen aan de randen van elk waarderingssysteem en een
zeshoekig kader vormen. Met een recente versie van KUNGRID kan een dergelijke
(gefixeerde of flexibele) hexagon-analyse eenvoudig worden uitgevoerd. Een
empirische studie (n=210) naar de kwaliteit van dit type analyse laat zien dat zowel
de flexibele als de gefixeerde hexagon-analyse kwalitatief hoogwaardige
afbeeldingen genereert. Met name de gefixeerde methode is veelbelovend omdat zij
het mogelijk maakt waarderingssystemen te projecteren tegen een vaste achtergrond.
De toepassing van geometrische technieken past goed bij de
waarderingstheorie en ZKM, waarin cliënten worden erkend als onderzoeker van
zichzelf. Deze taak kunnen zij gemakkelijker vervullen indien zij daarbij geholpen
worden door een heldere visuele representatie van hun waarderingssysteem.
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